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ABSTRACT

Liu, Yuxin. Ph.D., Purdue University, August, 2004. Layered Scalable and Low
Complexity Video Encoding: New Approaches and Theoretic Analysis. Major
Professors: Edward J. Delp and Paul Salama.

Transmission of digital video signals over current data networks demands ef-

ficient, reliable, and adaptable video coding techniques due to the heterogeneous

nature of current wired and wireless networks. In this dissertation, we focus on the

scalable video coding structure, in particular leaky prediction layered video coding

(LPLC), and low complexity video encoding. Scalable video coding facilitates chan-

nel adaptive and error resilient performances. Low complexity video encoding shifts

the computational complexity from the encoder to the decoder, which addresses

applications with scarce resource at the encoder.

We highlight a deficiency inherent in LPLC, namely that the enhancement layer

cannot always “enhance” the rate distortion performance. We develop a general

framework that applies to both LPLC and a multiple description coding scheme

using motion compensation, and use this framework to confirm the existence of the

deficiency. We propose an enhanced LPLC based on maximum-likelihood estimation

to address the deficiency in LPLC.

We further develop theoretic analysis of LPLC with respect to the leaky factor.

We obtain two sets of rate distortion functions in closed form for LPLC, through the
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use of rate distortion theory and the use of a quantization noise model. Theoret-

ical results of both closed form expressions are evaluated, which conform with the

operational results.

We describe a low complexity video encoding technique, which is developed for

applications where resources are scarce at the video encoder whereas resources at

the decoder are relatively abundant. We develop a low complexity video encoding

approach that uses new B-frame direct coding modes. Experimental results have

shown that our approach has a competitive rate distortion performance compared

to the conventional high complexity video encoding approach.

We also discuss the reliable transmission of digital video over an error-prone

environment. We present a thorough evaluation of a joint source-channel video

coding technique over wireless networks. We obtain reliable video transmission using

adaptive packetization and a two-layer rate-distortion optimization scheme.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

Demands for multimedia communications have been growing significantly over

the past decade. Digital video lies at the core of most multimedia applications.

Particularly, the compression and transmission of digital video over heterogeneous

networks has become an area of active research.

A typical video communication system is composed of five components: source

encoder and decoder, channel encoder and decoder, and the transmission channel,

as shown in Fig. 1.1.

The transmission of video signals is constrained by resource availability at the

transmitter, varying channel bandwidth, and the inevitable transmission errors. Ap-

plications such as video streaming also require timely transmission. Therefore, con-

sidering the heterogeneous nature of current wired and wireless networks and the

various characteristics of receivers, digital video transmission demands efficient, re-

liable, and adaptable video coding techniques [1].

Video source coding, or video compression, aims to minimize the distortion at a

given target data rate, or to minimize the data rate required for obtaining a target

distortion. Video compression mainly tries to remove two kinds of redundancies
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Fig. 1.1. A typical video communication system
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that exist in a video sequence: spatial redundancy and temporal redundancy. In

the literature, two-dimensional (2D) orthogonal transforms, such as the 2D discrete

cosine transform (DCT) or the 2D discrete wavelet transform (DWT), are used to

remove spatial redundancy in video sequences and obtain energy compaction. Motion

estimation (ME) and motion compensation (MC) have been widely used to remove

temporal redundancy in video signals. All current video coding standards have

utilized the hybrid 2D orthogonal transform and motion compensation techniques.

For a given video sequence, each frame is usually partitioned into non-overlapping

macroblocks of size 16×16 pixels. A macroblock is further divided into four 8×8

blocks, or even 8×4, 4×8, 4×4 blocks. Essentially, each macroblock can be coded

using one of two modes: intra-coding mode or inter-coding mode.

The intra-coding of an arbitrary macroblock only uses the macroblock itself and

the surrounding macroblocks in the same frame. Hence, the intra-coding mode is

implemented in a same manner as the coding of a 2D still image. A typical implemen-

tation procedure of intra-coding is shown in Fig. 1.2. In contrast, the inter-coding of

a macroblock uses motion estimation and compensation techniques. Basically, the

motion estimation process finds the best match of the current macroblock, under a

specific distortion metric, in the reference frame. The motion vectors, which denote

the location of the best match area relative to the current macroblock position, are

thus obtained. The motion compensation uses this best match as a prediction of

the current macroblock. The prediction error frame (PEF), the difference between

the original macroblock and its prediction, is then coded and transmitted together
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with the coded motion vectors. Inter-coding using motion estimation/compensation

is shown in Fig. 1.3.

Frames where all macroblocks are constrained to be intra-coded are referred to as

I frames. Frames where macroblocks are inter-coded by using past reference frames

are P frames, whereas a B frame is a frame where the motion compensated prediction

is obtained from past and/or future reference frames. Video coding methods using

three-dimensional (3D) orthogonal transforms, such as the 3D wavelet transform,

have been developed where spatial and temporal redundancies are both removed by

the use of the 3D transform [2].
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In the following we will briefly address some specific topics in video coding which

form a fundamental basis for our work.

1.1.1 Scalable Video Coding

Scalable video coding is designed to facilitate channel-adaptive and error resilient

performances in heterogeneous error prone channels. Two types of scalabilities are

exploited in state-of-the-art scalable video coding approaches, nested scalability and

parallel scalability.

In nested scalability different levels of the bitstream are decoded in a fixed sequen-

tial order [3]. Nested scalability modes include rate scalability, SNR (signal-to-noise

ratio) scalability, temporal scalability, spatial scalability, or content scalability.

An instantiation of nested scalable video coding is the layered scalable video

coding structure, where a multilayered representation is generated for a video se-

quence [4, 5]. The lower layers (base layer) provide a coarse representation of the

original video sequence, while the higher layers (enhancement layer) include refine-

ment information for the video sequence. In this dissertation, we focus on the layered

rate scalable video coding structure, and simply refer to it as layered video coding.

Fine granularity scalability (FGS) is a specific layered video coding structure which

possesses fully rate scalability over a wide range of data rates [4].

Layered coding is desired for error resilient video streaming over heterogeneous

networks with changing bandwidth mainly because: (1) It can be adapted to vary-

ing channel bandwidth by simply discarding the higher layer(s), or, by truncating
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the bitstream when coded using FGS; (2) It allows one to protect parts of the bit-

stream differently, i.e., to use unequal error protection (UEP). For error resilient

video transmission in an error-prone environment, error protection can be used on

the base layer since it carries more significant information. This achieves a trade-off

between coding efficiency and robustness. For example, the base layer bitstream

could be protected by Forward Error Correction (FEC) coding, or transmitted using

an error-recovery capable network protocol such as TCP (Transmission Control Pro-

tocol) [6,7]. The enhancement layer however still remains vulnerable to errors. Due

to the potential incompleteness or destruction of the enhancement layer, traditional

layered coding schemes usually do not incorporate the enhancement layer into the

motion compensation loop at the encoder to prevent error drift at the decoder. This

results in poor coding efficiency, when compared to non-scalable coding, since the

high-quality reconstruction offered by both the enhancement layer and the base layer

is not exploited by the motion compensation operation.

A fully rate scalable video codec, which is used in this dissertation, is SAMCoW

(Scalable Adaptive Motion Compensated Wavelet) [5, 8–14]. It has two main fea-

tures: (i) the use of adaptive motion estimation/compensation to reduce temporal

redundancy [15, 16]; and (ii) a modified embedded zero tree (EZW) wavelet image

compression scheme, known as Color Embedded Zero tree Wavelet (CEZW) to en-

code the intra frames and the PEFs [17,18]. SAMCoW falls into the category of the

conventional layered coding structure since only one motion compensation loop is

implemented and any embedded bitstream beyond the base layer is excluded from
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Fig. 1.4. Video coding and transmission by Multiple Description Coding (MDC)

the motion compensation loop. If RB denotes the data rate allocated to the base

layer, and RT denotes the encoding data rate for the overall bitstream, SAMCoW al-

lows drift-free decoding at any data rate between RB and RT if no error or truncation

occurs to the bitstream.

In parallel scalability schemes, parallel and equally important but mutually re-

finable descriptions of a given video sequence are generated. Parallel scalability is

inherent in Multiple Description Coding (MDC) approaches [19]. MDC is desirable

for error resilient video streaming since each description can be independently used

to reconstruct the original video signal regardless of the availability of any other

description. In general, two descriptions are used, and the decoder reconstructs the

encoded video from both descriptions if they are available, or from either description.

The coding and transmission procedure of MDC with two descriptions is shown in

Fig. 1.4.

MDC is a data partitioning scheme, since it partitions the bitstream into inde-

pendent descriptions and thus prevents error propagation from one description to the
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other. MDC introduces redundancy to the bitstream since a piece of information is

partitioned into several independent descriptions. Hence, the total data rate is in-

evitably larger than that represented by a single description. MDC may be regarded

as a joint source and channel coding method in which the key problem is to design

judicious descriptions of a given video signal and thus efficiently allocate the total

data rate among different descriptions.

1.1.2 Leaky Prediction Layered Video Coding (LPLC)

As discussed in the previous subsection, conventional layered scalable video cod-

ing results in poor coding efficiency due to the exclusion of the enhancement layer

from the motion compensation operation. To circumvent this coding inefficiency,

leaky prediction layered video coding (LPLC) [20–22] includes a scaled version of

the enhancement layer within the motion compensation loop to improve the coding

efficiency while maintaining graceful error resilience performance. A framework of

the LPLC encoder is shown in Fig. 1.5, where the enhancement layer is coded in

the FGS manner [20]. LPLC has attracted much attention in the literature recently

due to its performance in handling the trade-off between coding efficiency and error

drift. It provides a flexible coding structure, by utilizing a leaky factor, having a

value between 0 and 1, to scale the enhancement layer before it is incorporated into

the motion compensation loop. When the leaky factor, α, is 0, the enhancement layer

is completely excluded from the motion compensation loop, resulting in a codec that

has the least coding efficiency and the best error resilience performance. If, however,
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Fig. 1.5. A framework of the leaky prediction layered video coding
(LPLC) encoder

α = 1, then the codec has the best coding efficiency and the least error resilience.

For intermediate values of α, the codec in essence trades off coding efficiency for

error resilience.

Alternative approaches to improving the coding efficiency of conventional layered

coding while mitigating potential error drift include the work presented in [23], [24],

and [25]. These approaches usually couple a mode-adaptive scalable coding scheme

with a drift-management system. A predefined mode may either exclude the en-

hancement layer from the motion compensation loop, or completely incorporate it
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within the motion compensation loop, or linearly combine the two layers within the

motion compensation loop. From the LPLC perspective, to adaptively select such a

coding mode is equivalent to adaptively adjusting the leaky factor. Hence LPLC pro-

vides a more general framework, of which many state-of-the-art error resilient layered

coding schemes are special instantiations. In addition, LPLC is easy to implement

and incorporate into most layered coding structure.

1.1.3 Rate Distortion Optimization

According to Shannon’s separation principle, for end-to-end delivery, the design

of source coding and channel coding are separate if the following two conditions are

satisfied [26]:

• The source data can be grouped into blocks of an arbitrarily long block length;

• Arbitrarily high computational complexity and delay can be tolerated.

However, the above conditions might not be met in practice and the theory is not

applicable to a real video communication system. Joint source and channel coding

schemes have hence been developed, which are usually optimized in an operational

manner. The overall expected distortion of an arbitrary received video signal, de-

noted as E(D), contains two elements: the distortion caused by video compression

due to source quantization, which can be predicted at the encoder, and the distortion

caused by channel errors, which is random and thus impossible to obtain a precise

prediction at the encoder. If the overall data rate for the video communication sys-
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tem is fixed as Rbudget, the joint source and channel coding optimization problem

can be formulated as follows

min E(D), subject to Rsource + Rchannel≤Rbudget. (1.1)

The peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is often used as a metric to evaluate the

decoded quality of an arbitrary video frame

PSNR = 10 log10

2552

MSE
, (1.2)

where MSE denotes the mean square error (MSE), which is used as a distortion

measure and obtained as follows

MSE =
1

M×N

M−1
∑

i=0

N−1
∑

j=0

∣

∣

∣
X(i, j) − X̂(i, j)

∣

∣

∣

2

, (1.3)

where M×N denotes the frame size of a given video sequence, and X(i, j) and

X̂(i, j) denote the pixel intensity located in (i, j) of the original video frame and the

reconstructed video frame, respectively.

The problem formulated in (1.1) is a rate-distortion optimization problem with a

data rate budget constraint. A theoretical solution to this problem requires precise

modeling of the source video signal and the channel loss behavior to obtain the

bounds between the achievable and unachievable rate-distortion regions, as discussed

in Shannon’s work [26]. Nevertheless, these models are hard to obtain for complex

signals such as video and the bounds are not practically constructive. Therefore,

operational rate-distortion optimization is usually used in the literature, where the

solution resorts to the numerical optimization methods [27,28]. Generally, a specific
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video communication system is built, and a rate-distortion optimization scheme is

then used to adjust the system parameters to search for the best operating points.

Compared to the theoretic results, these operating points are achievable associated

with a specific system implementation, and the boundary between the achievable and

unachievable regions resides in the convex hull of the set of the operating points.

Two efficient tools are often used to solve operational rate-distortion optimization

problems, namely the Lagrangian multiplier optimization and dynamic program-

ming. A simple example of Lagrangian optimization is to minimize the Lagrangian

cost function J(λ) = D + λR, where R denotes the allocated data rate and D de-

notes the distortion at a given Lagrangian multiplier λ. As illustrated in Fig. 1.6,

the optimization of the Lagrangian cost is equivalent to finding the point at which

the line with absolute slope λ is tangent to the convex hull of the rate-distortion

characteristic. Bisection search is usually used to find the correct λ [29]. In contrast,

a dynamic programming method usually first builds a tree or trellis structure with

weighted cost associated with each branch of the tree or trellis and then finds the

optimum path with the minimum cost.

The Lagrangian optimization technique is well suited to solving the optimization

problems where the cost functions are continuous and differentiable. Practically, the

operational points usually contribute a set with a discrete allocation of elements.

If the convex hull is densely populated, we can still use the Lagrangian method as

long as the gap between its solution and the optimal solution is sufficiently small. If

the operating rate-distortion points are sparsely distributed and the optimal point
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Fig. 1.6. Operational rate-distortion optimization by Lagrangian
multiplier optimization and dynamic programming

does not reside in the convex hull, as indicated by the point “b” in Fig. 1.6, the

Lagrangian solution is not optimal (which instead results in the solution indicated

by the point “a” in the figure). In this case, we have to resort to other optimization

methods such as dynamic programming.

Dynamic programming is an optimization strategy to thoroughly search the en-

tire data space for the optimal solution in an efficient way. Two conditions have to

be satisfied when using dynamic programming to a specific optimization problem: (i)

overlapping subproblems, where the solution space associated with each subproblem

is sufficiently small, and (ii) optimal structure, meaning that the solutions to the

subproblems should also contribute to the final optimal solution. Dynamic program-
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ming takes advantage of the above two features to search for the optimal solution

in a bottom-up manner where the subproblems are first solved and the solutions are

stored in a table for look-up when needed.

Dynamic programming is time-consuming, and the computational complexity

grows exponentially in terms of the dimension of the problem space, compared to

the Lagrangian method where the complexity grows linearly. Hence, the Lagrangian

method is often used when the data space can be assumed as densely allocated, or

a Lagrangian solution is used as an initial value for dynamic programming. Also,

greedy algorithms are often used to substitute dynamic programming, where the

computational complexity is reduced but the global optimal solution is approximated

by a local solution. A greedy algorithm also applies to an optimization problem that

has an optimal structure. Nevertheless, the greedy algorithm always tries to select

the best solution at the current stage, namely the “greedy-choice”, and this is often

referred to as the greedy-choice property. Only when all the greedy-choices are part

of a global solution can a greedy algorithm achieve the final optimal solution.

1.1.4 Low Complexity Video Encoding

Current video coding standards are highly asymmetrical. Encoding is typically 5-

10 times more complex than decoding. This is due to the use of inter-frame predictive

coding, which is desirable for consumer electronics (CE) applications including DVD

(Digital Versatile Disk) and DTV (Digital Television), video streaming, and video-

on-demand (VOD), as it can result in high compression ratios.
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New video coding applications have emerged such as wireless sensor networks,

wireless PC cameras, and mobile video cameras for video surveillance as shown in

Fig. 1.7. A common characteristic of these applications is that resources for memory,

computation, and energy are scarce at the video encoder whereas resources at the

decoder can be relatively abundant. Since conventional video coding approaches

cannot meet the requirements of these new emerging applications, it is necessary to

develop alternative video coding methods that have low complexity at the encoder

but allow high complexity at the decoder. We refer to such video coding approaches

as low complexity video encoding approaches.

Low complexity video encoding requires that the computational complexity be

shifted from the encoder to the decoder. One way to implement this is to replace an

inter-frame encoder-decoder, which uses both inter-frame encoding and inter-frame
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decoding as in the case of the conventional video coding, with an intra-frame encoder

but inter-frame decoder. This implies that the implementation of motion estimation

is shifted from the encoder to the decoder, and the motion vectors are only used by

the decoder.

In conventional video source coding, the encoder usually uses extra information,

statistical or syntactic, to encode the source. This extra information is known as

“side information.” Side information may be supplied to the encoder, or guessed

or measured by the encoder. A classical example of side information in conven-

tional video coding is motion information symbolized by motion vectors. Hence,

the side information is known to both the encoder and the decoder for conventional

video coding. In contrast, low complexity video encoding may require that the side

information be known only to the decoder. Therefore, how to obtain the side infor-

mation at the decoder, instead of at the encoder, is the most essential problem to

be addressed for low complexity video encoding approaches.

Distributed source coding has provided a coding paradigm that allows side in-

formation to be used only at the decoder. Given two arbitrary source symbols, one

source may serve as the side information to the other. Using distributed source

coding, the two source symbols can be encoded independently but decoded jointly.

The ideal situation for distributed source coding is to achieve a coding efficiency the

same as that of using joint encoding and joint decoding, i.e., the same as that of

conventional source coding. A comparison between conventional source coding and

distributed source coding is given in Table 1.1.
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Table 1.1
Source coding paradigms: distributed source coding vs. conventional source coding

Distributed source coding Conventional source coding

Low complexity in the encoder High complexity in the encoder

Side information is only Side information is known to

known to the decoder both encoder and decoder

Applications : Well-suited Applications : Well-suited

for wireless mobile terminals for broadcasting and CE applications

Theoretical basis : Theoretical basis :

Slepian-Wolf Theorem Channel Coding Theorem

Wyner-Ziv Theorems Rate-Distortion Theory
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1.1.5 Error Resilient Video Coding

To combat lossy channel errors, strategies have been developed in the applica-

tion layer of a video communication system [30]. The strategies can be classified

into three categories: error resilience, error control coding, and error concealment.

Error resilience refers to schemes that introduce error resilient elements at the stage

of video compression to mitigate error propagation. As previously discussed, video

compression removes redundancies that exist in the video sequence. Since differential

coding and motion compensation are widely used to improve the coding efficiency,

a large amount of dependency exists across different segments of the encoded bit-

stream, which makes the bitstream very vulnerable to the bit errors. By using error

resilience schemes such as forced intra mode, slice structure, or data partitioning,

the dependency is reduced across different information bits, thus preventing error

propagation from one portion of the bitstream to the other. Inevitably, the use of

error resilience will degrade the coding efficiency.

Error control coding schemes refer to error protection by using channel coding in

the application layer. As shown in Fig. 1.1, channel coding is usually implemented

in the physical layer. Contrary to source coding, channel coding inserts redundant

information into the bitstream, which helps detect and correct errors due to the

channel noise corruption. When video signals are transmitted over packet networks

or wireless channels, serious corruption might occur to the bitstream, which is caused

by the burst packet loss or burst bit errors due to network congestion or channel
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fading. Hence, it is wise to introduce channel coding in the application layer to

obtain better error protection. Forward Error Correction (FEC) generates redundant

parity data to the bitstream, and has been widely used in the application layer for

error detection and correction. In particular, Reed-Solomon (RS) coding is an ideal

FEC scheme since RS codes are maximum distance separable codes which are well

suited for error protection against burst errors.

Essentially, the combination of error resilience and error control coding falls into

the category of joint source and channel coding design, which requires two types

of optimized data rate allocation: (i) the optimized data rate allocation between

the source coding and the channel coding, and (ii) the optimized allocation of the

data rate among source code elements to introduce an appropriate amount of error

resilience into the bitstream.

Compared to the former two schemes which actively place error protection at the

encoder side, error concealment is a passive scheme for error recovery at the decoding

stage. In the literature, the temporal-replacement method is often used, where the

motion vectors of current lost block are interpolated from the motion vectors of the

neighboring blocks, if available, and the motion compensated macroblock using the

interpolated motion vectors is taken to replace the lost macroblock. Other error

concealment approaches include the work in [31] and [32,33].

We compare error resilience and error control coding schemes in Table 1.2, where

UEP denotes unequal error protection, indicating that different amounts of error

protection are applied to different portions of the encoded bitstream. As opposed to
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Table 1.2
Comparison of error resilience and error control coding schemes

Error resilience Error control coding

Advantages : Advantages :

- Standard compliant: no additional - Detect/correct errors

software needed at the client - Yield better performance when

- No additional delay physical layer FEC is not sufficient

- Work better when channel errors are - Able to take advantage of UEP

burst and channel conditions are not

known as a priori

- Result in graceful degradation when

channel conditions getting worse

Disadvantages : Disadvantages :

- Lessen error propagation, but not - Additional bandwidth

correct errors - Additional delay

- Make compression performance go - Additional software needed at the

down client
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UEP, equal error protection (EEP) represents the error protection where all segments

of the bitstream are afforded equal protection. UEP allows video transmission with

priority over current data networks that have no QoS (quality of service) guaranteed.

For bitstreams generated by an encoder that uses the DCT and motion compensation

techniques, three kinds of information play the most significant role in the decoded

video quality. These are the header information, the motion vectors, and the DC (the

transform coefficient located in (0, 0)) and low frequency DCT coefficients. How to

protect these kinds of information is more critical than protecting the rest part of the

bitstream. Considering the total data rate constraint, UEP can exploit the available

data rate in a more efficient way and achieve a better error protection performance.

In addition to the strategies developed in the application layer, appropriate trans-

mission protocols can be used to protect video bitstreams from being corrupted by

channel errors. Cross-layer design has newly emerged as an approach to jointly

design video compression, channel coding, and network transmission protocols to

realize the efficient and robust transmission of digital videos [34].

We summarize the strategies for robust video transmission in Fig 1.8.

1.1.6 Video Coding Standard - JVT/H.264/AVC

Video coding standards allow inter-operability between different manufacturers

and various equipment worldwide [35]. The scope of video coding standardization

only defines the syntax and decoder, which has two advantages: (i) allowing op-
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Fig. 1.9. Timeline of video coding standards (MPEG-2/H.262 and
MPEG-4 Part 10 AVC/H.264 were joint projects)

timization beyond the obvious; (ii) allowing computational complexity reduction

concerning the implementation.

Two organizations have strongly influenced the development of video coding stan-

dards: the Video Coding Experts Group (VCEG) of ITU-T (Telecommunication

Standardization Sector of International Telecommunications Union) and the Mov-

ing Picture Experts Group (MPEG) of ISO/IEC (International Organization for

Standardization). Video coding standards developed by ITU-T are designated by

the label “H.26x”, and standards developed by MPEG are designated by the label

“MPEG-x.” The timeline of video coding standards is given in Fig. 1.9.

H.26L was a standard developed by the ITU-T VCEG, with the first test model

released in August 1999. In December 2001, the Joint Video Team (JVT) was

formed between the ITU-T VCEG and the ISO/IEC MPEG to work on H.26L as a

joint project that is similar to the establishment and development of MPEG-2. The

JVT project was finalized in December 2003, and the new standard was approved

as H.264, as a new ITU-T recommendation, and also as MPEG-4 Part 10 AVC
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(Advanced Video Coding), as a new part of ISO/IEC MPEG-4. It is referred to

as H.264/AVC in short [36, 37]. Documents and verification codecs for H.26L were

offered by the Test Model Long Term (TML), and most recent released documents

and verification codecs for H.264/AVC are available online [38].

Many video coding standards contain different configurations of capabilities,

which are specified by the so-called “profiles” and “levels.” A profile is a set of

algorithmic features, while a level is a degree of capability. H.264/AVC currently

has three profiles: (i) Baseline, which addresses a broad range of applications, in

particular those requiring low latency; (ii) Main, which adds features such as inter-

lace, B-Slices, and CABAC (context-based adaptive binary arithmetic coding) [39];

(iii) Extended, referred to as the streaming profile. H.264/AVC has as many as 14

levels, built to match popular international production and emission formats. The

video format can range from QCIF to the format for digital cinema applications.

As in the previous video coding standards, H.26L/H.264 specifies a hybrid video

coding implementation using block-based transform coding and motion estimation,

as illustrated in Fig. 1.10. H.26L/H.264 however contains more features in its video

coding layer (VCL) that further improve the coding efficiency at all data rates, and

fulfill several tasks in the network abstraction layer (NAL) that improve the error

resilience performance of the bitstream [40–42].

One novel feature that is available in H.26L/H.264 is in-the-loop deblocking fil-

tering [43], as shown in Fig. 1.10. Block-based video coding produces artifacts known

as blocking artifacts. These can originate from both the block-based motion com-
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pensated prediction and the block-based PEF coding stages. The use of deblocking

filtering improves the resulting video quality, both objectively and subjectively. The

deblocking filter in the H.264/AVC design within the motion compensated predic-

tion loop further enables the improvement in quality to be used in inter-picture

prediction, hence improving the ability to predict other pictures as well.

H.26L/H.264 uses seven block shapes for motion prediction, obtains motion vec-

tors up to 1/4 or 1/8 pel resolution, and utilizes multiple reference frames to imple-

ment multihypothesis motion prediction for each frame, as illustrated in Fig. 1.11

and Fig. 1.12 [44,45].
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Fig. 1.15. Intra prediction in H.26L/H.264

H.26L/H.264 also uses a 4 × 4 integer transform with DCT-like properties to

eliminate the rounding mismatch problem in the inverse transform, as illustrated in

Fig. 1.13 and Fig. 1.14 [46].

H.26L/H.264 exploits directional spatial prediction for intra coding and proposes

a new technique of extrapolating the edges of the previously-decoded blocks of the

current picture to predict the current intra-coded blocks, as illustrated in Fig. 1.15.

As shown in Fig. 1.16, in addition to the conventional universal variable length

coding (UVLC), two new entropy coding modes are designed in H.26L/H.264, the

context-based adaptive binary arithmetic coding (CABAC) and the context adaptive

variable length coding (CAVLC) [39].
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In the verification model of H.26L/H.264, Lagrangian rate-distortion optimiza-

tion is recommended in both motion vector selection and macroblock coding mode

decision. Closed-form relations between the Lagrangian parameter and the chosen

quantization parameter are formulated. Strategies for the rate control and efficient

decoding of H.264/AVC bitstreams are addressed in [47–50].

1.2 Organization of The Dissertation

The dissertation is organized as follows: We address an enhancement of LPLC

with respect to its rate distortion performance in Chapter 2, where we highlight a

deficiency of LPLC, and propose a general framework that applies to both LPLC

and a multiple description coding scheme using motion compensation to further

confirm the existence of the deficiency. We further propose an enhanced LPLC based

on maximum-likelihood estimation to address the previously specified deficiency in

LPLC.

We develop the theoretic analysis of LPLC in Chapter 3, and present two different

approaches, one using rate distortion theory and another using a quantization noise

model. We derive two sets of rate distortion functions in closed form for LPLC, and

evaluate the theoretical results in comparison to the operational results.

In Chapter 4, we describe the schemes that introduce nested scalability in the

parallel scalable coding structure, and propose a coding structure characterized as

“dual-leaky”, which combines nested scalability and parallel scalability under one

framework.
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We address low complexity video encoding in Chapter 5, where we propose a

low complexity video encoding approach using new B-frame direct modes. In par-

ticular, we design three B-frame direct modes and nine coding modes for encoding

macroblocks in B frames. We demonstrate that our approach provides a competitive

rate distortion performance compared to that of the high complexity video encoding

approach.

We also address reliable video transmission in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. In

Chapter 6, we present a thorough evaluation of the joint source-channel video coding

methodology over wireless networks, and investigate new metrics other than the

common PSNR to evaluate video distortion caused by the combination of source

compression and channel errors. In Chapter 7, we achieve reliable video transmission

using adaptive packetization and a two-layer rate-distortion optimization scheme.

Conclusions and future work are provided in Chapter 8.
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2. AN ENHANCEMENT OF LEAKY PREDICTION

LAYERED VIDEO CODING

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we focus on leaky prediction layered video coding (LPLC). LPLC

includes a scaled version of the enhancement layer within the motion compensation

loop to improve the coding efficiency while maintaining graceful recovery in the

presence of error drift. However, there exists a deficiency inherent in the LPLC

structure, namely that the reconstructed video quality from both the enhancement

layer and the base layer cannot be guaranteed to be always superior to that of using

the base layer alone, even when no drift occurs. In this chapter: (1) We highlight

this deficiency using a formulation that describes LPLC, and (2) propose a general

framework that applies to both LPLC and a multiple description coding scheme

using motion compensation. We use this framework to further confirm the existence

of the deficiency in LPLC. (3) Furthermore, we propose an enhanced LPLC based

on maximum-likelihood estimation to address the previously specified deficiency in

LPLC. We then show how our new method performs compared to LPLC [51,52].

Layered video coding has a nested structure whereby different levels of the bit-

stream are decoded in a fixed sequential order. Fine granularity scalability (FGS)
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is a specific layered scalable coding structure, which possesses fully rate (or SNR)

scalability over a wide range of data rates [4, 5]. Layered coding is desired for er-

ror resilient video streaming over heterogeneous networks with changing bandwidth

mainly because: (1) It can be adapted to varying channel bandwidth by simply dis-

carding the higher layer(s), or, by truncating the bitstream when coded using FGS;

(2) It allows one to protect parts of the bitstream differently, i.e., to use unequal

error protection (UEP).

For error resilient video transmission in an error-prone environment, error pro-

tection can be used for the base layer since it carries more significant information.

This achieves a trade-off between coding efficiency and robustness. For example, the

base layer bitstream could be protected by Forward Error Correction (FEC) coding,

or transmitted using an error-recovery capable network protocol such as TCP [6,7].

The enhancement layer however still remains vulnerable to errors. Due to the po-

tential incompleteness or destruction of the enhancement layer, traditional layered

coding schemes usually do not incorporate the enhancement layer into the motion

compensation (MC) loop at the encoder to prevent error drift at the decoder. This

results in poor coding efficiency, when compared to non-scalable coding, since the

high-quality reconstruction offered by both the enhancement layer and the base layer

is not exploited by the MC operation.

To circumvent this coding inefficiency, leaky prediction layered video coding

(LPLC) [20–22] includes a scaled version of the enhancement layer within the MC

loop to improve the coding efficiency while maintaining graceful error resilience per-
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formance. LPLC has attracted much attention in the literature recently due to its

performance in handling the trade-off between coding efficiency and error drift. It

provides a flexible coding structure, by utilizing a leaky factor, having a value be-

tween 0 and 1, to scale the enhancement layer before it is incorporated into the

motion compensation loop. When the leaky factor, α, is 0, the enhancement layer is

completely excluded from the motion compensation loop, and LPLC thus becomes

the conventional layered video coding structure. This results in a codec that has the

least coding efficiency and the best error resilience performance. If, however, α = 1,

then the codec has the best coding efficiency1 and the least error resilience. For

intermediate values of α, the codec in essences trades off between coding efficiency

and error resilience.

Alternative approaches to improving the coding efficiency of the conventional

layered coding while mitigating potential error drift include the work presented in

[23], [24], and [25]. These approaches usually couple a mode-adaptive scalable coding

scheme with a drift-management system. A predefined mode may either exclude the

enhancement layer from the MC loop, or completely incorporate it within the MC

loop, or linearly combine the two layers within the MC loop. From the LPLC

perspective, to adaptively select such a coding mode is equivalent to adaptively

adjusting the leaky factor. Hence LPLC provides a more general framework, of which

many state-of-the-art error resilient layered coding schemes are special instantiations.

1The discussion of the coding efficiency of LPLC for different leaky factors will be explored in-depth in this chapter.
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In addition, LPLC is easy to implement and incorporate into most layered coding

structure.

In this chapter, we describe a deficiency in terms of the coding efficiency inher-

ent in the LPLC structure, namely that it cannot guarantee that the decoded video

quality obtained from both the enhancement layer and the base layer will always

be superior to that offered by the base layer alone. In other words, the enhance-

ment layer does not always “enhance” the performance. We will analytically and

experimentally demonstrate this deficiency, and confirm it by addressing the sim-

ilarity between LPLC and a multiple description coding (MDC) scheme, namely

MDMC [53]. We further establish a general framework that applies to both LPLC

and MDMC. Using this framework, we utilize maximum-likelihood (ML) estimation,

originally developed for MDC, and propose a new approach we refer to as ML-LPLC.

It will be shown that ML-LPLC always achieves a superior performance beyond, or

at least as good as, the better of the reconstructions obtained using the base layer

alone or using both the enhancement layer and the base layer when both layers are

available at the decoder.

We implemented LPLC and ML-LPLC using two video codecs: a hybrid fully

rate scalable codec using the wavelet transform and motion compensation [5], and

the ITU-T H.26L version TML9.4 [54]. The experimental results from both imple-

mentations show that ML-LPLC achieves a gain of up to 1 dB in average PSNR.

In Section 2.2, we review the structure of layered coding as well as LPLC. The

deficiency of LPLC is addressed in Section 2.3. We also present the similarity between
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LPLC and MDMC in the section, and establish a general framework applied to both

schemes. We discuss our ML-LPLC approach in Section 2.4. The experimental

results and further discussions are given in Section 2.5 and Section 2.6 concludes the

chapter.

2.2 Overview of LPLC

Consider a two-layer scalable coding structure. Let F (n) denote the original nth

frame of a video sequence, and F
(p)
B (n) the predicted image using motion compensa-

tion based on the base layer of the reference frame. The predicted error frame (PEF)

between F (n) and F
(p)
B (n), eB(n), is then obtained as

eB(n) = F (n) − F
(p)
B (n). (2.1)

The base layer of frame n contains the quantized version of eB(n)

êB(n) = Quant {eB(n)} , (2.2)

where Quant{·} denotes the quantization/dequantization operation2. In general, in

addition to êB, the motion vectors are also associated with the base layer since they

are critical in a video coding technique that uses motion estimation/compensation.

The reconstruction using the base layer, denoted as F
(r)
B , is

F
(r)
B (n) = F

(p)
B (n) + êB(n). (2.3)

2It is to be noted that our analysis does not differentiate whether a signal is represented in the spatial domain, or in

the frequency (e.g., DCT) domain. This is because, discounting computational precision, the orthogonal transforms

used in video/image compression standards are reversible.
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At the encoder, F
(r)
B is stored in a frame buffer for the encoding of the next frame.

The motion compensated image derived from the previously buffered frame is

F
(p)
B (n) = MCMV (n)

{

F
(r)
B (n − 1)

}

, (2.4)

where MCMV (n){·} indicates motion compensation using the set of motion vectors

MV (n).

Due to the use of error resilient strategies such as UEP, the base layer is usually

assumed to stay intact when transmitted over error-prone channels, and thus the

reconstruction using the base layer at the decoder side is identical to F
(r)
B as indicated

in (2.3).

The enhancement layer in conventional layered coding is the quantized version

of the residue between the original image and the reconstructed base layer

ψE(n) = F (n) − F
(r)
B (n)

= F (n) − F
(p)
B (n) − êB(n)

= eB(n) − êB(n), (2.5)

ψ̂E(n) = Quant {ψE(n)} , (2.6)

where ψE denotes the residue and ψ̂E denotes its quantized version.

In contrast to the reconstruction using the base layer alone, the reconstruction

using both the base layer and the enhancement layer might have different video
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qualities at the encoder and the decoder. The reconstruction using both layers at

the encoder, denoted as F
(r,enc)
E , or just as F

(r)
E , is

F
(r)
E (n) = F

(r)
B (n) + ψ̂E(n)

= F
(p)
B (n) + êB(n) + ψ̂E(n). (2.7)

The decoder, on the other hand, might receive a different version of ψ̂E due to

channel errors or the truncation of the enhancement layer to adapt to the channel

bandwidth. Thus, a different version of F
(r)
E , denoted by F

(r,dec)
E , is reconstructed at

the decoder, which is given by

F
(r,dec)
E (n) = F

(r)
B (n) + ψ̆E(n)

= F
(p)
B (n) + êB(n) + ψ̆E(n), (2.8)

where ψ̆E denotes the received version of ψ̂E.

Since both the base layer and the enhancement layer are obtained using the

buffered reconstructed base layer F
(r)
B (n − 1) when encoding the nth frame, the

inconsistency between ψ̂E(n) and ψ̆E(n) will not affect the frames following frame n,

i.e., there is no error drift as long as êB is received correctly. Nevertheless, the coding

efficiency is degraded when compared to non-scalable coding, since the enhancement

layer, which is able to produce superior quality reconstruction together with the base

layer, is excluded from the MC loop.

LPLC exploits the same coding procedure to encode and reconstruct the base

layer, as presented in equations (2.1)-(2.4), but obtains the enhancement layer in

a different way. In addition to F
(r)
B , LPLC also buffers F

(r)
E , the reconstruction
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by both the enhancement layer and the base layer, and then obtains the following

reconstruction using the two buffered frames

Γ
(r)
E (n) , F

(r)
B (n) + α

(

F
(r)
E (n) − F

(r)
B (n)

)

, (2.9)

where α ∈ [0, 1] indicates the leaky factor introduced by LPLC. When α = 1, Γ
(r)
E

equals F
(r)
E . Generally, the quality of F

(r)
E should be superior to F

(r)
B

3. LPLC exploits

α to scale the gain achieved by the enhancement layer, and hence the quality of the

reconstruction Γ
(r)
E should be located somewhere between that of F

(r)
B and that of

F
(r)
E . LPLC further obtains a motion compensated image Γ

(p)
E as

Γ
(p)
E (n) = MCMV (n)

{

Γ
(r)
E (n − 1)

}

= F
(p)
B (n) + α

(

F
(p)
E (n) − F

(p)
B (n)

)

, (2.10)

where

F
(p)
E (n) = MCMV (n)

{

F
(r)
E (n − 1)

}

. (2.11)

In a similar way as indicated in (2.5), LPLC obtains the following residue

ψE(n) = F (n) − Γ
(p)
E (n) − êB(n), (2.12)

and utilizes its quantized version, ψ̂E, in the enhancement layer, where

ψ̂E(n) = Quant {ψE(n)} . (2.13)

LPLC then reconstructs the enhancement layer at the encoder using

F
(r)
E (n) = Γ

(p)
E (n) + êB(n) + ψ̂E(n), (2.14)

3We will discuss the superiority of F
(r)
E

in more detail in Section 2.3.
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and at the decoder using

F
(r,dec)
E (n) = Γ

(p,dec)
E (n) + êB(n) + ψ̆E(n), (2.15)

where ψ̆E denotes the received residue at the decoder, and Γ
(p,dec)
E (n) is the motion

compensated image, obtained at the decoder, of the reconstruction Γ
(r,dec)
E (n − 1)

where

Γ
(r,dec)
E (n) = F

(r)
B (n) + α

(

F
(r,dec)
E (n) − F

(r)
B (n)

)

. (2.16)

When α = 0, both Γ
(r)
E in (2.9) and Γ

(r,dec)
E in (2.16) become F

(r)
B , and consequently

Γ
(p)
E and Γ

(p,dec)
E become F

(p)
B . In this case, LPLC reduces to the conventional layered

coding structure, resulting in no error drift but poor coding efficiency. When α > 0,

an improvement in coding efficiency is achieved using the better quality Γ
(r)
E instead

of F
(r)
B . In terms of error resilience, it turns out that the error drift caused by one

frame degrades exponentially with time when 0 < α < 1 [20]. The smaller α, the

faster the degradation. Therefore, a significant advantage of LPLC is the trade-off

between coding efficiency and error resilience facilitated by α.

2.3 Further Analysis of LPLC

In this section, we first point out a deficiency in terms of coding efficiency inherent

in LPLC, namely that the reconstructed quality using both the enhancement layer

and the base layer in LPLC cannot be guaranteed to be always superior to that

using the base layer alone. Moreover, we address the similarity between LPLC and
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a motion compensated MDC scheme, known as MDMC, and use it to confirm the

existence of the deficiency in LPLC.

2.3.1 A Deficiency in LPLC

First, we define eE to denote the difference between the original image and the

motion compensated image Γ
(p)
E given in (2.10)

eE(n) = F (n) − Γ
(p)
E (n). (2.17)

The residue in (2.12) then becomes

ψE(n) = eE(n) − êB(n). (2.18)

Hence the encoded residue by the enhancement layer in LPLC, ψ̂E, is in fact a

quantized version of the mismatch between the two PEFs, eE and êB.

Moreover,

ψE(n) = (eE(n) − eB(n)) + (eB(n) − êB(n))

=
(

F (n) − F
(p)
B (n) − α

(

F
(p)
E (n) − F

(p)
B (n)

)

−
(

F (n) − F
(p)
B (n)

))

+
(

F (n) − F
(r)
B (n)

)

= α
(

F
(p)
B (n) − F

(p)
E (n)

)

+
(

F (n) − F
(r)
B (n)

)

.

Thus,

ψE(n) = αMCMV (n)

{

F
(r)
B (n − 1) − F

(r)
E (n − 1)

}

+
(

F (n) − F
(r)
B (n)

)

. (2.19)
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If α = 0, (2.19) reduces to (2.5), i.e., the mismatch ψE becomes the residue

between the original image and the reconstruction using the base layer only. Hence,

any approximation of ψE has additional information regarding the original signal

to that provided by the reconstructed base layer F
(r)
B , and the reconstruction F

(r)
E

achieved by both layers, as given in (2.14), in the error-free case, should always be

superior to F
(r)
B .

If α > 0, however, ψE includes another term as indicated in (2.19): the motion

compensated image of the difference between the two buffered reconstructions for the

reference frame, F
(r)
B (n− 1)−F

(r)
E (n− 1), scaled by the leaky factor. The larger the

leaky factor, the more significant role this difference plays in the mismatch ψE. It is

possible that the first term in ψE dominates the value of the mismatch, as a result

of a large α (e.g., 1). Thus, a coarsely quantized version of the mismatch, carried

by the enhancement layer in LPLC, cannot be guaranteed to always provide more

information to the decoder than knowledge of the base layer. In other words, it is

not guaranteed the enhancement layer in LPLC always “enhances” the reconstructed

video quality beyond that provided by the base layer.

We show the existence of the deficiency in LPLC experimentally, with an example

given in Table 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, and Fig. 2.1. The details of the setup for the

experiments will be addressed in Section 2.5.1. It is shown in Table 2.1, 2.2 and

2.3 that when α = 0, the reconstruction using both layers always achieves superior

performance to the one provided using the base layer alone in terms of the video

quality, regardless of the data rate allocated to the enhancement layer. When α is
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Table 2.1
An example of the deficiency in LPLC - I (LPLC implemented us-
ing SAMCoW on QCIF news at frame rate 10 fps; Base layer data
rate RB = 60 kbps; RE denotes the enhancement layer data rate;
Average PSNR using the base layer alone PSNRB = 32.88 dB;
PSNRE denotes the average PSNR using both layers; PSNRE−B =
PSNRE − PSNRB)

RE (kbps) 2 4 6 8 10

α = 0 PSNRE [dB] 32.89 32.90 32.91 32.92 32.94

PSNRE−B [dB] 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.06

α = 1 PSNRE [dB] 32.73 32.19 32.34 32.23 32.15

PSNRE−B [dB] -0.15 -0.69 -0.54 -0.65 -0.73

RE (kbps) 12 14 16 18 20

α = 0 PSNRE [dB] 32.96 33.00 33.04 33.08 33.13

PSNRE−B [dB] 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.20 0.25

α = 1 PSNRE [dB] 32.10 32.37 32.65 32.75 32.85

PSNRE−B [dB] -0.78 -0.51 -0.23 -0.13 -0.03
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Table 2.2
An example of the deficiency in LPLC - II (LPLC implemented
using SAMCoW on QCIF news at frame rate 10 fps; Base layer
data rate RB = 60 kbps; RE denotes the enhancement layer data
rate; Average PSNR using the base layer alone PSNRB = 32.88 dB;
PSNRE denotes the average PSNR using both layers; PSNRE−B =
PSNRE − PSNRB)

RE (kbps) 22 24 26 28 30

α = 0 PSNRE [dB] 33.18 33.23 33.29 33.34 33.40

PSNRE−B [dB] 0.30 0.35 0.41 0.46 0.52

α = 1 PSNRE [dB] 33.02 33.10 33.21 33.32 33.41

PSNRE−B [dB] 0.14 0.22 0.33 0.44 0.53

RE (kbps) 32 34 36 38 40

α = 0 PSNRE [dB] 33.45 33.50 33.55 33.60 33.66

PSNRE−B [dB] 0.57 0.62 0.67 0.72 0.78

α = 1 PSNRE [dB] 33.51 33.59 33.67 33.74 33.83

PSNRE−B [dB] 0.63 0.71 0.79 0.86 0.95
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Table 2.3
An example of the deficiency in LPLC - III (LPLC implemented
using SAMCoW on QCIF news at frame rate 10 fps; Base layer
data rate RB = 60 kbps; RE denotes the enhancement layer data
rate; Average PSNR using the base layer alone PSNRB = 32.88 dB;
PSNRE denotes the average PSNR using both layers; PSNRE−B =
PSNRE − PSNRB)

RE (kbps) 42 44 46 48 50

α = 0 PSNRE [dB] 33.71 33.76 33.81 33.86 33.92

PSNRE−B [dB] 0.83 0.88 0.93 0.98 1.04

α = 1 PSNRE [dB] 33.91 33.96 34.01 34.06 34.18

PSNRE−B [dB] 1.03 1.08 1.13 1.18 1.30

RE (kbps) 52 54 56 58 60

α = 0 PSNRE [dB] 33.98 34.03 34.09 34.15 34.21

PSNRE−B [dB] 1.10 1.15 1.21 1.27 1.33

α = 1 PSNRE [dB] 34.25 34.46 34.50 34.62 34.73

PSNRE−B [dB] 1.37 1.58 1.62 1.74 1.85
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Fig. 2.1. An example of the deficiency in LPLC (LPLC implemented
using SAMCoW on QCIF news at leaky factors α = 0 and α = 1;
BL: reconstruction using the base layer alone; EL: reconstruction
using both layers)
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as large as 1, however, a low data rate allocation such as 12 kbps results in worse

performance for the reconstruction obtained using both layers than that obtained

using the base layer alone by as much as 0.78 dB in PSNR.

We may also interpret the deficiency in LPLC from another point of view. We

know that the essential idea of a layered coding is to convey a coarse approxima-

tion of a given video signal to the decoder in the lower layer(s) (the base layer),

and then encode the residual information between the original signal and the coarse

approximation in the higher layer(s) (the enhancement layer) to refine the approxi-

mation. In the conventional layered coding structure, the enhancement layer carries

information regarding eB − êB as given in (2.5), a residue between one PEF and its

own approximation. Instead, LPLC carries information regarding eE − êB as given

in (2.18), a mismatch between one PEF and the approximation of another PEF.

Generally, it is believed that êB, which is an approximation of eB, is also a good

approximation of eE. This is based on the fact that both eB and eE are the residues

between the original signal and a motion compensated image of a reconstruction

of the same reference frame using the same motion vectors. Hence, large redun-

dancy should exist between êB and eE. Nevertheless, the amount of redundancy is

closely related to how similar, or how different from each other, the two respective

reconstructions exploited by the base layer and by the enhancement layer for motion

compensation are. In LPLC, as given in (2.9), the larger the leaky factor, the more

dominant F
(r)
E is in Γ

(r)
E , and thus the more different the two reconstructions, F

(r)
B

and Γ
(r)
E , are from each other. If no enough redundancy exists between eE and êB,
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it is not guaranteed that encoding eE − êB will always be an effective way to convey

finer information about the original signal in addition to êB.

In [20], a high-quality base layer scheme is proposed. Instead of F
(r)
B , the coder

uses the following reconstruction by using a second leaky prediction to encode the

base layer

Γ
(r)
B (n),F

(r)
B (n) + αB

(

F
(r,b)
E (n) − F

(r)
B (n)

)

, (2.20)

where αB denotes a second leaky factor, satisfying 0 6 αB 6 α 6 1, and F
(r,b)
E (n)

is a second reconstruction using both layers at the encoder side, which is obtained

in a similar way as F
(r)
E (n) in (2.14) except that Γ

(p)
B (n), the motion compensated

image of Γ
(r)
B (n − 1), and a different quantized version of ψE(n) are used. FGS is

utilized in [20] to encode the enhancement layer, and F
(r,b)
E has inferior quality to

F
(r)
E since it takes less bitplanes when reconstructing the mismatch ψE. In [20] the

above scheme is used for the sake of coding efficiency, since it reduces the dynamic

range of the mismatch ψE.

We show that the above scheme also alleviates the deficiency in LPLC to some

extent. With a better quality reconstruction used for the base layer, the difference

between the two reconstructions using the two layers is mitigated. From (2.19), it is

seen that decreasing F
(r)
B (n−1)−F

(r)
E (n−1) diminishes the effect of the first term but

emphasizes the second term, F (n) − F
(r)
B (n), in the mismatch ψE(n). Meanwhile,

as discussed in our second point of view, decreasing F
(r)
B − F

(r)
E results in larger

redundancy between êB and eE. Therefore, from either point of view in our analysis,
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decreasing F
(r)
B −F

(r)
E makes it more likely that the reconstruction produced by both

layers is superior in quality to that offered by the base layer alone.

2.3.2 Similarity between LPLC and an MDC Scheme

In this section, we show the similarity between LPLC and MDMC, a multiple

description video coding approach using multiple description motion compensation.

MDMC partitions the original video sequence into two descriptions, similar to the

video redundancy coding (VRC) scheme presented in [55].4 MDMC inserts the coded

bitstream for the even frames in one description, Description I, and includes the odd

frames in the other description, namely Description II. Unlike VRC where each de-

scription is independently coded except that a sync frame is periodically inserted,

MDMC exploits a second-order predictor and uses three loops for motion compen-

sation: one central loop and two side loops. Each description obtains its bitstream

from the central loop as well as its own side loop.

For a given frame F (n), MDMC generates two sets of motion vectors from the

previous two frames F (n − 1) and F (n − 2), namely MV 1(n) and MV 2(n), and

obtains the following two motion compensated images

F
(p)
1 (n) = MCMV 1(n)

{

F
(r)
C (n − 1)

}

(2.21)

F
(p)
2 (n) = MCMV 2(n)

{

F
(r)
C (n − 2)

}

, (2.22)

4VRC was included in the ITU-T standard H.263+ [56].
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where F
(r)
C (n) denotes the buffered reconstruction of the nth frame obtained from

the central loop. Using F
(p)
1 and F

(p)
2 , the central loop in MDMC obtains a PEF,

denoted as eC , using a second-order prediction

eC(n) = F (n) − αF
(p)
1 (n) − (1 − α)F

(p)
2 (n), (2.23)

where α ∈ [0, 1] denotes the parameter used in the prediction. MDMC then encodes

the quantized version

êC(n) = Quant{eC(n)}. (2.24)

If n is even, MDMC places the encoded êC in the bitstream of Description I together

with the two sets of coded motion vectors, MV 1 and MV 2; otherwise MDMC places

it along with the motion vectors in Description II. The reconstruction within the

central loop, F
(r)
C , is then obtained as

F
(r)
C (n) = αF

(p)
1 (n) + (1 − α)F

(p)
2 (n) + êC(n). (2.25)

In order to handle the case where only one description is received at the decoder,

MDMC includes data generated by a side motion compensation loop for each de-

scription. If n is even, for instance, MDMC obtains the PEF, denoted as eS, by

using the motion compensated image belonging to its own description, in this case

Description I, as

eS(n) = F (n) − F
(p)
2 (n). (2.26)

MDMC then obtains the following mismatch

ψS(n) = eS(n) − êC(n), (2.27)
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Fig. 2.2. A general framework for LPLC and MDMC

and adds its quantized version, ψ̂S, to the same description, namely Description I,

where

ψ̂S(n) = Quant{ψS(n)}. (2.28)

Thus the reconstruction, F
(r)
S , that uses the side loop is

F
(r)
S (n) = F

(p)
2 (n) + êC(n) + ψ̂S(n). (2.29)

It is to be noted that even though MDMC does not use F
(r)
C (n−1), which belongs

to the other description, to encode the nth frame in the side loop, yet it needs

F
(r)
C (n − 2), which requires F

(r)
C (n − 3), a reconstruction from the other description

(see equations (2.21), (2.22), and (2.25)). Hence, when there is only one description

available at the decoder, MDMC has to estimate the other description even when

just using the side loop, which always results in error drift.
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Rewriting (2.23) as

eC(n) = F (n) − F
(p)
2 (n) − α

(

F
(p)
1 (n) − F

(p)
2 (n)

)

, (2.30)

we cast the second order prediction utilized in MDMC in a leaky prediction frame-

work. Using this alternative view point, it turns out that MDMC in fact uses leaky

prediction in the central loop. In this case, the motion compensated image F
(p)
1 (n),

belonging to the other description, is scaled by the leaky factor α in a similar way

to which the motion predicted enhancement layer F
(p)
E (n) in LPLC, given in (2.10)

and (2.12), is scaled. When α = 0, there is no contribution from F
(p)
1 (n), and eC(n)

becomes eS(n), the PEF in the side loop.

Based on the above discussion, we propose a general framework, given in Fig.

2.2, which applies to both LPLC and MDMC. In this framework, if we let F
(r)
1 =

F
(r)
E (n − 1) and F

(r)
2 = F

(r)
B (n − 1), the bottom solid path becomes the base layer

motion compensation path used in LPLC, and the middle solid path becomes the

enhancement layer motion compensation path used in LPLC. The top solid path

(using the dotted line) is the motion compensation path that generates the second

leaky prediction for the high-quality base layer scheme as indicated in (2.20). Also,

if we let F
(r)
1 = F

(r)
C (n− 1) and F

(r)
2 = F

(r)
C (n− 2), and force αB = 1, our framework

coincides exactly with MDMC: the middle path corresponds to the central loop while

the top and bottom paths correspond to the two side loops.

Therefore, the framework given in Fig. 2.2 presents a significant similarity be-

tween LPLC and MDMC. The differences, however, between the two coding struc-

tures are: (1) From the encoder’s point of view, the two reconstructions in LPLC
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are two reconstructions derived from the same frame with different qualities. While

in the case of MDMC, the two reconstructions are derived from different frames and

thus include “non-overlapping” information. (2) From the decoder’s point of view,

LPLC is only concerned with whether the base layer or both layers are available,

since the enhancement layer becomes useless without the base layer due to the nested

scalability structure. As for MDMC, the decoder needs to consider three possibilities,

namely the availability of Description I, or Description II, or both.

As described by the middle path in the framework of Fig. 2.2, the central loop

of MDMC is analogous to the enhancement layer MC loop in LPLC. Both loops

use a linear combination of two predictions for the current frame, or from another

perspective, they both use a leaky factor to combine the two predictions. To the

nth frame F (n), F
(p)
1 (n) in MDMC, given by (2.21), is generally a better prediction

compared to F
(p)
2 (n) by (2.22), since adjacent frames are usually considered to be

more correlated than frames that are two frames away. The central loop in MDMC

thus results in a reconstruction with superior quality compared to that obtained by

the side loop, for it uses a leaky prediction that incorporates F
(p)
1 (n) in its motion

compensation while F
(p)
1 (n) is excluded from the side loop. Analogously, the pre-

diction F
(p)
E (n) in LPLC by (2.11) is a better prediction of the nth frame, since it

includes refined information beyond F
(p)
B (n) by (2.4). Hence the enhancement layer

MC loop in LPLC should generate a reconstruction with superior quality compared

to that obtained using the base layer alone, for it uses a leaky prediction that in-

corporates F
(p)
E (n) while F

(p)
E (n) is not considered in the base layer MC loop. We
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refer to this similarity between the central loop in MDMC and the enhancement

layer in LPLC, considered from the leaky prediction point of view, as Similarity I.

Similarity I conforms with the well-accepted supposition in the literature that the

reconstructed quality using both layers in LPLC shall be superior to that using the

base layer alone.

Nevertheless, another type of similarity exists between MDMC and LPLC. We

have identified a mismatch as the difference between the PEF in one loop/layer and

the quantized PEF in the other loop/layer. In MDMC, the mismatch ψS is obtained

as (2.27), and it is the side loop that conveys the quantized version of the mismatch.

ψ̂S is coarsely quantized in order to maintain the introduced redundancy by the side

loops at a low level. When both descriptions are available, the decoder always favors

the image reconstructed in the central loop, F
(r)
C , and discards F

(r)
S in the side loops.

Similarly in LPLC, the mismatch ψE is obtained as (2.18), and it is the enhancement

layer that carries the mismatch. We refer to the similarity between the side loops in

MDMC and the enhancement layer in LPLC, considered from the mismatch point of

view, as Similarity II. Due to Similarity II between MDMC and LPLC, the inferior

reconstructed quality of F
(r)
S by the side loop compared to F

(r)
C in MDMC implies

a possible inferior performance of F
(r)
E by both the enhancement layer and the base

layer compared to F
(r)
B in LPLC, when the mismatch ψ̂E carried by the enhancement

layer in LPLC is coarsely quantized in a manner similar to ψ̂S. Thus, Similarity II

between MDMC and LPLC confirms the deficiency that might exist in LPLC.
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The seemingly disagreement between the above two types of similarities is con-

sistent with our analysis that the superiority of the enhancement layer in LPLC is

dependent on the leaky factor as well as the accuracy of the encoded enhancement

layer itself.

2.4 ML Estimation Enhanced LPLC

Exploiting the similarity between LPLC and MDMC, we use maximum likeli-

hood (ML) estimation that was originally developed for an MDMC-like multiple

description video coding scheme [57] to enhance the rate distortion performance of

LPLC. We term this approach ML-LPLC. For a given video sequence with frame

size of M × N pixels, let ρ
(r)
B (x, y), ρ

(r)
E (x, y), and ρ

(r)
ML(x, y) denote the pixel value

at the location (x, y) in F
(r)
B , F

(r)
E , and F

(r)
ML respectively, where F

(r)
ML is the image

reconstructed using ML estimation. Thus,

F
(r)
B =

{

ρ
(r)
B (x, y)

}(M−1,N−1)

(x,y)=(0,0)

F
(r)
E =

{

ρ
(r)
E (x, y)

}(M−1,N−1)

(x,y)=(0,0)

F
(r)
ML =

{

ρ
(r)
ML(x, y)

}(M−1,N−1)

(x,y)=(0,0)
.
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Assuming the quantization noise in each pixel to be an independent, identically

distributed (i.i.d.) zero-mean Gaussian random variable, ML-LPLC obtains the re-

construction F
(r)
ML when both layers are available at the decoder as follows

ρ
(r)
ML(x, y) =
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= πρ
(r)
B (x, y) + (1 − π)ρ

(r)
E (x, y), (2.31)

where Σ is the cross-correlation matrix between the two reconstruction errors, ρ−ρ
(r)
B

and ρ − ρ
(r)
E ,

Σ = E
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, (2.32)

where ρ(x, y) denotes the original pixel value at location (x, y), and E{·} denotes

the expectation of a random variable or random vector.5 We use empirical averages

to approximate the expectations in (2.32). For instance,

E
[

(ρ − ρ̂B)2] ∼=
1

M × N

(M−1,N−1)
∑

(x,y)=(0,0)

(

ρ(x, y) − ρ
(r)
B (x, y)

)2

. (2.33)

5Interested readers may refer to [57] for the detailed derivation of (2.35). The ML approach we proposed here is

very similar to that presented in [57].
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Combining (2.31) and (2.32), we have

π =
d − b

a + d − 2b
, (2.34)

and we refer to π as the ML coefficient hereafter. ML-LPLC necessitates that we

transmit the ML coefficient(s) associated with each frame as the side information

to ensure that the ML estimate of each frame F
(r)
ML can be obtained at the decoder.

For color video sequences, we transmit three ML coefficients for each frame, one for

the luminance component and two for the two chrominance components. Each ML

coefficient is obtained as shown above. With the ML coefficient π(n) calculated for

the nth frame, ML-LPLC obtains the reconstruction F
(r)
ML(n) as

F
(r)
ML(n) = π(n)F

(r)
B (n) + (1 − π(n))F

(r)
E (n), (2.35)

where F
(r)
B (n) and F

(r)
E (n) are the two reconstructions in LPLC.

It is observed that the ML coefficients include information from the original video

signal, and are thus helpful to the decoder in obtaining better reconstruction from

the two layers. Our experimental results in Section 2.5 demonstrate that the video

quality of F
(r)
ML achieved by ML-LPLC is always superior to or at least as good as the

better of the two reconstructions using the two layers when both layers are available

at the decoder, demonstrating that ML-LPLC is capable of overcoming the deficiency

in LPLC.

It is also noted that MDMC can obtain three reconstructions for each frame at

the decoder when both descriptions are available: the two reconstructions directly

obtained in the central loop and the side loop the decoded frame belongs to, and a
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third one estimated from the other side loop [53]. Exploiting the similarity between

LPLC and MDMC, we can obtain another reconstruction in a similar way as in

MDMC when 0 < α ≤ 1 given by [51]

F
(r)
est (n) = MC−1

MV (n+1)

{

F
(p)
B (n + 1) −

ψ̂E(n + 1)

α

}

, (2.36)

where MC−1
MV (n+1){·} denotes the backward motion compensation operation using

the forward motion vector MV (n + 1). The estimated reconstruction F
(r)
est is desir-

able for video transmission over error-prone networks, since the enhancement layer

for the current frame that carries ψ̂E(n) may be destroyed or lost while the following

enhancement layer information ψ̂E(n + 1) might be available. However, two disad-

vantages are associated with F
(r)
est (n): (1) The denominator 0 < α < 1 amplifies the

quantization error introduced in ψ̂E(n+1), and (2) the implementation of backward

motion compensation based on forward motion vectors in fractional resolution is still

an open problem.6

2.5 Experimental Results

As discussed in Section 2.3.1, the superiority of the enhancement layer in LPLC

cannot always be guaranteed, but is closely related to the leaky factor and the

allocated data rate to the enhancement layer. In this section, we examine the per-

formance of LPLC and our proposed ML-LPLC as a function of the leaky factor and

the enhancement layer data rates.

6The same problem also exists for MDMC. When the motion vectors are in fractional resolution, estimating one

description from the other is not trivial. The MDMC described in [53] only discusses the case where integer motion

vectors are used.
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We implement LPLC and ML-LPLC using two video codecs, SAMCoW [5] and

ITU-T H.26L version TML9.4 [54], with detailed descriptions given in the following

two subsections. The video sequences for evaluation of both LPLC and ML-LPLC

include foreman (400 frames), news (300 frames), mother-daughter (400 frames), all

in QCIF 4:2:0 YUV format, and foreman (300 frames), bus (150 frames), news (300

frames), and akiyo (300 frames), all in CIF 4:2:0 YUV format. Note that these video

sequences contain varying degrees of motions.

In our experiments, we intra-coded the first frame of each sequence and inter-

coded all successive frames. The type of bidirectional frame, i.e., B frame, is not

considered. We chose one reference frame for motion estimation and compensation.

We used PSNR as the metric for evaluating the decoded video quality. We encoded

all ML coefficients using 6-bits, which is a very acceptable redundancy associated

with each frame (18-bits if we inlcude chrominance components). A sample of ML

coefficients is given in Fig. 2.3. It is observed that the ML coefficients do not

change much from frame to frame, implying that a more efficient way to encode ML

coefficients is possible.

2.5.1 Experimental Results from Implementation Using SAMCoW

We first used a wavelet based fully rate scalable hybrid video codec, namely

SAMCoW [5], to implement LPLC and ML-LPLC. We evaluated their operational

rate distortion performance associated with various leaky factors for different video

sequences.
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CIF foreman)
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SAMCoW uses motion estimation/compensation to reduce the temporal redun-

dancy and an approach similar to the embedded zero tree (EZW) algorithm to encode

the intra frames and the PEFs. SAMCoW falls into the category of the conventional

layered coding structure since only one MC loop is implemented and any embedded

bitstream beyond the base layer is excluded from the MC loop. If RB denotes the

data rate allocated to the base layer, and RT denotes the encoding data rate for the

overall bitstream, SAMCoW allows drift-free decoding at any data rate between RB

and RT if no error or truncation occurs to the bitstream.

In our LPLC implementation using SAMCoW, the data rate allocated to the base

layer is RB, and the data rate to the enhancement layer is RE. For inter frames, the

base layer contains the embedded bitstream of the motion vectors at a data rate of

RMV and the embedded bitstream of the PEFs at a data rate of RB − RMV . The

reconstruction of the PEF using the base layer is êB, as in (2.2). The enhancement

layer carries the embedded bitstream of the mismatch at a data rate of RE and a

reconstruction of the mismatch ψ̂E is attained, as in (2.13). For the intra frame,

both layers contain the embedded bitstream of the original frame at the respective

data rate requirements, where the base layer includes the more significant bit planes

and the enhancement layer carries the refinement bit planes.

For an arbitrary video sequence and a predefined leaky factor α, we fixed the base

layer data rate RB and varied the data rate for the enhancement layer RE within a

dynamic range. We encoded each video sequence at a frame rate 10 fps.
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Fig. 2.4. Comparison of the performance of LPLC and ML-LPLC
on news at various leaky factors (obtained from the implementa-
tion using SAMCoW; BL: reconstruction using the base layer alone;
EL: reconstruction using both layers; ML: reconstruction using ML-
LPLC)
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Fig. 2.5. Comparison of the performance of LPLC and ML-LPLC
on akiyo at various leaky factors (obtained from the implementa-
tion using SAMCoW; BL: reconstruction using the base layer alone;
EL: reconstruction using both layers; ML: reconstruction using ML-
LPLC)
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Fig. 2.6. Comparison of the performance of LPLC and ML-LPLC
on foreman at various leaky factors (obtained from the implementa-
tion using SAMCoW; BL: reconstruction using the base layer alone;
EL: reconstruction using both layers; ML: reconstruction using ML-
LPLC)
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Fig. 2.7. Comparison of the performance of LPLC and ML-LPLC on
mother-daughter at various leaky factors (obtained from the imple-
mentation using SAMCoW; BL: reconstruction using the base layer
alone; EL: reconstruction using both layers; ML: reconstruction using
ML-LPLC)
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Examples of the operational rate distortion performance of LPLC using SAM-

CoW are given in Fig. 2.4(a), 2.5(a), 2.6(a), and 2.7(a), where the leaky factor took

on five values: 0, 0.5, 0.8, 0.95, and 1. It is observed that the decoded quality by both

layers in LPLC, denoted as “EL” in the figure, is closely correlated with the leaky

factors. We may heuristically partition the data rates allocated to the enhancement

layer, RE, into three segments, referred to hereafter as high-rate, medium-rate, and

low-rate, each characterizing a specific rate distortion performance with respect to

the leaky factors.

The high-rate segment is defined in a manner where the data rate allocated to

the enhancement layer in LPLC, RE, is sufficiently large such that the decoded

quality by both layers monotonically increases with the increase of RE and is always

superior to that obtained using the base layer alone, regardless of the leaky factors.

Moreover, at a certain data rate, larger leaky factors always result in superior decoded

qualities, implying that the inclusion of a larger portion of the enhancement layer

in the MC loop always gains an improvement in coding efficiency. For example, the

enhancement layer data rate is considered as high-rate when RE ≥ 54 kbps for QCIF

news as in Fig. 2.4(a) while when RE ≥ 110 kbps for CIF akiyo as in Fig. 2.5(a).

When RE belongs to the high-rate segment, the optimal leaky factor is α = 1 in

terms of the decoded video quality at a certain data rate, or equivalently, is optimal

in terms of the coding efficiency, while α = 0 results in the worst performance.

The low-rate segment is referred to the enhancement layer data rate range within

which there exists at least one leaky factor resulting in the decoded quality using both
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layers inferior to that provided by the base layer alone. Consistent with our analysis

in Section 2.3.1, it is observed that larger leaky factors have higher probability than

smaller ones resulting in the deficiency of LPLC when the enhancement layer data

rate belongs to the low-rate segment. For example, for QCIF news, when α = 1

and RE = 12 kbps, the decoded quality using both layers results in a 0.8 dB loss in

PSNR compared to that using the base layer alone, as shown in 2.4(a). In this case,

the enhancement layer that consumes additional data rate beyond the base layer

does not “enhance” the reconstructed video quality, instead, it degrades what has

been achieved by the base layer. We refer to this phenomenon that characterizes the

deficiency in LPLC as the low-rate phenomenon.

The medium-rate segment is located between the above two segments, where

the enhancement layer does “enhance” the decoded video quality, but the optimal

leaky factor in terms of the rate distortion performance varies across different data

rates and different video sequences. For instance, for QCIF news and QCIF mother-

daughter, α = 0.8 obtains the best performance over a majority of their medium-rate

segments, while for CIF akiyo and QCIF foreman, α = 0.5 dominates all other leaky

factor choices. This medium-rate phenomenon was explicitly addressed in a work

presented in [24].

As observed in Fig. 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7, at a certain data rate that belongs to

either the low-rate or the medium-rate segments, there is no monotone trend in the

decoded quality using both layers with respect to the leaky factor. This is because
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the mismatch ψE(n) for frame n given in (2.19) has F
(r)
E (n − 1) in its first term,

which recursively relates with the leaky factor α as given in (2.10) and (2.14).

We obtained similar results for all other video sequences. Note that the definitions

of “high” or “low” data rate are relative terms. The deficiency of LPLC, as we

discussed in Section 2.3.1, manifests itself in the low-rate segment, especially for

leaky factors as large as or close to 1. When α = 0, i.e., when LPLC reduces to the

conventional layered coding structure, the enhancement layer always fulfills its duty

to “enhance” the performance. It is interesting to observe that when α = 0, the

decoded quality preserves an approximately constant increasing rate with respect to

the enhancement layer data rate. For instance, for QCIF news, every increment of

10 kbps in data rate approximately results in a gain of 0.25 dB in average PSNR.

This observation is consistent with the theoretical analysis of the rate distortion

performance of the conventional layered scalable coding structure [58–60]. Interested

readers could refer to the references for more details.

The operational rate distortion performance of our ML-LPLC approach is pre-

sented in Fig. 2.4(b), 2.5(b), 2.6(b), and 2.7(b), with parameters identical to those in

LPLC except that ML-LPLC is used to reconstruct videos from both layers, denoted

as “ML” in the figure. It is observed that regardless of the leaky factor, ML-LPLC

moves the entire operational rate distortion curve above that obtained by the base

layer and the low-rate segment disappears. The reconstruction quality obtained us-

ing ML-LPLC is always superior to that using the base layer alone, implying that

ML-LPLC effectively addresses the deficiency in LPLC and allows the enhancement
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layer always “enhance” the performance. Note that the medium-rate segment still

exists in ML-LPLC. However, it is observed that this segment is either condensed,

or within the segment, the differentiation across different leaky factors is diminished

in terms of the operational rate distortion performance.

Furthermore, we compare the performance of ML-LPLC and LPLC at each pre-

defined leaky factor, with an example given in Fig. 2.8, where six leaky factors are

selected: 0, 0.5, 0.8, 0.9, 0.95, and 1. It is shown that ML-LPLC always obtains a

reconstruction as good as or superior in decoded quality to the better of the recon-

structions using both layers or using the base layer alone. When the leaky factor

approaches 1, ML-LPLC can achieve a gain of up to 0.5 dB in average PSNR com-

pared to LPLC using both layers, even when the operational rate distortion curve

of LPLC obtained using both layers is well above that using the base layer alone.

2.5.2 Experimental Results from Implementation Using H.26L

We also implemented LPLC and ML-LPLC by modifying the ITU-T H.26L ver-

sion TML9.4 [54]. Compared to the previous video coding standards, such as MPEG-

4 and H.263+, H.26L contains more features in its video coding layer (VCL) that

further improve the coding efficiency at all data rates, and fulfill several tasks in

the network abstraction layer (NAL) to improve the error resilience performance of

the bitstream. H.26L uses seven block shapes for motion prediction, obtains motion

vectors up to 1/4 or 1/8 pel resolution, and utilizes multiple reference frames to im-

plement multihypothesis motion prediction for each frame. In all of our experiments,
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(f) α = 1

Fig. 2.8. Comparison of the performance of LPLC and ML-LPLC
on QCIF news (obtained from the implementation using SAMCoW;
RB = 60 kbps; BL: reconstruction using the base layer alone; EL: re-
construction using both layers; ML: reconstruction using ML-LPLC)
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we turned on all seven block-shape options and used the full search range of 16 for

motion estimation. We also encoded both the base layer and the enhancement layer

using the universal variable length code (UVLC) mode with the same VLC table as

the non-scalable coding structure. We adopted one slice for each frame and turned

off the rate-distortion optimization option. Since no rate control was implemented

in H.26L TML9.4, we encoded all sequences at a frame rate 30 fps and adjusted the

quantization parameters of both layers to obtain various decoded video qualities.

As shown in Fig. 2.9, 2.10, 2.11, and 2.12, when the leaky factor α is set to

1.0, a coarse quantization of the enhancement layer results in inferior quality of the

reconstruction using both the enhancement layer and the base layer, denoted as “EL”

in the figure, relative to the reconstructed base layer, denoted as “BL”. Increasing

the accuracy of the encoded mismatch ψ̂E carried by the enhancement layer increases

the performance of the reconstruction by both layers beyond that of the base layer

alone in terms of the decoded video quality. For comparison, we provide the PSNR

values in Fig. 2.9, 2.10, 2.11, and 2.12 using the same parameters except that the

leaky factor α is set to 0.0. It is seen that in this case the reconstruction by both

layers is always superior to that using the base layer, regardless of the quantization

steps used to encode the enhancement layer.

In Fig. 2.13 and 2.14 we fix the quantization steps and vary the leaky factor α. It

is seen that the performance of the reconstruction by both layers is closely related to

the leaky factor α. When the mismatch ψ̂E is coarsely quantized, the reconstruction

by both layers becomes inferior in quality to that using the base layer alone when
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Fig. 2.9. Comparison of the performance of LPLC and ML-LPLC
on news at different quantization parameters predefined for the en-
hancement layer (obtained from the implementation using H.26L;
BL: reconstruction using the base layer alone; EL: reconstruction
using both layers; ML: reconstruction using ML-LPLC)
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Fig. 2.10. Comparison of the performance of LPLC and ML-LPLC
on akiyo at different quantization parameters predefined for the en-
hancement layer (obtained from the implementation using H.26L;
BL: reconstruction using the base layer alone; EL: reconstruction
using both layers; ML: reconstruction using ML-LPLC)
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Fig. 2.11. Comparison of the performance of LPLC and ML-LPLC
on foreman at different quantization parameters predefined for the
enhancement layer (obtained from the implementation using H.26L;
BL: reconstruction using the base layer alone; EL: reconstruction
using both layers; ML: reconstruction using ML-LPLC)
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(b) CIF bus (QP for BL = 22, α = 0.0)

Fig. 2.12. Comparison of the performance of LPLC and ML-LPLC
on bus at different quantization parameters predefined for the en-
hancement layer (obtained from the implementation using H.26L;
BL: reconstruction using the base layer alone; EL: reconstruction
using both layers; ML: reconstruction using ML-LPLC)
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Table 2.4
Allocated data rates to the enhancement layer (EL) with respect to
different quantization parameters (QP) for the EL when CIF bus
encoded by LPLC (obtained from the implementation using H.26L;
QP for BL = 22; base layer data rate RB = 593.87 kbps; enhance-
ment layer data rate denoted by RE)

QP for EL 16 17 18 19 20

RE (kbps, α = 1) 1170.05 958.27 787.42 615.41 470.14

RE (kbps, α = 0) 1639.59 1269.63 941.38 586.07 298.07

QP for EL 21 22 23 24 25 26

RE (kbps, α = 1) 323.10 209.18 147.67 112.45 93.62 79.00

RE (kbps, α = 0) 89.85 45.49 45.15 44.94 44.80 44.64

α approaches 1. Generally, the larger the leaky factor, the worse the video quality

the enhancement layer provides. Again, it is observed that the decoded quality

using both layers does not monotonically vary with an increase in the leaky factor,

as observed from the implementation using SAMCoW in Section 2.5.1, which is

because the first term of ψE in (2.19) is implicitly related with the leaky factor α.

In Table 2.4 and Table 2.5 we provide an example of the data rates obtained

by encoding the enhancement layer using LPLC with different parameters, in accor-

dance to the decoded qualities shown in Fig. 2.12(a) and 2.12(b) and Fig. 2.14(b),

respectively. From Table 2.4 and Fig. 2.12(a) and 2.12(b), it is observed that for the

same quantization parameters, different leaky factors result in different data rates.

Generally, the data rate for the enhancement layer decreases with the increase of its
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Fig. 2.13. Comparison of the performance of LPLC and ML-LPLC on
news and akiyo at different predefined leaky factors (obtained from
the implementation using H.26L; BL: reconstruction using the base
layer alone; EL: reconstruction using both layers; ML: reconstruction
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Fig. 2.14. Comparison of the performance of LPLC and ML-LPLC on
foreman and bus at different predefined leaky factors (obtained from
the implementation using H.26L; BL: reconstruction using the base
layer alone; EL: reconstruction using both layers; ML: reconstruction
using ML-LPLC)
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Table 2.5
Allocated data rates to the enhancement layer (EL) with respect
to different leaky factors when CIF bus encoded by LPLC (ob-
tained from the implementation using H.26L; QP for BL = 22,
QP for EL = 24; base layer data rate RB = 593.87 kbps; enhance-
ment layer data rate denoted by RE)

leaky factor α 0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30

RE (kbps) 44.94 44.95 44.96 44.96 44.97 45.00 45.01

leaky factor α 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.55 0.60 0.65

RE (kbps) 45.04 45.10 45.15 45.24 45.30 45.37 45.50

leaky factor α 0.70 0.75 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95 1.00

RE (kbps) 45.73 46.61 48.26 51.58 58.55 77.42 112.45
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quantization parameter at an arbitrary leaky factor. When the quantization param-

eter for the enhancement layer is relatively small, the choice of the leaky factor α = 1

requires less data, compared to α = 0, to provide a comparable decoded quality. In

contrast, when the enhancement layer is coarsely quantized, the encoding with α = 1

and a fixed quantization parameter results in higher data rate but inferior decoded

quality compared to α = 0. This implies that LPLC with larger leaky factors is

more coding efficient when the enhancement layer carries more accurate information

regarding the mismatch, while smaller leaky factors are more beneficial when the

mismatch is coarsely quantized.

It is observed from Table 2.5 that the data rate for the enhancement layer does

not change much with the quantization parameter when α is relatively small, such

as α ≤ 0.7 in the example, but greatly increases when α approaches 1. This is

partially because we fixed the VLC table for the entropy coding of the enhancement

layer regardless of the chosen parameters. We may expect a lower data rate for the

scenarios with larger leaky factors if the context-based adaptive binary arithmetic

coding (CABAC) mode is exploited [39]. The increase in the data rate also conforms

with our analysis of ψE in (2.19) that when the mismatch carried by the enhancement

layer is coarsely quantized, it is more likely to generate an ψ̂E with a larger magnitude

as a result of a larger leaky factor. It has been shown from Fig. 2.14(b) and Table 2.5

that if a large quantization parameter is used for the enhancement layer in LPLC, a

larger leaky factor results in a worse decoded quality by using both layers and requires
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a higher data rate to encode the enhancement layer, which verifies the deficiency we

have specified.

Regardless of the different parameters set for the encoder, all the experimental

results from the implementation using H.26L demonstrate that our proposed ap-

proach ML-LPLC facilitated by the ML estimation is always superior to or as least

as good as the better of the two reconstructions directly obtained from the two layers

in terms of the decoded video quality. For instance, for the sequence foreman, when

both layers choose the same quantization step to be 24 and the leaky factor α = 1.0,

the reconstruction obtained by ML-LPLC gains 1 dB above the reconstructed base

layer and 1.5 dB above the one reconstructed using both layers. An example of dif-

ferent reconstructions for one frame is given in Fig. 2.15 and 2.16. With the decrease

in α and the increase in the accuracy of ψ̂E, the reconstruction using both layers

finally obtains superior quality beyond the one using the base layer alone, and the

performance of ML-LPLC approaches that of the one by both layers but never is

inferior to it.

2.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we contribute the following work for LPLC:

• We have pointed out a deficiency inherent in the LPLC structure, namely that

the reconstructed video quality from both the enhancement layer and the base

layer cannot be guaranteed to be always superior to that of using the base layer
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(a) Original image

(b) Reconstruction using the base layer (PSNR=32.40

dB)

Fig. 2.15. Different reconstructions for the 115th frame of CIF fore-
man using ML-LPLC - I (obtained from the implementation using
H.26L; quantization steps for both layers set as 24; leaky factor
α = 1.0)
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(a) Reconstruction using both layers (PSNR=31.58

dB)

(b) Reconstruction using ML-LPLC (PSNR=33.35

dB)

Fig. 2.16. Different reconstructions for the 115th frame of CIF fore-
man using ML-LPLC - II (obtained from the implementation us-
ing H.26L; quantization steps for both layers set as 24; leaky factor
α = 1.0)
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alone, even when no drift occurs. In other words, the enhancement layer does

not always “enhance” the performance. We highlighted this deficiency using a

formulation that describes LPLC.

• We have proposed a general framework that applies to both LPLC and a mul-

tiple description coding scheme using motion compensation, known as MDMC.

We have addressed two types of similarities, namely Similarity I and Similarity

II, that exist between LPLC and MDMC. We refer to the similarity between the

enhancement layer in LPLC and the central loop in MDMC, considered from

the leaky prediction point of view, as Similarity I. Similarity I conforms with

the well-accepted supposition in the literature that the reconstructed quality

using both layers in LPLC shall be superior to that using the base layer alone.

We refer to the similarity between the enhancement layer in LPLC and the

side loops in MDMC, considered from the mismatch point of view, as Simi-

larity II. The mismatch in LPLC is the difference between the enhancement

layer predicted error frame (PEF) and the reconstructed version of the base

layer PEF. Similarity II between MDMC and LPLC confirms the deficiency

that might exist in LPLC. The seemingly disagreement between the above two

types of similarities is consistent with our analysis that the superiority of the

enhancement layer in LPLC is dependent on the leaky factor as well as the

accuracy of the encoded enhancement layer itself.
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• We have proposed an enhanced LPLC based on maximum-likelihood (ML)

estimation, termed ML-LPLC, to address the previously specified deficiency

in LPLC. ML-LPLC is capable of addressing the deficiency in LPLC in terms

of the coding efficiency regardless of the characteristics of the encoded videos,

the data rates allocated to either of the two layers, or the choices of the leaky

factors. Our results from both implementations using SAMCoW and H.26L

verified the effectiveness of ML-LPLC in alleviating the deficiency in LPLC.

When the enhancement layer suffers from drift errors, ML-LPLC cannot guar-

antee to always provide a reconstruction superior in quality to that using the base

layer or using both layers, since the ML coefficients in (2.34) are derived from the

error-free reconstructions using the two layers.

Nevertheless, ML-LPLC is beneficial especially when it is coupled with mode-

adaptive approaches [23–25]. We have observed that the leaky factor is critical for

the LPLC scheme. It has three functionalities: (1) It affects the coding efficiency;

(2) It affects the error resilience performance; (3) It determines the superiority of the

reconstruction by both layers. For the second functionality, it is straightforward to

show that α = 0 provides the best performance with respect to error resilience. For

the third functionality, our experimental results have shown that the reconstruction

using both layers is usually superior to that of using the base layer alone when

α ≤ 0.5, and the deficiency of LPLC is usually manifested when α > 0.5. Hence, for

relatively small leaky factors, the enhancement layer in LPLC usually helps obtain

a reconstruction superior in quality beyond that obtained by the base layer, and
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the advantage of ML-LPLC is not evident. When the coding efficiency, i.e. the

first functionality of the leaky factor is the predominant goal of a scalable video

coding approach, the optimal leaky factor varies across different data rates allocated

to the two layers as well as across different video sequences. It is seen from our

experimental results that when the data rate allocated to the enhancement layer is

sufficiently large, the decoded quality always increases with the increase of the leaky

factor at an arbitrary data rate, implying that α = 1 is always optimal in terms of

the coding efficiency in this case.

Hence, which value should be chosen for the leaky factor in LPLC is closely

related to the application. Adaptively adjusting the leaky factor thus becomes a

good alternative. As we pointed in Section 2.1, approaches for LPLC that coupled a

mode-adaptive scalable coding scheme with a drift-management system have already

been presented in the literature [23–25]. From the LPLC perspective, to adaptively

select a coding mode is equivalent to adaptively adjusting the leaky factor. ML-

LPLC could be used in combination with these mode-adaptive approaches. Once a

larger leaky factor is chosen by the adaptive mechanism, we could benefit from the

advantage of ML-LPLC. ML-LPLC is capable of addressing the deficiency in LPLC in

terms of the coding efficiency regardless of the characteristics of the encoded videos,

the data rates allocated to either of the two layers, or the choices of the leaky factors.

Our experimental results have shown that even when the data rate allocated to the

enhancement layer is sufficiently large so that the decoded quality using both layers

is far well above that obtained using the base layer, ML-LPLC is able to provide
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further gains in quality compared to LPLC when the leaky factor α approaches 1.

We will be exploring the mode-adaptive ML-LPLC approach facilitated with the

drift-managing mechanism in our future work.

Also, ML-LPLC requires reasonable extra computation. As can be seen from

equations (2.32), (2.33), and (2.34), the calculation of the ML-coefficients requires

five additions and three multiplications for each pixel combined with three extra ad-

ditions and one extra division for each frame. Once the ML-coefficients are obtained,

it is seen from (2.31) that to obtain the ML reconstruction at the decoder only re-

quires two scaling and one addition for each pixel. Moreover, the transmission of the

side information for ML-LPLC, i.e., the transmission of the ML coefficients requires

negligible additional data rate compared to the payload data rates. For example, an

extra data rate of 180 bps is required by ML-LPLC, regardless of the frame size, if

a video sequence with chrominance components is encoded at frame rate 10 fps and

the ML coefficients are encoded using 6-bit each, as in our experiments.
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3. RATE DISTORTION ANALYSIS OF LEAKY

PREDICTION LAYERED VIDEO CODING

3.1 Introduction

As discussed in Section 1.1.2 of Chapter 1, leaky prediction layered video coding

(LPLC) partially includes the enhancement layer in the motion compensated pre-

diction (MCP) loop, by using a leaky factor between 0 and 1, to balance between

coding efficiency and error resilience performance. In this chapter, we address the

theoretic analysis of LPLC using two different approaches [61,62].

First, we derive the rate distortion functions for LPLC using rate distortion the-

ory [63]. An alternative block diagram of LPLC is first developed, which significantly

simplifies the theoretic analysis. Closed form expressions are obtained for two sce-

narios of LPLC, as a function of the leaky factor, one where the enhancement layer

stays intact and the other where the enhancement layer suffers from error drift due to

channel noise corruption or data rate truncation. Secondly, we exploit quantization

noise modeling to theoretically analyze the rate distortion performance of LPLC.

We derive a second set of closed form rate distortion functions related to the leaky

factor for the two scenarios, where drift error occurs in the enhancement layer and

no drift occurs within the motion compensation loop. Theoretical results of both
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analysis approaches are evaluated and compared with respect to different choices of

the leaky factor, which conform with the operational results.

3.2 Rate Distortion Analysis of LPLC Using Rate Distortion Theory

The analysis of MCP based video coding, derived from rate distortion theory, is

presented in [58, 64–66]. Essentially, the analysis characterizes the MCP operation

by a three-dimensional (3D) stochastic filter combined with an optimum forward

channel. The 3D stochastic filter fulfills the operations of time delay, motion com-

pensation, and spatial filtering. For simplifying the analysis, an arbitrary video

sequence is considered to contain exclusively translational motions, neglecting any

other motions such as rotation, zoom-in or zoom-out, occlusion/unocclusion, or il-

luminance changes. The optimum forward channel, derived in [63], yields the para-

metric rate distortion function, in the mean-square-error (MSE) sense, for coding

a two-dimensional (2D) Gaussian stationary signal. The optimum forward channel

is used in the analysis of [58, 64–66] to characterize the coding of the 2D predicted

error frames (PEFs), making the analysis independent of any particular algorithms

used to encode the PEFs.

The rate distortion analysis for non-scalable MCP video coding, first developed

in [64], obtained a closed form expression for the power spectral density (PSD) of

the PEF, in relation to the PSD of the input video frame as well as the probability

distribution of the motion vector estimation errors. Using the closed form function

of the PEF, closed form rate distortion functions were further derived. The rate
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distortion analysis of motion estimation with fractional pel accuracy was addressed

in [67], and that of multihypothesis motion estimation was developed in [68–70].

The rate distortion analysis of conventional layered scalable video coding, which

includes one MCP loop in the base layer and excludes the enhancement layer from

the MCP loop, was developed in [58, 65, 66]. The MCP rate was explicitly defined

as the data rate, in bits per symbol, that is incorporated within the MCP loop at

the encoder. The analysis first derived the rate distortion functions for both the

MSE optimal layered image codec and the cascaded optimal image codec. The rate

distortion analysis of layered video coding was then developed, with two scenarios

derived in closed form, where the bitstream is decoded above and below the MCP

rate.

When a scalable coded bitstream is decoded above the MCP rate, the base layer

at the decoder is consistent with that at the encoder, implying that no drift occurs.

The theoretic analysis confirmed the well-accepted fact that layered scalable coding

always demands more or at least as much data rate as required by the non-scalable

coding approach to obtain the same distortion. When the bitstream is decoded

below the MCP rate, a mismatch between the base layer at the decoder and the base

layer at the encoder occurs, leading to prediction error drift. It was theoretically

demonstrated that the distortion in this case steeply increased with the decrease

of the decoding data rate. The theoretic analysis was shown to agree with the

operational rate distortion results published in the literature.
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In this section, we first briefly summarize the theoretic results presented in [64]

and [58], and then develop the rate distortion analysis of LPLC using rate distortion

theory by extending the work in [58]. We describe a block diagram that features the

leaky prediction in layered video coding but is amenable to theoretic analysis. We

derive the rate distortion functions for LPLC in closed form for one scenario where

the enhancement layer is intact and the other where it has drift.

For each scenario we obtain closed form parametric rate distortion functions in

relation to three parameters of the LPLC structure: the PSD of the input video

frame, the probability distribution of the motion vector estimation errors, as well

as the leaky factor. We demonstrate that the leaky factor is critical to the perfor-

mance of coding efficiency, and validate that with the partial or full inclusion of the

enhancement layer in the MCP loop, LPLC does improve the coding efficiency in

contrast to the conventional layered scalable coding. We also show that the leaky

factor is critical to error resilience performance when the enhancement layer in LPLC

suffers from prediction drift.

For the notation of this chapter, we choose lower case letters to denote the signals

and upper case to indicate the Fourier transform1. We use λ to denote the spatial

variables x and y, where λ = (x, y). A 2D signal may be denoted as s(λ) = s(x, y),

or simply written as {s}. The resulting Fourier transform is denoted as S(Λ), or

simply written as S, where Λ = (ωx, ωy), and ωx and ωy denote the spatial frequency

variables. If the time dimension is considered, the notation is expanded to (λ, t) =

1Strictly speaking, the Fourier transform of a random signal does not exist. We use this concept for the sake of

simpler notation. Note that this does not affect the final theoretical results.
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(x, y, t), where t denotes time. A 3D signal may be denoted as s(λ, t) = s(x, y, t), or

{s}. The resulting Fourier transform is denoted as S(Ω), or S, where Ω = (Λ, ωt) =

(ωx, ωy, ωt), and ωt denotes the temporal frequency variable. We use symbol Φ to

indicate the PSD of a signal or the cross spectral density of two signals, with the

subscripts specifying the signal(s).

3.2.1 Rate Distortion Functions for Two-Dimensional Image Coding

As background knowledge, we summarize the fundamental results of the theoretic

analysis for 2D image coding derived from rate distortion theory.

Theorem 3.2.1 The parametric representation of the MSE rate distortion functions

for a 2D stationary Gaussian source {s} is given by [63]

Dθ =
1

4π2

∫∫

Λ

min{θ, Φss(Λ)}dΛ, (3.1)

Rθ =
1

8π2

∫∫

Λ

max

{

0, log2

(

Φss(Λ)

θ

)}

dΛ, (3.2)

where each integral extends over [−π, π] for discrete time processes, and [−∞,∞] for

continuous time processes. Φss(Λ) denotes the PSD of the signal {s} at the spatial

frequencies Λ = (ωx, ωy), and θ denotes the parameter ranging over [0, ess sup Φ(Λ)],

with ess sup Φss(Λ) indicating the essential supremum of Φss(Λ).

The following proposition simplifies the analysis of the rate distortion perfor-

mance of image and video signals.
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Proposition 3.2.1 The optimum forward channel yielding the MSE parametric rate

distortion functions for a Gaussian process {s}, as given by (3.1) and (3.2), is com-

posed of a non-ideal bandlimited filter over {Λ : Φss(Λ) > θ}, plus the addition of an

independent non-white bandlimited Gaussian noise over {Λ : Φss(Λ) > θ}, as shown

in Fig. 3.1 [63].

In the optimum forward channel shown in Fig. 3.1, the transform function, G(Λ),

is represented by

G(Λ) = max

{

0, 1 −
θ

Φss(Λ)

}

, (3.3)

and the additive, independent Gaussian noise has a zero mean and a PSD as follows

Φnn(Λ) = max

{

0, θ

(

1 −
θ

Φss(Λ)

)}

. (3.4)

It is easy to prove Proposition 3.2.1 with the help of the following lemma:

Lemma 1 Assume {s} and {s′} are jointly 2D stationary Gaussian processes, with

Φss(Λ), Φs′s′(Λ), and Φss′(Λ) denoting the PSD of {s}, the PSD of {s′}, and the

cross spectral density between {s} and {s′} respectively. The mutual information

rate between {s} and {s′} is then given by [71]

I(S; S ′) = −
1

8π2

∫∫

Λ

log

[

1 −
|Φss′(Λ)|2

Φss(Λ)Φs′s′(Λ)

]

dΛ. (3.5)

From the optimum forward channel in Fig. 3.1, we obtain the PSD of the channel

output signal {s′} as

Φs′s′(Λ) = max {0, Φss(Λ) − θ} , (3.6)
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and the PSD of the difference signal between the input and the output of the channel

{s̃,s − s′} as

Φs̃s̃(Λ) = min {θ, Φss(Λ)} . (3.7)

Note that the MSE distortion in (3.1) is the inverse-Fourier transform of the PSD

Φs̃s̃(Λ) in (3.7).

Using the optimum forward channel shown in Fig. 3.1, two scenarios of 2D image

coding are further analyzed in [58]:

Scenario I for 2D image coding - layered image coding : An MSE optimum layered

image codec is shown in Fig. 3.2, where two optimum forward channels are included,

one representing the encoding of the base layer image and the other representing the

encoding of the enhancement layer residue. The residue is the difference between

the base layer reconstruction and the original 2D image. The rate distortion func-
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tions by both layers in the layered image coding structure, where the base layer is

parameterized by θ and the enhancement layer by θ̃, are

DI,θ,θ̃
e =

1

4π2

∫∫

Λ

min{min{θ, θ̃}, Φss(Λ)}dΛ, (3.8)

RI,θ,θ̃
e =

1

8π2

∫∫

Λ

max

{

0, log2

(

Φss(Λ)

min{θ, θ̃}

)}

dΛ. (3.9)

It is straightforward to show (3.8) by noting that s − s′e = s̃b − s̃′b, and to show

(3.9) by summing the mutual information between {s} and {s′b} plus the mutual

information between {s̃b} and {s̃′b}.

Scenario II for 2D image coding - cascaded image coding : The rate distortion

functions of the cascaded non-scalable image codec, as shown in Fig. 3.3, where the

first codec is parameterized by θ and the second codec by θ̂, are

DII,θ,θ̃ =
1

4π2

∫∫

Λ

min{θ̃, Φss(Λ)}dΛ, (3.10)

RII,θ,θ̃ =
1

8π2

∫∫

Λ

max

{

0, log2

(

Φss(Λ)

θ̃

)}

dΛ, (3.11)

where θ̃ = θ + θ̂. Note that (3.10) can be derived by noticing that {s̃b,s − s′b}

and {s̃′b,s′b − s′′b} are uncorrelated [58]. To show (3.11), we introduce the following

proposition for cascaded Gaussian MSE optimum forward channels:
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Proposition 3.2.2 The cascaded Gaussian MSE optimum forward channels are still

optimal in the rate distortion sense. Furthermore, the parameter of the equivalent

optimum forward channel is the sum of the parameters featuring each of the cascaded

channels.

Proposition 3.2.2 can be proved in a similar way to the proof of Proposition 3.2.1

using Lemma 1. The details of the proof of Proposition 3.2.2 are given in Appendix A.

The proof also includes the derivation of (3.10) and (3.11), and presents a different

approach to obtaining the distortion function in (3.10) compared to the work in [58].

3.2.2 Rate Distortion Functions for Non-Scalable Video Coding

The theoretic analysis of non-scalable, MCP based video coding using rate dis-

tortion theory, first addressed in [64], uses the optimum forward channel in Fig. 3.1

to characterize the coding of the 2D PEF, {e}, thus independent of the specific al-

gorithms used to encode the PEFs, as shown in Fig. 3.4. For the MCP loop, the
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analysis uses a 3D stochastic filter, H(Ω), to characterize the combined operations

of time delay, motion compensation, and spatial filtering as follows

H(Ω) = H(Λ, ωt) = F (Λ) exp{−jωxd̂x − jωyd̂y − jωt∆t}, (3.12)

where F (Λ) denotes the spatial filter, ∆t represents the temporal sampling interval,

and (d̂x, d̂y) denote the estimated motion vectors.

Combining H(Ω) with the optimum forward channel, the parametric rate distor-

tion functions of the non-scalable video codec are [64]

Dθ =
1

4π2

∫∫

Λ

min{θ, Φθ
ee(Λ)}dΛ, (3.13)

Rθ =
1

8π2

∫∫

Λ

max

{

0, log2

(

Φθ
ee(Λ)

θ

)}

dΛ, (3.14)

where Φθ
ee(Λ) denotes the PSD of the PEF {e}, which is dependent of the parameter

θ and approximated by

Φθ
ee(Λ) ≈ Φappr,θ

ee (Λ) =















Φss(Λ) Λ : Φss(Λ) ≤ θ

max{θ, ΦI,θ
ee (Λ)} Λ : Φss(Λ) > θ

, (3.15)

and

ΦI,θ
ee (Λ) = Φss(Λ)[1 − 2Re{F (Λ)P ∗(Λ)} + |F (Λ)|2] + θ|F (Λ)|2

= Φss(Λ)[1 − 2Re{F ∗(Λ)P (Λ)} + |F (Λ)|2] + θ|F (Λ)|2, (3.16)

where Re{·} represents the real part of a complex function. P (Λ) denotes the char-

acteristic function of the motion vector estimation error, (∆dx, ∆dy), where








∆dx

∆dy









=









dx

dy









−









d̂x

d̂y









, (3.17)
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and (dx, dy) represent the ideal motion vectors. It is discussed in [64] and [58] that

the spatial filter F (Λ) may be chosen as 0 for intra-frame coding, or 1 for inter-frame

coding without the spatial filtering of the motion compensated picture. The optimal

F (Λ), denoted as Fopt that minimizes ΦI,θ
ee (Λ) in (3.16), is

Fopt(Λ) = P (Λ)
Φss(Λ)

Φss(Λ) + θ
, for Λ : Φss(Λ) > θ, (3.18)

which results

ΦI,θ
ee,min(Λ) = Φss(Λ)

(

1 −
|P (Λ)|2Φss(Λ)

Φss(Λ) + θ

)

. (3.19)

It was pointed out in [64] that Fopt(Λ) in (3.18) can be interpreted as a combina-

tion of two Wiener filters, one characterizing the additive noise in the coding of the

PEF and one taking into account the motion vector estimation errors. Moreover,

when Φss(Λ) ≫ θ, Fopt(Λ) can be approximated by

Fopt(Λ)≈P (Λ), (3.20)

implying that the optimal spatial filter is only related to the motion vector estimation

errors.

3.2.3 Rate Distortion Functions for Conventional Layered Video Coding

The rate distortion analysis of conventional layered video coding using rate dis-

tortion theory is presented in [58], and was developed by extending the work on the

rate distortion analysis of the non-scalable MCP video coding as we discussed in

Subsection 3.2.2. In this section we summarize the major results presented in [58].
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Scenario I for conventional layered video coding : As shown in Fig. 3.5, two opti-

mum forward channels are included, yielding the rate distortion optimized 2D signal

compression of the base layer and the enhancement layer respectively. As addressed

in [64], if all the 3D signals in Fig. 3.5 are assumed as time discrete with a temporal

sampling interval ∆t, the 3D PSD of each signal is periodic in terms of the temporal

frequency ωt, with a period of 2π/∆t. Thus, the 2D PSD of each 3D signal can be

obtained by integrating its 3D PSD over one temporal period as follows

Φee(Λ) = Φee(ωx, ωy) =
∆t

2π

∫ 2π
∆t

ωt=0

Φee(ωx, ωy, ωt)dωt

=
∆t

2π

∫ 2π
∆t

ωt=0

Φee(Ω)dωt, (3.21)

where {e} represents an arbitrary 3D signal in Fig. 3.5. Referring to (3.21) and

the rate distortion analysis for Scenario I for 2D image coding, we have the rate

distortion functions for both layers of the conventional layered video coding, when

the parameters satisfy θ̃≤θ, as follows

DI,θ,θ̃
e =

1

4π2

∫∫

Λ

min{θ̃, Φθ
ebeb

(Λ)}dΛ, for θ̃≤θ, (3.22)

RI,θ,θ̃
e =

1

8π2

∫∫

Λ

max

{

0, log2

(

Φθ
ebeb

(Λ)

θ̃

)}

dΛ, for θ̃≤θ, (3.23)

where θ denotes the parameter for the optimum forward channel in the base layer

and θ̃ for the enhancement layer. The PSD of the PEF in the base layer, Φθ
ebeb

(Λ), is

identical to Φθ
ee(Λ) in (3.15) in non-scalable video coding, and hence approximated

as follows

Φθ
ebeb

(Λ) ≈ Φappr,θ
ebeb

(Λ) =















Φss(Λ) Λ : Φss(Λ) ≤ θ

max{θ, ΦI,θ
ebeb

(Λ)} Λ : Φss(Λ) > θ

, (3.24)
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where

ΦI,θ
ebeb

(Λ) = Φss(Λ)[1 − 2Re{F (Λ)P ∗(Λ)} + |F (Λ)|2] + θ|F (Λ)|2. (3.25)

Using (3.24), we see that Φθ
ebeb

(Λ)≥θ when Φss(Λ) > θ. Hence, the distortion

function in (3.22) can be simplified to

DI,θ,θ̃
e =

1

4π2

∫∫

Λ

min{θ̃, Φss(Λ)}dΛ, for θ̃≤θ. (3.26)

Note that the PSD of the input signal to the enhancement layer forward channel,

{ẽb}, satisfies

Φẽbẽb
(Λ) = min{θ, Φθ

ebeb
(Λ)} = min{θ, Φss(Λ)} ≤ θ. (3.27)

Thus, when θ̃ > θ, the transform function in the enhancement layer in Fig. 3.5,

Ge(Λ), becomes

Ge(Λ) = max

{

0, 1 −
θ̃

Φẽbẽb
(Λ)

}

= 0. (3.28)

Consequently, the data rate consumed by the enhancement layer is zero and no

distortion is further caused beyond that caused by the base layer. The rate distortion

function of the MCP layered codec in Fig. 3.5 is then fixed at one point that is

specified by the base layer, when θ is fixed and θ̃ varies between θ and infinity. This

is given by

Dθ
b =

1

4π2

∫∫

Λ

min{θ, Φss(Λ)}dΛ, (3.29)

Rθ
b =

1

8π2

∫∫

Λ

max

{

0, log2

(

Φθ
ebeb

(Λ)

θ

)}

dΛ. (3.30)
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Hence, we have the universal form of the rate distortion functions for Scenario I

for conventional layered video coding as follows

DI,θ,θ̃
e =

1

4π2

∫∫

Λ

min{min{θ̃, θ}, Φθ
ebeb

(Λ)}dΛ, (3.31)

RI,θ,θ̃
e =

1

8π2

∫∫

Λ

max

{

0, log2

(

Φθ
ebeb

(Λ)

min{θ̃, θ}

)}

dΛ. (3.32)

Scenario II for conventional layered video coding : The block diagram of layered

video coding when the base layer is decoded below the MCP rate is shown in Fig. 3.6.

The enhancement layer disappears and prediction drift error occurs in the MCP loop

due to the mismatch between the base layer at the decoder and that at the encoder.

The video codec in Fig. 3.6 assumes that the data rate is truncated in a rate distortion

optimization manner, hence using a second optimum forward channel to characterize

the loss mechanism for prediction drift. Fundamentally, the data rate truncation is

modelled as a re-encoding procedure of the encoded base layer using an “imaginary”

codec operating at the rate distortion bound. The use of the second optimum forward

channel provides a way to theoretically analyze the loss mechanism for prediction

drift that takes into account both distortion and rate effects [58].

As proved in Appendix A, the two optimum forward channels in cascade, con-

necting {eb} and {e′′b} in Fig. 3.6, are equivalent to one optimum forward channel

with parameter θ+ θ̂. Here θ is the parameter for the first optimum forward channel

and θ̂ of the second channel. Based on (3.21), we obtain the rate distortion functions
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Fig. 3.7. Block diagram of a leaky prediction layered video codec (LPLC)

for the conventional layered video codec, where the base layer is decoded below the

MCP rate, as follows

DII,θ,θ̃ =
1

4π2

∫∫

Λ

min {θ, Φss(Λ)}

+
1

1 − |F (Λ)|2
min

{

θ̃ − θ, max
{

0, Φθ
ebeb

(Λ) − θ
}

}

dΛ, (3.33)

RII,θ,θ̃ =
1

8π2

∫∫

Λ

max

{

0, log2

(

Φθ
ebeb

(Λ)

θ̃

)}

dΛ, (3.34)

where θ̃ = θ + θ̂ ≥ θ.

3.2.4 Rate Distortion Functions for LPLC Using Rate Distortion Theory

Unlike the conventional layered coding structure described in Fig. 3.5, LPLC

introduces a second MCP loop in the enhancement layer that uses the same motion

vectors as the base layer, and buffers α(s′e(λ, t) − s′b(λ, t)) + s′b(λ, t) as the reference

for encoding the video signal sampled at time instance t + ∆t. {s′e} denotes the
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reconstructed video signal using both layers and {s′b} denotes the reconstruction

using the base layer alone. α is the leaky factor, taking on a value between 0 and 1.

Equivalently, a linear combination of the two reconstructed signals {s′e} and {s′b},

namely αs′e(λ, t) + (1 − α)s′b(λ, t), is used as the reference in the enhancement layer

MCP loop. The mismatch signal, {ψ}, is the difference between the PEF of the

MCP step in the enhancement layer, {ee}, and the encoded PEF of the MCP step in

the base layer, {e′b}. {ψ} is encoded and carried by the enhancement layer in LPLC.

The framework of LPLC is described in Fig. 3.7.

In Fig. 3.7, one optimum forward channel of parameter θ is used to characterize

the coding of the base layer PEF {eb}, and a second optimum forward channel of

parameter θ̃ is used to characterize the coding of the mismatch {ψ}. Since two MCP

loops are included in LPLC, two 3D filters are incorporated in the LPLC codec in

Fig. 3.7, Hb(Ω) and He(Ω). Hb(Ω) is the 3D filter combining time delay, motion

compensation, and spatial filtering for the base layer MCP step, while He(Ω) is

included for the enhancement layer MCP step.

Both layers in LPLC use the same motion vectors. For the ease of analysis,

we may assume that the two MCP steps also incorporate the same spatial filtering

operation. For instance, the optimal spatial filter Fopt(Λ) in (3.20), which is ap-

proximated by P (Λ), may be included by both 3D filters. Hence, we assume Hb(Ω)

and He(Ω) are identical, which will be referred to as H(Ω) hereafter, and obtain an

alternative diagram for LPLC as shown in Fig. 3.8. This alternative diagram is more

amenable to the theoretic analysis of LPLC, since the two MCP loops are decoupled
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Fig. 3.8. Alternative block diagram of the LPLC codec

from each other and the leaky factor α is only present in the enhancement layer MCP

step. The details of the development for the alternative block diagram are given in

Appendix B.

Next we assume no error drift in the base layer and develop the rate distortion

analysis for two scenarios of LPLC: with and without drift in the enhancement layer.

Scenario I for LPLC : Following a similar manner as the analysis developed for

the PSD of the base layer PEF, Φθ
ebeb

(Λ), as in (3.24) and (3.25), we obtain an

approximation of the PSD of the mismatch signal {ψ} as

Φθ̃
ψψ(Λ) ≈ Φappr,θ̃

ψψ (Λ) =















Φẽbẽb
(Λ) Λ : Φẽbẽb

(Λ) ≤ θ̃

max{θ̃, ΦI,θ̃
ψψ(Λ)} Λ : Φẽbẽb

(Λ) > θ̃

, (3.35)

where

ΦI,θ̃
ψψ(Λ) = Φẽbẽb

(Λ)[1 − 2αRe{F (Λ)P ∗(Λ)} + α2|F (Λ)|2] + θ̃α2|F (Λ)|2, (3.36)
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and Φẽbẽb
(Λ) is obtained by (3.27). If F (Λ) is chosen as the optimal spatial filter for

the base layer, Fopt, which is approximated by P (Λ) as in (3.20), we have

ΦI,θ̃
ψψ(Λ) = Φẽbẽb

(Λ)[1 − α(2 − α)|P (Λ)|2] + θ̃α2|P (Λ)|2, for F (Λ) = P (Λ). (3.37)

Note that only when α = 1, F (Λ)≈P (Λ) is also approximately optimal for the

minimization of ΦI,θ̃
ψψ(Λ) for Λ : Φẽbẽb

(Λ) > θ̃.

According to Fig. 3.8, we have

S(Ω) − S ′
e(Ω) = S(Ω) − S ′

b(Ω) − (S ′
e(Ω) − S ′

b(Ω))

= Ẽb(Ω) − Ẽ ′
b(Ω) = Ψ(Ω) − Ψ′(Ω) , Ψ̃(Ω). (3.38)

Analogous to Φẽbẽb
(Λ) in (3.27), we have

Φψ̃ψ̃(Λ) = min{θ̃, Φθ̃
ψψ(Λ)} = min{θ̃, Φẽbẽb

(Λ)}. (3.39)

Similar to the discussion for Scenario I for conventional layered video coding in

Subsection 3.2.2, we first assume θ̃ ≤ θ. Using (3.27), we simplify (3.39) as

Φψ̃ψ̃(Λ) = min{θ̃, Φss(Λ)}, for θ̃ ≤ θ. (3.40)

Hence, combining (3.38) and (3.40), we obtain the MSE distortion between the input

video signal and the decoded signal by both layers in LPLC as

DI,θ,θ̃
e = E{(s − s′e)

2} =
1

4π2

∫∫

Λ

Φψ̃ψ̃(Λ)dΛ

=
1

4π2

∫∫

Λ

min{θ̃, Φss(Λ)}dΛ,

for θ̃ ≤ θ. (3.41)
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Note that the distortion function in (3.41) for LPLC has the same form as that in

(3.26) for the conventional layered video coding structure.

The data rate, in units of bits per symbol, consumed by the LPLC codec in

Fig. 3.8 is the sum of the mutual information between {eb} and {e′b} plus the mutual

information between {ψ} and {ψ′}. Hence,

RI,θ,θ̃
e =

1

8π2

∫∫

Λ

max

{

0, log2

(

Φθ
ebeb

(Λ)

θ

)}

+ max

{

0, log2

(

Φθ̃
ψψ(Λ)

θ̃

)}

dΛ,

for θ̃ ≤ θ, (3.42)

where Φθ̃
ψψ(Λ) can be approximately obtained by (3.35) and Φθ

ebeb
(Λ) is approximated

by (3.24). Note that when α = 0, LPLC reduces to the conventional layered coding

structure. At this time, Φθ̃
ψψ(Λ) equals to Φẽbẽb

(Λ) according to (3.35) and (3.36),

and the rate function given by (3.42) reduces to the form in (3.23) for conventional

layered coding.

When θ̃ > θ, we have Φθ̃
ψψ(Λ) = Φẽbẽb

(Λ) ≤ θ < θ̃. It is easy to show that

the rate distortion functions for both layers of LPLC, DI,θ,θ̃
e and RI,θ,θ̃

e , as given by

(3.41) and (3.42), reduce to the rate distortion functions for the base layer that are

parameterized by θ, and have exactly the same form as (3.29) and (3.30) for the base

layer in conventional layered coding.

Scenario II for LPLC : LPLC was designed to balance coding efficiency and error

resilience performance. The use of the leaky factor α, when less than 1, is targeted to

mitigate the effect of error propagation that is caused by the truncation or destruction
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Fig. 3.9. Block diagram of an LPLC codec when the enhancement
layer is decoded below the MCP rate

of the enhancement layer in the MCP loop. Next we derive the rate distortion

functions for LPLC when drift occurs in the enhancement layer and evaluate the

error resilience performance of LPLC with respect to α.

Based on the idea used in Scenario II for conventional layered video coding where

drift occurs in the base layer MCP loop, as discussed in Subsection 3.2.2, we introduce

a third optimum forward channel that takes the encoded mismatch signal {ψ′} as

its input. We use this channel to model the loss mechanism for prediction drift

in the enhancement layer MCP loop, and obtain the framework for LPLC where

the mismatch signal is decoded below the MCP rate, as shown in Fig. 3.9. It is

not precise to assume that the prediction drift caused by channel noise occur in a

rate distortion optimization way. The use of an optimum forward channel, however,

provides a way for the theoretic analysis to characterize the effect of prediction error

drift.
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For the convenience of analysis, we change the parameter that features the opti-

mum forward channel connecting {ψ} and its encoded version {ψ′} to θ̆, and use θ̂ to

denote the parameter for the second optimum forward channel in the enhancement

layer. Let θ̃ , θ̆ + θ̂. We have

S(Ω) − S ′′
e (Ω) = S(Ω) − S ′

b(Ω) − (S ′′
e (Ω) − S ′

b(Ω))

= Ẽb(Ω) − Ẽ ′′
b (Ω)

= (Ẽb(Ω) − Ẽ ′
b(Ω)) + (Ẽ ′

b(Ω) − Ẽ ′′
b (Ω))

= (Ψ(Ω) − Ψ′(Ω)) +
1

1 − αH(Ω)
(Ψ′(Ω) − Ψ′′(Ω)),

, Ψ̃(Ω) +
1

1 − αH(Ω)
Ψ̂(Ω). (3.43)

Since the two terms in the right hand side of (3.43) are uncorrelated with each

other2, we have the MSE distortion function for the LPLC codec in Fig. 3.9, where

the enhancement layer is decoded below the MCP rate, as follows

DII,θ,θ̃
e =

1

4π2

∫∫

Λ

Φψ̃ψ̃(Λ) + E

{

∣

∣

∣

∣

1

1 − αH(Ω)

∣

∣

∣

∣

2
}

Φψ̂ψ̂(Λ)dΛ, (3.44)

where

E

{

∣

∣

∣

∣

1

1 − αH(Ω)

∣

∣

∣

∣

2
}

=
1

1 − α2|F (Λ)|2
, (3.45)

which is derived in a similar way as in [58],

Φψ̃ψ̃(Λ) = min
{

θ̆, Φθ̆
ψψ(Λ)

}

, (3.46)

and

Φψ̂ψ̂(Λ) = min
{

θ̂, Φψ′ψ′(Λ)
}

= min
{

θ̃ − θ̆, max
{

0, Φθ̆
ψψ(Λ) − θ̆

}}

. (3.47)

2This can be proved in a similar way as in [58].
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When F (Λ) is evaluated as Fopt(Λ)≈P (Λ), the MSE distortion DII,θ,θ̃
e in (3.44)

becomes

DII,θ,θ̃
e =

1

4π2

∫∫

Λ

min
{

θ̆, Φθ̆
ψψ(Λ)

}

+
1

1 − α2|P (Λ)|2
min

{

θ̃ − θ̆, max
{

0, Φθ̆
ψψ(Λ) − θ̆

}}

dΛ,

for F (Λ) = P (Λ). (3.48)

The data rate consumed by the LPLC codec in Fig. 3.9 is the sum of the mutual

information between {eb} and {e′b} plus the mutual information between {ψ} and

{ψ′′}, therefore,

RII,θ,θ̃
e =

1

8π2

∫∫

Λ

max

{

0, log2

(

Φθ
ebeb

(Λ)

θ

)}

+ max

{

0, log2

(

Φθ̆
ψψ(Λ)

θ̃

)}

dΛ. (3.49)

Note that in Fig. 3.9, if θ is fixed for the base layer optimum forward channel, and

θ̆ > θ, then no information is carried by the enhancement layer. The rate distortion

functions in (3.48) and (3.49) reduce to a fixed point that is parameterized by θ,

which is the same as that specified by (3.29) and (3.30). The PSD of the output

signal from the first channel in the enhancement layer, Φψ′ψ′(Λ), is zero, and no drift

occurs in the enhancement layer. If the encoded bitstream still suffers from data rate

truncation, it will be the base layer that suffers from drift, which yields Scenario II

in Subsection 3.2.2 where the base layer is decoded below the MCP rate. Therefore,

we have θ̆ ≤ θ for modeling the scenario where the base layer is intact while the

enhancement layer is likely to suffer from drift.
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If θ̆ is further fixed, namely θ̆0 that satisfies θ̆0≤θ, the parameter of the second

optimum forward channel in the enhancement layer, θ̂, which models the drift that

affects the enhancement layer, ranges between 0 and θ − θ̆0. When θ̂ > θ − θ̆0, i.e.,

θ̃ > θ, the rate distortion functions in (3.48) and (3.49) should also reduce to the

fixed point specified by (3.29) and (3.30). This is because θ̃ = θ̆0 + θ̂ is the parameter

of the equivalent optimum forward channel substituting the two optimum forward

channels parameterized by θ̆0 and θ̂. When θ̃ > θ, no information is conveyed by the

enhancement layer and the rate distortion functions by both layers in Scenario II for

LPLC should become identical to that by the base layer. This is satisfied, however,

in our closed form expressions in (3.48) and (3.49) only when α = 0 or α = 1. The

details of further discussion on Scenario II for LPLC are given in Appendix C. Due

to the approximation we used in (3.35) for the evaluation of Φθ̆
ψψ(Λ), when 0 < α < 1,

the distortion (3.48) is usually smaller than that in (3.29).

3.3 Rate Distortion Analysis of LPLC Using Quantization Noise Mod-

eling

In this section, we present a different approach to theoretically analyze the rate

distortion performance of LPLC by using a quantization noise model that was origi-

nally proposed in [72]. This quantization noise model was used in [59,60] to address

the rate distortion analysis of conventional layered video coding. The theoretic anal-

ysis we address here for LPLC is an extension of the work in [59,60].
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Leaky prediction can also be used in the non-scalable coding structure, where the

reference frame is scaled by a leaky factor α, having a value between 0 and 1, before

it is taken by motion compensation. Both intra-frame coding and inter-frame coding

can be considered as a special instantiation, where α = 0 for intra-frame coding and

α = 1 for inter-frame coding. In [73, 74], rate distortion analysis of non-scalable

video coding using leaky prediction was discussed by modeling the video signal as a

first-order Markov model in the temporal direction. Similar to the work in [59, 60],

the analysis developed in [73, 74] also uses heuristic models to theoretically analyze

the encoding of 2D PEFs generated by the MCP step.

3.3.1 Quantization Noise Modeling for 2D Image Coding

Given a 2D image {s}, we model the quantization noise {q} as an additive,

uncorrelated signal whose variance is

V ar{q} = σ2
q = σ2

s2
−βRs , (3.50)

where σ2
s denotes the variance of the original signal, β denotes the parameter related

to the 2D image coding efficiency, usually taking a value between 0.8 and 1.5, and

Rs is the data rate in unit of bits/pixel used to encode {s} [72].

As addressed in [72] and [59,60], using the heuristic model in (3.50), the encoding

of a 2D image can be modelled as the adding to the image with an uncorrelated noise,
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as shown in Fig. 3.10. The heuristic model in (3.50) provides a way to directly relate

the MSE distortion of the decoded image, D, to the encoding data rate, R, as follows

D(R) = E
[

(s − s′)2
]

= V ar{q} = σ2
q = σ2

s2
−βRs , (3.51)

where E[X] denotes the expectation of a random variable X.

3.3.2 Rate Distortion Functions for LPLC Using Quantization Noise

Modeling

To explore the theoretic analysis of LPLC using quantization noise modeling, we

still use the alternative block diagram for LPLC shown in Fig. 3.8, where the two 3D

filters included in the two MCP loops of LPLC are assumed to be identical. Different

than the approach in Section 3.2 which uses the optimum forward channel, we use

the quantization noise model in (3.50) to characterize the encoding of 2D images.

The optimum forward channel in Fig. 3.1 is derived from rate distortion theory,

thus providing the rate distortion bound at which a 2D stationary, Gaussian random

signal is encoded. The quantization noise model in (3.50) is a heuristic model, which

was obtained from the operational results. We use the quantization noise model

since it provides a different perspective to theoretically explore the rate distortion

performance of LPLC. The use of the quantization noise model may result in a

closed formulation of the MSE distortion explicitly related to the data rate, which

is different from the parametric rate distortion functions specified by the optimum

forward channel in Fig. 3.1.
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We specify three types of data rates: the data rate used by the base layer, Rb, the

minimum data rate used by both layers, Re,min, and the maximum data rate used

by both layers, Re,max, which satisfy Rb<Re,min<Re,max. As we mentioned, an MCP

rate is defined as the data rate that is incorporated in the MCP step. Thus, Rb is the

MCP rate in the base layer, and (Re,min − Rb) is the MCP rate in the enhancement

layer. We consider two scenarios, with and without drift in the enhancement layer,

and assume no drift in the base layer for both scenarios. If let Re,dec denote the

decoded data rate, the above two scenarios correspond to the circumstances where

Rb≤RI
e,dec<Re,min and Re,min≤RII

e,dec≤Re,max respectively.

A. The Rate Distortion Function for the Base Layer

Using the quantization noise model in (3.50) and the block diagram in Fig. 3.8,

we obtain the block diagram of LPLC when the enhancement layer is decoded above

the MCP rate in Fig. 3.11.

From Fig. 3.11, we have

e′b = eb + qb, (3.52)

where {qb} denotes the quantization noise introduced in the encoding of the base

layer PEF {eb} at the MCP data rate Rb. The variance of {qb} is

σ2
qb

= σ2
eb

2−βRb , (3.53)
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where σ2
eb

denotes the variance of {eb}. Let Φebeb
(Λ) denote the 2D PSD of {eb}.

Similar to the derivation for the equation (3.25) [64], we derive

Φebeb
(Λ) = Φss(Λ)

[

1 − 2Re{F (Λ)P ∗(Λ)} + |F (Λ)|2
]

+Φqbqb
(Λ)|F (Λ)|2, (3.54)

where Φss(Λ) and Φqbqb
(Λ) denote the 2D PSD of {s} and {qb} respectively. As

opposed to ΦI,θ
ebeb

(Λ) in (3.25) that was derived from the use of the optimum forward

channel, Φebeb
(Λ) in (3.54) is a universal from for the PSD of the base layer PEF

{eb}.

If all the quantization noise is assumed to be white, we have

Φqbqb
(Λ) = σ2

qb
. (3.55)

Since

σ2
eb

=
1

4π2

∫∫

Λ

Φebeb
(Λ)dΛ, (3.56)

combining (3.54), (3.55), and (3.56), we have

σ2
eb

=
θs

1 − 2−βRbθf

, (3.57)

and

σ2
qb

=
θs

1 − 2−βRbθf

2−βRb =
θs

2βRb − θf

, (3.58)

where

θs ,
1

4π2

∫∫

Λ

Φss(Λ)
[

1 − 2Re{F (Λ)P ∗(Λ)} + |F (Λ)|2
]

dΛ, (3.59)

θf ,
1

4π2

∫∫

Λ

|F (Λ)|2dΛ. (3.60)
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From Fig. 3.11, the reconstruction error of the base layer is

rb = s′b − s = e′b − eb = qb. (3.61)

Hence the MSE distortion of the base layer, as a function of the base layer data rate,

is

Db(Rb) = V ar{rb} = σ2
qb

=
θs

2βRb − θf

, σ2
b . (3.62)

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the base layer in dB is

SNRb(Rb) = 10 log10

(

σ2
s

σ2
b

)

= 10 log10

(

2βRb − θf

θs

σ2
s

)

. (3.63)

B. The Rate Distortion Function for the Enhancement Layer

Scenario I for LPLC : The enhancement layer of LPLC is decoded above the

MCP rate, namely Re,min≤RI
e,dec≤Re,max. In this scenario, no error drift occurs in

the enhancement layer.

As shown in Fig. 3.11, the input to the enhancement layer MCP loop in LPLC

is {ẽb}, the residue between the original video signal and the reconstruction by the

base layer. Using (3.52), we have

ẽb = s − s′b = eb − e′b = −qb. (3.64)

The mismatch signal is

ψ = ẽb − êb, (3.65)

which is encoded to {ψ′}, where

ψ′ = ψ + qe,min, (3.66)
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and {qe,min} denotes the quantization noise introduced in the encoding of the mis-

match at the enhancement layer MCP data rate (Re,min − Rb). The variance of

{qe,min} is

σ2
qe,min

= σ2
ψ2−β(Re,min−Rb), (3.67)

where σ2
ψ denotes the variance of {ψ}. Similar to (3.54), we derive the 2D PSD of

the mismatch signal using (3.64) as follows

Φψψ(Λ) = Φqbqb
(Λ)

[

1 − 2αRe{F (Λ)P ∗(Λ)} + α2|F (Λ)|2
]

+α2Φqe,minqe,min
(Λ)|F (Λ)|2, (3.68)

where Φqe,minqe,min
(Λ) is the PSD of {qe,min} and

Φqe,minqe,min
(Λ) = σ2

qe,min
. (3.69)

Since

σ2
ψ =

1

4π2

∫∫

Λ

Φψψ(Λ)dΛ, (3.70)

combining (3.67) through (3.70), we have

σ2
ψ =

1 − 2αθfp + α2θf

1 − 2−β(Re,min−Rb)α2θf

σ2
qb

, (3.71)

and

σ2
qe,min

=
σ2

qb
(1 − 2αθfp + α2θf )

1 − 2−β(Re,min−Rb)α2θf

2−β(Re,min−Rb)

=
1 − 2αθfp + α2θf

2β(Re,min−Rb) − α2θf

σ2
qb

, (3.72)

where σ2
qb

is obtained by (3.58), θf by (3.60), and

θfp ,
1

4π2

∫∫

Λ

Re{F (Λ)P ∗(Λ)}dΛ. (3.73)
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At the encoder in Fig. 3.11, {ẽb} is reconstructed as {ẽ′b}. At the decoder, since

no drift occurs in the enhancement layer, an identical MCP step is included and

hence the same MCP signal {êb} attained. To reconstruct {ẽb}, however, a different

quantization procedure might be used, where the quantization noise is {qe,dec}. The

noise signal {qe,dec} models the distortion by the coding of the mismatch at the

decoding data rate (RI
e,dec − Rb), and has a variance as

σ2(I)
qe,dec

= σ2
ψ2−β(RI

e,dec−Rb), (3.74)

where σ2
ψ is given by (3.71). Note that

σ2(I)
qe,dec

≤σ2
qe,min

, (3.75)

since RI
e,dec≥Re,min. This results in a second quantized version of the mismatch

signal,

ψ′′ = ψ + qe,dec, (3.76)

and {ẽb} is reconstructed as

ẽ′′b = ψ′′ + êb. (3.77)

The decoded video signal from both layers is then obtained as

s′e = s′b + ẽ′′b . (3.78)

The reconstruction error of the enhancement layer is

rI
e = s′e − s = (s′e − s′b) + (s′b − s) = ẽ′′b + rb. (3.79)

Since

ẽ′′b − ẽb = ψ′′ − ψ = qe,dec, (3.80)
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we have

rI
e = ẽb + qe,dec + rb = −qb + qe,dec + qb = qe,dec. (3.81)

Hence the MSE distortion of the enhancement layer, as a function of the three types

of data rates we specified, is

DI
e(Rb, Re,min, R

I
e,dec) = V ar

{

rI
e

}

= σ2(I)
qe,dec

=
σ2

qb
(1 − 2αθfp + α2θf )

1 − 2−β(Re,min−Rb)α2θf

2−β(RI
e,dec−Rb)

=
1 − 2αθfp + α2θf

2β(Re,min−Rb) − α2θf

2−β(RI
e,dec−Re,min)Db(Rb)

, σ2(I)
e . (3.82)

The SNR of the enhancement layer in dB then is

SNRI
e(Rb, Re,min, R

I
e,dec) = 10 log10

(

σ2
s

σ
2(I)
e

)

. (3.83)

Scenario II for LPLC : The enhancement layer of LPLC is decoded below the

MCP rate, namely Rb≤RII
e,dec < Re,min. In this scenario, prediction error drift occurs

in the enhancement layer.

As shown in Fig. 3.12, since drift occurs to the enhancement layer, the signal

applied to the MCP loop at the decoder is no longer the same as that at the encoder.

The reconstruction error of the enhancement layer is

rII
e = s′e − s = ẽ′′b + qb. (3.84)

We have

ẽ′′b = ψ′′∗hα
d = −qb + qe,min + ∆qe,dec∗h

α
d , (3.85)
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Fig. 3.13. Equivalent filters for the decoder MCP steps in LPLC

where

∆qe,dec,qe,dec − qe,min, (3.86)

and {∗} denotes the convolution operation. Here the quantization noise signal {qe,dec}

models the distortion by the coding of the mismatch at the decoding data rate

(RII
e,dec − Rb), and has a variance as

σ2(II)
qe,dec

= σ2
ψ2−β(RII

e,dec−Rb). (3.87)

{hα
d} is the impulsive response signal of the equivalent filter representing the enhance-

ment layer MCP loop at the decoder, as shown in Fig 3.13(b). The corresponding

transform function is represented by

Hα
d (Ω) ,

1

1 − αH(Ω)
. (3.88)

Thus we have

rII
e = qe,min + ∆qe,dec∗h

α
d . (3.89)
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Under the assumptions that uniform embedded quantization operations are used

in the enhancement layer, and drift occurs as a result of the truncation to the bit-

stream of the enhancement layer, the white signals {qe,min} and {∆qe,dec} are approx-

imately uncorrelated with each other, and the variance of {∆qe,dec} is approximated

by

σ2
∆qe,dec

≈ σ2(II)
qe,dec

− σ2
qe,min

. (3.90)

The details of above are given in Appendix D.

Using the results in [58,65] and [61], we have the variance of
{

rII
e

}

as

V ar
{

rII
e

}

= σ2
qe,min

+ σ2
∆qe,dec

(

∆t

8π3

∫∫∫

Ω

E
[

|Hα
d (Ω)|2

]

dΩ

)

(3.91)

= σ2
qe,min

+ σ2
∆qe,dec

(

1

4π2

∫∫

Λ

∆t

2π

∫ 2π/∆t

ωt=0

E

[

∣

∣

∣

∣

1

1 − αH(Ω)

∣

∣

∣

∣

2
]

dωtdΛ

)

= σ2
qe,min

+ σ2
∆qe,dec

(

1

4π2

∫∫

Λ

1

1 − α2|F (Λ)|2
dΛ

)

= σ2
qe,min

+ σ2
∆qe,dec

θα
d , (3.92)

where

θα
d ,

1

4π2

∫∫

Λ

1

1 − α2|F (Λ)|2
dΛ. (3.93)
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Hence, the MSE distortion of the enhancement layer, as a function of the three

types of data rates we specified, is

DII
e (Rb, Re,min, R

II
e,dec) = V ar

{

rII
e

}

= σ2
qe,min

+ σ2
∆qe,dec

θα
d

= σ2
qe,min

+
(

σ2(II)
qe,dec

− σ2
qe,min

)

θα
d

= σ2
ψ2−β(Re,min−Rb) +

(

σ2
ψ2−β(RII

e,dec−Rb) − σ2
ψ2−β(Re,min−Rb)

)

θα
d

= σ2
ψ2−β(Re,min−Rb)

(

1 +
(

2β(Re,min−RII
e,dec) − 1

)

θα
d

)

=
σ2

qb
(1 − 2αθfp + α2θf )

2β(Re,min−Rb) − α2θf

(

1 +
(

2β(Re,min−RII
e,dec) − 1

)

θα
d

)

=
1 − 2αθfp + α2θf

2β(Re,min−Rb) − α2θf

(

1 +
(

2β(Re,min−RII
e,dec) − 1

)

θα
d

)

Db(Rb)

, σ2(II)
e . (3.94)

The SNR of the enhancement layer in dB then is

SNRII
e (Rb, Re,min, R

II
e,dec) = 10 log10

(

σ2
s

σ
2(II)
e

)

. (3.95)

3.4 Evaluation of LPLC Rate Distortion Functions

3.4.1 Rate Distortion Performance of LPLC from Theoretic Results

Similar to [64] and [58], we model the PSD of the input video signal as

Φss(Λ) = Φss(ωx, ωy) =















2π
ω2

0

(

1 +
ω2

x+ω2
y

ω2
0

)−3/2

|ωx| ≤ πfsx and |ωy| ≤ πfsy

0 otherwise

,

(3.96)
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where fsx and fsy denote the sampling frequencies when the input video signal {s}

is spatially sampled at the Nyquist rate. We choose ω0 as

ω0 =
πfsx

42.19
=

πfsy

46.15
, (3.97)

which corresponds to a horizontal and vertical correlation of 0.928 and 0.934, re-

spectively, and well matches up the model in (3.96) with real video signals of this

format. Also, we constrain fsx and fsy to satisfy

fsxfsy = 1 pixels/(unit length)2, (3.98)

and measure the data rate in bits/pixel.

We model the characteristic function of the motion vector estimation error as

P (Λ) = exp

[

−
σ2

∆d

2
Λ · Λ

]

= exp

[

−
σ2

∆d

2
(ω2

x + ω2
y)

]

, (3.99)

where σ2
∆d denotes the variance of the motion vector estimation error in (3.17).

Moreover, we choose the spatial filter F (Λ) in both MCP steps in LPLC as P (Λ)

when evaluating the theoretic results.

A. Evaluation of Rate Distortion Functions of LPLC Using Rate Distor-

tion Theory

As described in Fig. 3.14, we evaluate the rate distortion performance of LPLC

with respect to the leaky factor, α, according to the closed form expressions we

derived using rate distortion theory for the two scenarios of LPLC in Section 3.2.4.

Rather than the MSE distortion, we use SNR to evaluate the decoded video quality.
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Results of Scenario I for LPLC are shown in solid lines in Fig. 3.14, where the

enhancement layer (denoted as EL in the figure) is decoded above the MCP rate and

hence does not suffer from drift. When θ is fixed at the point that yields the rate

distortion function at Dθ
b = 15.55 dB in (3.29) and Rθ

b = 0.066 bits/pixel in (3.30),

we vary the parameter θ̃ between an extraordinarily small value and θ to obtain the

rate distortion curves for different values of α according to (3.41) and (3.42).

It is shown that when the leaky factor α takes on a specific value between 0 and

1, the decoded video quality increases with the increase of the data rate. When

the data rate is sufficiently large, LPLC achieves better performance in the rate

distortion sense, or in coding efficiency (at a fixed distortion), with increasing leaky

factor. To obtain the same amount of distortion, a larger leaky factor requires less

data rate than the smaller ones. This implies that α = 1 is always optimal in terms

of the error-free rate distortion performance. For example, to obtain the distortion

DI,θ,θ̃
e = 35.14 dB as shown in the figure, LPLC has a gain of approximately 0.12

bits/pixel in rate whenever α increases by 0.1.

It is interesting to note that when the enhancement layer MCP rate is small, it

might be possible that a larger leaky factor yields a less efficient codec, especially

when the leaky factor is close to 1. In our theoretic results, this arises because the

PSD in (3.37) can be rewritten as

ΦI,θ̃
ψψ(Λ) = (Φẽbẽb

(Λ) − θ̃)
[

1 − α(2 − α)|P (Λ)|2
]

+θ̃
[

1 − 2α(1 − α)|P (Λ)|2
]

. (3.100)
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For a fixed Λ, the first term of ΦI,θ̃
ψψ(Λ) achieves its minimum with respect to α when

α = 1 while the second term achieves its minimum when α = 1
2
. When both θ and θ̃

are fixed, the distortion in (3.41) is fixed, but the second term in the integrand of the

data rate in (3.42) is a function of ΦI,θ̃
ψψ(Λ), which further relates to α as in (3.100).

Hence, α = 1 does not always minimize the data rate at a specific distortion.

As expected, when θ̃ increases to θ, all the rate distortion curves converge to the

point specified by θ regardless of the leaky factor.

Results of Scenario II for LPLC are shown by dotted lines in Fig. 3.14, where

the enhancement layer suffers from data rate truncation. We choose the same θ as

above when we evaluate Scenario I for LPLC. We also fix θ̆ = θ̆0. We choose the

value for θ̆0 so that when no drift occurs in the enhancement layer, i.e., θ̃ = θ̆ = θ̆0,

the distortion in SNR is at 35.14 dB. We then vary θ̃ between θ̆0 and θ in (3.48) and

(3.49).

It is observed that larger leaky factors yield a larger drop in the rate distortion

performance when drift occurs in the enhancement layer. In our closed form ex-

pressions, the term 1
1−α2|P (Λ)|2

in (3.48) stands for the effect of error propagation

when drift occurs. The larger α, the larger decrease in fidelity as a result of the

amplification of the drift by this term, implying poor error resilience performance.

When θ̃ ≥ θ, no information is conveyed by the enhancement layer. Hence, when

θ̃ approaches θ from below, the rate distortion curves representing the drift scenario

should also converge to the point specified by θ. As discussed in Section 3.2.4, due to

the approximation of the PSD of the mismatch, this convergence only occurs when
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α = 0 or α = 1. When α takes on a value in between, the rate distortion curve

usually converges to a point above that specified by θ in the SNR-Rate plane, as

shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 3.14.

B. Evaluation of Rate Distortion Functions of LPLC Using Quantization

Noise Modeling

As shown in Fig. 3.15, we evaluate the rate distortion performance of LPLC with

respect to the leaky factor α according to the closed form expressions we derived

using quantization noise modeling for the two scenarios of LPLC in Section 3.3.2.
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Results of Scenario I for LPLC are shown in solid lines in Fig. 3.15, where the

enhancement layer (denoted as EL in the figure) does not suffer from drift in LPLC.

From (3.82) and (3.83), we notice that when Rb and Re,min as well as the leaky factor

are fixed, SNRI
e linearly increases with RI

e,dec. We then let RI
e,dec = Re,min in (3.82),

i.e., ẽ′b = ẽ′′b , and vary Re,min between Rb and Re,max, i.e. vary the enhancement layer

MCP rate between 0 and (Re,max − Rb), as described by the solid lines in Fig. 3.15.

At a specific Re,min, we derive the optimal leaky factor to minimize DI
e in (3.82),

i.e. to maximize SNRI
e in (3.83), as follows

αopt =
γ + 1 −

√

(γ + 1)2 − 4γθf

2θf

, (3.101)

where γ = 2β(Re,min−Rb). Note that αopt is a function of the MCP rate in the enhance-

ment layer, namely (Re,min −Rb). When Re,min is sufficiently large, LPLC achieves a

better performance in the rate distortion sense with increasing leaky factor. A larger

leaky factor results in a better decoded quality at the same data rate. For example,

when Re,min = 5 bits/pixel, SNRI
e obtains a gain of 3 dB by increasing α from 0 to

0.4, or from 0.4 to 0.9. Notice that when the enhancement layer MCP rate is small,

αopt will be far smaller than 1, implying that a larger leaky factor might yield a less

efficient codec, especially when the leaky factor is close to 1.

The result in (3.101) implies that the optimal leaky factor to obtain the best

rate distortion performance in LPLC is closely related to the enhancement layer

MCP rate, which is consistent with that obtained from our first theoretic analysis

approach using rate distortion theory. It is seen that by using heuristic quantization
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noise modeling, we derive a closed from expression for the optimal leaky factor in

terms of the error-free rate distortion performance, as in (3.101).

Results of Scenario II for LPLC are shown by dotted lines in Fig. 3.15, where

the enhancement layer suffers from data rate truncation and is decoded below the

MCP rate. We fix Re,min = 4.0 while vary RII
e,dec between Rb and Re,min according

to (3.94) and (3.95). It is observed that larger leaky factors yield a larger drop in

the rate distortion performance when drift occurs in the enhancement layer, which

is consistent with the theoretic results of the first approach using rate distortion

theory. In our closed form expressions, the term θα
d in (3.94) stands for the effect

of error propagation when drift occurs. From (3.93), when α approaches 1, we

have θα
d >> 1. Since RII

e,dec < Re,min in the error drift scenario for LPLC, the term

(2β(Re,min−RII
e,dec) − 1)θα

d in (3.94) greatly amplifies the distortion with larger leaky

factors.

We also evaluated our closed-form expressions with different choices for the pa-

rameter β and the three data rates. We varied β between 0.8 and 1.5 as suggested

in [72], and the base layer data rate Rb between 0.05 and 1.0. These rate distortion

curves present similar performance to that shown in Fig. 3.15.

3.4.2 Comparison to Operational Results

In this subsection, we use a wavelet based fully rate scalable hybrid video codec,

namely SAMCoW (Scalable Adaptive Motion Compensated Wavelet) [5], to imple-

ment LPLC and obtain the operational results. We simulate both scenarios, with
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and without drift in the enhancement layer, and evaluate the operational rate dis-

tortion performance of LPLC associated with various leaky factors. We chose three

video sequences that contain varying degrees of motions in our experiments: fore-

man, coastguard, and mother-daughter (as mthrdghtr in short in the figure), all in

QCIF YUV 4:2:0 format. We used the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) to measure

the distortion. We intra-coded the first frame of each sequence and inter-coded all

successive frames at a frame rate of 10 fps.

In our LPLC implementation using SAMCoW, the data rate allocated to the

base layer is RB, the data rate to the enhancement layer is RE, and the total data

rate is RT = RB + RE. Specifically, RB is the base layer MCP rate, and RE is the

enhancement layer MCP rate. For inter frames, the base layer contains the embedded

bitstream of the motion vectors at a data rate of RMV and the embedded bitstream

of the base layer PEFs at a data rate of (RB −RMV). The enhancement layer carries

the embedded bitstream of the mismatch at a data rate of RE. For the intra frame,

both layers contain the embedded bitstream of the original frame at the respective

data rate requirements, where the base layer includes the more significant bit planes

and the enhancement layer carries the refinement bit planes.

Examples of the operational rate distortion performance of LPLC using SAM-

CoW are given in Fig. 3.16, Fig. 3.17, and Fig. 3.18, where the leaky factor takes on

three values: 0, 0.5, and 0.98.

For the scenario where no drift occurs in the enhancement layer of LPLC,

as shown by the solid lines in the figures, we decode the mismatch carried by
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the enhancement layer at the MCP rate RE. We fixed the base layer MCP

rate RB at 50 kbps, and vary RE between 0 and 200 kbps, i.e. vary the to-

tal data rate RT between 50 kbps and 250 kbps. This corresponds to encoding

the base layer at 0.20 bits/pixel, and encoding the entire video sequence between

0.20 bits/pixel and 0.99 bits/pixel. (If the data rate is 50 kbps, for example, since

the frame rate is 10 fps and the frame size for QCIF videos is 176×144, we have

50×1000/(10×176×144)≈0.20 bits/pixel.)

If no prediction drift occurs in the enhancement layer, it is observed that the

decoded quality by both layers in LPLC, denoted as “EL” in the figure, increases

with the increase of the total data rate RT for a specific leaky factor. The optimal

leaky factor that yields the best decoded quality for a certain data rate varies across

different data rates. When RT is sufficiently large, a larger leaky factor is always

beneficial in obtaining a better decoded quality, implying that the optimal leaky

factor is α = 1. The gain in the decoded quality, as a result of the increase of

the leaky factor, varies across different video characteristics. For example, when

RT = 250 kbps, the decoded quality in PSNR increases by roughly 1 dB for all three

video sequences if the leaky factor α increases from 0 to 0.5. But increasing α from

0.5 to 0.98 results in a marginal gain in PSNR, less than 0.4 dB, for videos that

contain a larger amount of motions such as foreman and coastguard, compared to a

1.3 dB increase in PSNR for mother-daughter that contains a much smaller amount

of motions.
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When the data rate is relatively small, the optimal leaky factor in maximizing

the decoded video quality, for a specific data rate, varies across different data rates.

Larger leaky factors do not always result in a gain in terms of the rate distortion

performance, implying that the inclusion of a larger portion of the enhancement layer

in the MCP loop is not always beneficial.

The operational rate distortion performance for the prediction drift scenario of

LPLC are illustrated by the dotted lines in Fig. 3.16, Fig. 3.17, and Fig. 3.18. We

fixed the enhancement layer MCP rate at 200 kbps, and decoded the mismatch

below the MCP rate. It is seen that the rate distortion curve for the prediction drift

scenario when α = 0 completely overlaps with the curve for the same α but no drift.

A relatively small drop occurs when the leaky factor is comparatively small, such

as 0.5, but a steep drop occurs in the rate distortion performance when the leaky

factor approaches 1, such as 0.98. For example, for all three video sequences, when

α = 0.5, a PSNR drop of roughly 1 dB occurs at the decoding data rate 175 kbps,

but when α increases to 0.98, a drop as large as more than 3 dB is resulted at the

same decoding data rate. It is expected to mitigate the prediction drift by inserting

more intra-coded frames.

It is seen that the operational results we obtained in terms of the rate distortion

performance of LPLC are consistent with the theoretic results presented in Fig. 3.14

and Fig. 3.15 for both scenarios, especially considering the role of the leaky factor.

We would like to point out that the theoretic results of Fig. 3.14 and Fig. 3.15 cannot

present a precise rate distortion bound for the operational results, due to our mod-
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eling of the source video signal and the assumptions we used in deriving the closed

form expressions. Nevertheless, the theoretic results still provide a correct trend,

thus beneficial in guiding the design of a practical implementation. Specifically, the

results demonstrated by Fig. 3.14 and Fig. 3.15 provide an insight in understanding

the functionalities of the leaky factor in LPLC, which is critical in determining both

the coding efficiency and error resilience performance. The theoretic results recom-

mend that an adaptive approach in choosing the leaky factor, rather than fixing

it, is a better solution to wisely use the leaky factor in improving the overall rate

distortion performance of LPLC.

3.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we contribute the following work for theoretic analysis of LPLC:

• To theoretically analyze the rate distortion performance of LPLC, we have

developed an alternative block diagram of LPLC. Similar to the original LPLC

framework, the alternative block diagram includes two motion compensated

prediction (MCP) loops, where the base layer PEF is encoded in the base

layer MCP step and the mismatch is encoded in the enhancement layer MCP

step. Different from the original framework, the leaky factor is only present

in the enhancement layer MCP step in the alternative block diagram, which

significantly simplifies the theoretic analysis. We have addressed the theoretic

analysis of LPLC using two different approaches, namely the one using rate
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Fig. 3.16. Operational rate distortion performance of LPLC for QCIF
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RB = 50 kbps; Error drift occurs due to data rate truncation at the
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Fig. 3.17. Operational rate distortion performance of LPLC for QCIF
coastguard at various leaky factors; The base layer MCP rate is fixed
at RB = 50 kbps; Error drift occurs due to data rate truncation at
the enhancement layer MCP rate RE = 150 kbps; Solid lines rep-
resent the scenario without error drift; Dotted lines declining from
the respective solid lines represent the scenario with drift. (obtained
from the implementation of LPLC using SAMCoW; BL: reconstruc-
tion using the base layer alone; EL: reconstruction using both layers)
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Fig. 3.18. Operational rate distortion performance of LPLC for QCIF
mthrdghtr at various leaky factors; The base layer MCP rate is fixed
at RB = 50 kbps; Error drift occurs due to data rate truncation at
the enhancement layer MCP rate RE = 150 kbps; Solid lines rep-
resent the scenario without error drift; Dotted lines declining from
the respective solid lines represent the scenario with drift. (obtained
from the implementation of LPLC using SAMCoW; BL: reconstruc-
tion using the base layer alone; EL: reconstruction using both layers)
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distortion theory and the one using a quantization noise model, based on the

alternative block diagram.

• In the first approach for theoretically analyzing LPLC, we have used the op-

timum forward channel derived from rate distortion theory to model the en-

coding of a 2D image and obtain the parametric rate distortion functions for

LPLC in closed form for one scenario where the enhancement layer is intact

and the other where it has drift. For each scenario, the closed form rate distor-

tion functions are in relation to three parameters: the power spectral density

(PSD) of the input video frame, the probability distribution of the motion

vector estimation errors, as well as the leaky factor.

• In the second approach for theoretically analyzing LPLC, we have addressed

the rate distortion performance of LPLC by using quantization noise modeling.

Since the optimum forward channel used in the first approach is derived from

rate distortion theory, it provides the rate distortion bound at which a 2D

stationary, Gaussian random signal is encoded. The quantization noise model

in the second approach is a heuristic model, which was obtained from the

operational results. The optimum forward channel specifies parametric rate

distortion functions, whereas the use of the quantization noise model provides

a closed formulation of the MSE distortion that is explicitly related to the data

rate. We also obtain closed form rate distortion functions for the two scenarios

of LPLC.
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• We have evaluated both closed form expressions and demonstrated that the

leaky factor is critical in the performance of coding efficiency. We have vali-

dated that with the partial or full inclusion of the enhancement layer in the

MCP loop, LPLC does improve the coding efficiency as opposed to the con-

ventional layered scalable coding. When the enhancement layer has no error

drift, it is shown that at a specific leaky factor value between 0 and 1, the

decoded video quality increases with the increase of the data rate. When the

data rate is sufficiently large, LPLC achieves a better rate distortion perfor-

mance with increasing leaky factor. It is interesting to note that when the

enhancement layer data rate is small, it might be possible that a larger leaky

factor yields a less efficient codec, especially when the leaky factor is close

to 1. We have also shown that the leaky factor is critical in error resilience

performance when the enhancement layer in LPLC suffers from error drift.

When drift occurs in the enhancement layer, it is observed that larger leaky

factors yield a larger drop in the rate distortion performance, especially when

the leaky factor approaches 1. We have simulated both scenarios, with and

without drift in the enhancement layer, using SAMCoW and evaluated the

operational rate distortion performance of LPLC associated with various leaky

factors for video sequences containing varying degrees of motions. It is shown

that the theoretical results conform with the operational results.
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4. MULTIPLE DESCRIPTION SCALABLE CODING FOR

ERROR RESILIENT VIDEO TRANSMISSION OVER

PACKET NETWORKS

4.1 Introduction

As we mentioned in Section 1.1.1 of Chapter 1, two types of scalabilities exist in

current scalable video streaming schemes: (1) nested scalability, in which different

representations of each frame are generated using layered scalable coding and have

to be decoded in a fixed sequential order, and (2) parallel scalability, which is used in

multiple description coding (MDC) where different descriptions are mutually refin-

able and independently decodable [19]. In this chapter, we use the general framework

that applies to both scalabilities in Chapter 2 from another perspective [75]. The

framework in Fig. 2.2 demonstrates the similarity between the leaky prediction lay-

ered video coding (LPLC) and an MDC scheme that uses motion compensation.

Based on this framework, we introduce nested scalability into each description of

the MDC stream and propose a fine granularity scalability (FGS) based MDC ap-

proach. We also develop a scalable video coding structure that is characterized by the

dual-leaky prediction, termed Dual-LPLC, to balance the trade-off between coding

efficiency and the error resilience performance of the coded bitstream.
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A majority of current multiple description (MD) image coding approaches were

motivated by single description coding (SDC) schemes. Multiple description scalar

quantization (MDSQ) [76], as opposed to the single description quantization in the

transform domain, is usually regarded as the first approach to designing practical

MDC techniques and applying them to image coding. This work was extended in [77],

where a wavelet transform was utilized instead of the conventional DCT. Multiple

description transform coding (MDT) is another approach, where multiple description

transforms such as pairwise correlating transform [78] or polyphase transform [79]

were employed to generate two sets of transform coefficients, in contrast to the

traditional single description orthogonal transforms such as DCT and the wavelet

transform.

For MD video coding, a significant challenge is how to avoid or lessen the mis-

match between the encoder and the decoder if only one description is available when

motion compensation has been used. If MD image coding approaches such as MDSQ

or MDT are used to code video, the encoder has to determine the description from

which it selects the reference frame for motion compensation. If the encoder exploits

the reference frame that is reconstructed by both descriptions, drift will occur at the

decoding side if only one description is available at the decoder. This results in seri-

ous video quality degradation. There are roughly two MD video coding approaches.

The first type extends MD image coding schemes to video by designing appropri-

ate error-drift control mechanisms. In the work presented in [80, 81], three separate

loops are used at the encoder to take into account the three possible scenarios that
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may occur at the decoder. The scheme uses pairwise correlating transforms to re-

alize MDC. The same three-loop motion compensation structure is used in [57] and

matching pursuits are used to achieve MDC. In [82], MDT is incorporated within

the conventional motion compensation loop using leaky prediction to encode the

predicted error frame (PEF). In order to control the possible error-drift, a leaky

prediction mechanism is proposed where part of the reconstruction of the reference

frame, based on both descriptions, is utilized. The second group of MD video cod-

ing schemes directly exploits the characteristic of motion prediction. In [83], MDC

is designed by encoding motion vector data into two descriptions. In [53], an MD

video coding scheme using motion compensation is proposed, which is referred to as

MDMC.

As we discussed in Chapter 2, MDMC predicts each frame from the two previous

frames thus providing two sets of motion vectors for each frame in the central loop.

It then uses the frame prior to the previous one as the reference in each of the two

side loops. The mismatch between the central loop and the side loop is transmitted

to the decoder. In general, if the mismatch between one description and two descrip-

tions is available, more than one reconstruction for each frame is possible when two

descriptions are present. Estimation techniques are thus investigated in [57] and [84]

to further improve the video quality when both descriptions are received.

Aside from MDC approaches based on source coding schemes, MDC techniques

based on channel coding such as FEC have been proposed in [85], and FEC-based MD

video streaming over Internet is investigated in [86]. The error resilient performance
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of MDC over erasure packet networks is investigated in [87] and [88] and the superi-

ority of MDC over SDC is demonstrated. Moreover, studies have been conducted to

facilitate MDC for error resilient video streaming over wireline and wireless networks

with specific networking strategies. Content Delivery Networks (CDN) coupled with

MDC has been investigated in [89,90]. In particular, approaches of MDC with path

diversity have been proposed in [91, 92]. An approach that addresses client coop-

eration in distributing content to alleviate the server’s burden is presented in [93].

This is denoted as Cooperative Networking (CoopNet), and MDC is used to stream

video over the CoopNet due to its good balance between robustness and controllable

redundancy.

A problem of concern in MDC design is the redundancy introduced by the parallel

scalable structure. A redundancy rate distortion (RRD) function was proposed to

evaluate the performance of a balanced MDC coder [94]. For the two-description

scenario, let R(1) and R(2) denote the data rates for each description, D
(1)
M , D

(2)
M , and

DM denote the distortion if only the first description is available, the distortion if

only the second description is present, and the distortion if both descriptions are

available at the decoder, respectively. Let RS denote the data rate required by a

SDC scheme to achieve the same distortion DM . The RRD optimization problem

for MDC is formulated as

min{Di
M} subject to R

(i)
M≤R

(i)
budget

given DM achieved at RS by an SDC scheme, i = 1, 2, (4.1)
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where R
(1)
budget and R

(2)
budget specify the data rate budgets for each description.

Comparison between layered scalable coding and MDC has been discussed in [95,

96]. It was demonstrated that the performance of these two scalable schemes depends

on the transmission scenarios considered. Since layered scalable coding techniques

are relatively more mature than MDC, a class of MDC schemes have evolved from the

layered coding framework, which is referred to as multiple description layered coding

(MDLC) [97–99]. MDLC duplicates the base layer information in both descriptions

and splits the enhancement layer streams between the two descriptions. An approach

that combines MDT and MDLC under one framework was proposed in [100].

4.2 MDC with Nested Scalability in Every Single Description - FS-MDC

In this section, we focus on MDC and use the similarity between LPLC and

MDMC shown in Fig. 2.2 of Chapter 2 to migrate the idea of “nested scalability”

in LPLC into MDMC. Other approaches that introduce the nested scalability into

each description of the MDC structure include the work presented in [101], where

FEC was used.

In the original MDMC scheme, the mismatch between the central loop and the

side loop is transmitted to compensate for the inconsistency between motion com-

pensation at the decoder and that performed by the encoder if only one description is

available. Based on the similarity between LPLC and MDMC, we view MDMC from

an alternative point of view. We consider the reconstructed frame in the central loop

F
(r)
C (n) as the “base layer” frame F

(r)
B (n), and the reconstruction in the side loop
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F
(r)
S (n) as the “enhancement layer” F

(r)
E (n), which correspond to the base layer and

the enhancement layer in LPLC respectively. We call this coding framework fine scal-

able MDC, or FS-MDC. The coding structure of FS-MDC can be compared to the

nested scalable coding structure if we introduce nested layered scalability indepen-

dently to each description of the Video Redundancy Coding (VRC) bitstream [55].

The difference between FS-MDC and the nested scalable VRC is that the base layer

in FS-MDC is achieved by two descriptions. The enhancement layer, on the other

hand, is obtained from only one description, which is similar to the nested scal-

able VRC. The reconstructed base layer and enhancement layer of the nth frame in

FS-MDC are obtained using

F
(r)
B (n) = αF̃B(n − 1) + (1 − α)F̃B(n − 2) + êB(n), (4.2)

F
(r)
E (n) = F̃B(n − 2) + êB(n) + ψ̂(n), (4.3)

where

F̃B(n − 1) = MCMV 1(n)

{

F
(r)
B (n − 1)

}

, (4.4)

F̃B(n − 2) = MCMV 2(n)

{

F
(r)
B (n − 2)

}

. (4.5)

eB(n) is the base layer PEF and ψ(n) is the mismatch between the two PEFs from

the two layers, where

eB(n) = F (n) − αF̃B(n − 1) − (1 − α)F̃B(n − 2), (4.6)

ψ(n) = F (n) − F̃B(n − 2) − êB(n). (4.7)

FS-MDC introduces the MD structure in the base layer and generates the en-

hancement layer by using nested scalable coding to encode the residual information
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within one description. The essential framework of FS-MDC is identical to that of

MDMC, however, FS-MDC views the functionality of the mismatch transmitted in

the side loops as the enhancement information, instead of as compensation to the

central loop in MDMC. This is motivated by the similarity between MDMC and

LPLC, as LPLC treats the mismatch between two descriptions of one frame as the

enhancement layer. Moreover, it is straightforward to incorporate fine granularity

scalability (FGS) in FS-MDC by using an embedded coding scheme to encode the

enhancement layer. This is where the “Fine Scalability” in FS-MDC is manifested.

It is to be emphasized that since the base layer in FS-MDC is implemented using an

MD structure, as given in (4.2), the base layer of the current frame can be recon-

structed only when the base layers in both descriptions are available at the decoder.

From a single description point of view, this increases the risk of drift in the base

layer at the decoder for video streaming over error-prone channels. This disadvan-

tage could be compensated for by prioritizing the transport of the base layer, as the

nested scalability in FS-MDC is suitable for unequal error protection (UEP). From

the overall descriptions point of view, the MD structure in the base layer has error

resilient capability since any single description of the base layer is decodable. The

enhancement layer, on the other hand, can be achieved if only one description for

the enhancement layer is available, regardless of the availability of the enhancement

layer in the other description.

During decoding, FS-MDC always favors the reconstruction by the enhancement

layer, i.e., the reconstruction by (4.3). This is different from the original MDMC,
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since MDMC always favors the reconstruction in the central loop, which corresponds

to the base layer loop in FS-MDC. Similar to what we discussed with LPLC in Chap-

ter 2, the superiority of the enhancement layer in FS-MDC is not always achievable

but depends on the parameter set in the coding structure, since the enhancement

layer carries the mismatch between the two PEFs of the two layers instead of the

actual residual information between the original signal and the reconstruction of the

base layer. In fact, the mismatch carried by the enhancement layer in FS-MDC is

ψ(n) = α
(

MCMV 1(n)

{

F
(r)
B (n − 1)

}

− MCMV 2(n)

{

F
(r)
B (n − 2)

})

+
(

F (n) − F
(r)
B (n)

)

, (4.8)

which demonstrates that the superiority of the enhancement layer over the base

layer in FS-MDC is largely determined by the second-order prediction factor α.

When α = 0, ψ̂(n) is the quantized version of the mismatch between the original

signal and the reconstructed frame of the base layer. Thus, any approximation of

ψ(n) has more information about the original signal than knowledge of just the base

layer. If α > 0, ψ̂(n) includes another portion that is the difference between the

two motion compensated frames multiplied by the leaky factor. In summary, three

factors affect the performance of the enhancement layer in FS-MDC: the quantization

step for the mismatch ψ(n), the leaky factor α, and the difference between the two

reconstructions by the base layer from the two reference frames.

In FS-MDC, one description could be estimated from the other description, by

utilizing the MD structure used in the base layer, which is similar to the original
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MDMC scheme. Given F
(r)
E (n−1) and ψ̂(n+1), the optimal estimate for the motion

compensated frame of the base layer F̃B(n) in the minimum mean square error (MSE)

sense is

F̃mse(n) = E
[

F̃B(n)|F
(r)
E (n + 1), ψ̂(n + 1)

]

= F̃E(n − 1) +
ψ̂(n + 1)

α
+ MCMV 2(n+1)

{

E
[(

ψ(n − 1) − ψ̂(n − 1)
)

− (eB(n − 1) − êB(n − 1)) |F
(r)
E (n − 1), ψ̂(n + 1)

]}

+
E

[(

ψ(n + 1) − ψ̂(n + 1)
)

− (eB(n + 1) − êB(n + 1)) |F
(r)
E (n − 1), ψ̂(n + 1)

]

α
.

(4.9)

Therefore, aside from the two reconstructions from the base and enhancement layers

(in equations (4.2) and (4.3)), we obtain a third reconstruction for each frame by

exploiting the information from the enhancement layer of the next frame belonging

to the other description via backward motion compensation as follows

F
(r)
est (n) = MC−1

MV 1(n+1)

{

F̃E(n − 1) +
ψ̂(n + 1)

α

}

, 0 < α ≤ 1. (4.10)

This reconstruction is one advantage in FS-MDC, since the information of the other

description is implicitly included in the available description. If the original video

sequence is simply partitioned into two streams and the streams coded using motion

compensation independently of each other as in VRC, each description would only

be approximated, in the event that data is corrupted or lost, by error concealment

schemes such as forward motion compensation.

Considering the possibility that the performance of the enhancement layer might

be inferior to that of the base layer in FS-MDC, we use the maximum likelihood
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(ML) estimation scheme originally proposed in [57] to facilitate the FS-MDC scheme.

We assume that the quantization noise in each pixel is an independent, identically

distributed (i.i.d.) zero-mean Gaussian random variable. For a frame with size

M ×N , let ρ
(r)
B (x, y), ρ

(r)
E (x, y), and ρ

(r)
ML(x, y) denote the pixel value at the location

(x, y) in F
(r)
B , F

(r)
E , and F

(r)
ML respectively, where F

(r)
ML is the image reconstructed

using ML estimation. Thus,

F
(r)
B =

{

ρ
(r)
B (x, y)

}(M−1,N−1)

(x,y)=(0,0)
, (4.11)

F
(r)
E =

{

ρ
(r)
E (x, y)

}(M−1,N−1)

(x,y)=(0,0)
, (4.12)

F
(r)
ML =

{

ρ
(r)
ML(x, y)

}(M−1,N−1)

(x,y)=(0,0)
. (4.13)

We obtain the ML estimate for each pixel as

ρ
(r)
ML(x, y) =
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ρ
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= πρ
(r)
B (x, y) + (1 − π)ρ

(r)
E (x, y), (4.14)
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where Σ is the cross-correlation matrix between the two reconstruction errors, ρ−ρ
(r)
B

and ρ − ρ
(r)
E ,

Σ = E

















ρ − ρ
(r)
B

ρ − ρ
(r)
E









[

ρ − ρ
(r)
B ρ − ρ

(r)
E
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E

[
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(r)
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E
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E
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E
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ρ − ρ
(r)
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a b

b d









, (4.15)

where ρ(x, y) denotes the original pixel value at location (x, y), and E{·} denotes

the expectation of a random variable or random vector. We use empirical averages

to approximate the expectations in (4.15). For instance,

E
[

(ρ − ρ̂B)2] ∼=
1

M × N

(M−1,N−1)
∑

(x,y)=(0,0)

(

ρ(x, y) − ρ
(r)
B (x, y)

)2

. (4.16)

Combining (4.14) and (4.15), we have

π =
d − b

a + d − 2b
, (4.17)

and we refer to π as the ML coefficient hereafter. This necessitates that we transmit

the ML coefficient(s) associated with each frame as the side information to ensure

that the ML estimate of each frame F
(r)
ML can be obtained at the decoder. For

color video sequences, we transmit three ML coefficients for each frame, one for

the luminance component and two for the two chrominance components. Each ML

coefficient is obtained as shown above. With the ML coefficient π(n) calculated for
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the nth frame, we obtain a fourth reconstruction F
(r)
ML(n), the ML estimate of each

frame, as

F
(r)
ML(n) = π(n)F

(r)
B (n) + (1 − π(n))F

(r)
E (n), (4.18)

where F
(r)
B (n) and F

(r)
E (n) are the two reconstructions in FS-MDC.1

4.3 Dual-Leaky Prediction Layered Video Coding - Dual-LPLC

In the previous section, we mentioned that from the nested scalability point of

view, the coding structure of FS-MDC falls into the category of the conventional

FGS structure where the enhancement layer is completely excluded from the mo-

tion compensation loop. This maximizes the error resilient capability of the bit-

stream but results in poor coding efficiency. Using LPLC that introduces leaky

prediction in the enhancement layer in the nested scalable coding structure [20–22],

we utilize leaky prediction in the enhancement layer for each single description of

FS-MDC. We propose a coding structure characterized as “dual-leaky” shown in

Fig. 4.1, and refer to this coding structure as Dual-LPLC. The “dual-leaky” fea-

ture is defined in the sense that one leaky prediction is exploited in the parallel

scalable coded base layer and a second leaky prediction adopted in the nested scal-

able coded enhancement layer. The leaky prediction in the base layer is manifested

by the second-order prediction that originated from the MD structure, while the

leaky prediction in the enhancement layer is implemented by incorporating a scaled

1Interested readers may refer to [57] for the detailed derivation of (4.18). The ML approach we proposed here is

very similar to that presented in [57].
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version of the enhancement layer in the motion compensation loop of each single

description. Dual-LPLC combines nested scalability and parallel scalability under

one framework and maintains a good balance between scalable video streaming and

error resilient streaming due to its “dual-leaky” prediction feature. In Dual-LPLC,

the base layer is obtained in exactly the same way as in FS-MDC given in (4.2),

which is F
(r)
B (n) = αF̃B(n− 1) + (1− α)F̃B(n− 2) + êB(n). In contrast to (4.3), the

enhancement layer is obtained using

F
(r)
E (n) = F̃B(n − 2) + θ

(

F̃E(n − 2) − F̃B(n − 2)
)

+ êB(n) + ψ̂(n)

= θF̃E(n − 2) + (1 − θ)F̃B(n − 2) + êB(n) + ψ̂(n), (4.19)

where 0 ≤ θ≤1 denotes the leaky factor introduced in the nested scalable coded

enhancement layer of Dual-LPLC in Fig. 4.1.

4.4 Experimental Results

We use the foreman sequence in our experiments. All frames are in 4:2:0 YUV

QCIF format. We implemented our proposed approach by modifying the H.26L

reference software version TML9.4 [54]. We chose H.26L since compared to previous

video coding standards, such as MPEG-4 and H.263+, H.26L contains more features

that further improve the coding efficiency at all bit rates, and fulfill several tasks in

the network abstraction layer (NAL) to improve the error resilience performance of

the bitstream. In all of our experiments, we turned on all seven block-shape options

and used the full search range of 16 for motion estimation. We encoded both the
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base and enhancement layers using the UVLC mode with the same VLC table as

the non-scalable coding structure. We adopted one slice for each frame and turned

off the rate-distortion optimization option. Since no rate control is implemented in

current H.26L reference software, we encoded all sequences at a frame rate of 30 fps

and adjusted the quantization parameters to achieve various decoded video qualities.

4.4.1 Experiments - FS-MDC

We intra-coded the first two frames of each sequence and inter-coded all suc-

cessive frames in testing FS-MDC. The INTRA frames, the PEFs for the INTER

frames of the base layer, together with the two sets of motion vector data for the

INTER frames compose the base layer stream of each description, and the PEFs for

the INTER frames of the enhancement layer compose the whole enhancement layer.

We encoded all ML coefficients using 6-bits. We observed that the ML coefficients do

not change much from frame to frame, implying that a more efficient way to encode

ML coefficients is possible. We first evaluate the performance of the enhancement

layer relative to that of the base layer in FS-MDC. As shown in Fig. 4.2(a), the

performance of both the base layer and the enhancement layer are related to the

leaky factor in the second-order predictor. From Eqn. (4.2), the motion compen-

sated frame for the base layer of each frame is a linear combination of the previous

two reconstructions using the base layer in the two descriptions. Thus, the decoded

quality of the base layer varies within a small range of PSNR even though the quan-

tization step for the base layer is fixed. The enhancement layer carries the mismatch
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between the two PEFs of the two layers, and thus also varies with the leaky factor.

When the mismatch ψ(n) is coarsely quantized and the leaky factor α is close to 1,

the performance of the enhancement layer is inferior to that of the base layer. With

the decrease of the leaky factor in the second-order predictor, the decoded video

quality of the enhancement layer increases beyond that of the base layer and the

enhancement layer finally achieves superior performance over the base layer when

the leaky factor is small enough. This is because the term
(

F (n) − F
(r)
B (n)

)

has a

larger contribution in the mismatch ψ(n) when the leaky factor decreases, and the

information carried by the enhancement layer thus compensates for the quantized

error caused by the base layer. Since we are interested in the superior performance of

the enhancement layer in FS-MDC, we chose a smaller leaky factor value, α = 0.15.

As shown in Fig. 4.2(b), increasing the accuracy of ψ(n) increases the performance of

the enhancement layer beyond the video quality achieved by the base layer. Fig. 4.2

demonstrates that the scheme for FS-MDC facilitated by ML estimation achieves

superior or the same decoded video quality compared to those by both layers re-

gardless of the leaky factor value and the quantization step size of the enhancement

layer.

Next we evaluate the performance of FS-MDC regarding the redundancy intro-

duced by the parallel scalability adopted in FS-MDC. In other words, we need to

evaluate FS-MDC regarding its RRD performance given in Eqn. (4.1), since the base

layer in FS-MDC is actually implemented by an MD coding structure. In contrast

with the RRD evaluation of conventional MDC schemes, we examine the RRD per-
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formance of FS-MDC by referring to a single description scalable coding (SDSC)

structure, since FS-MDC contains two layers. Compared to FS-MDC, the base layer

in SDSC includes the INTRA frames, the PEFs for INTER frames of the base layer,

together with one set of motion vector data for each INTER frame. The enhance-

ment layer is composed of the PEFs for the INTER frames of the enhancement layer.

We implement the reference SDSC by choosing the same quantization parameters as

in FS-MDC. To have a fair comparison, we use two reference frames to encode each

INTER frame in SDSC, as opposed to the two reference frames used in FS-MDC

to obtain the two set of motion vectors for each INTER frame. We list the RRD

performance of FS-MDC referring to SDSC as a function of the leaky factor and the

quantization step for the enhancement layer in Table 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7,

and 4.8. Table 4.4, 4.5, and Table 4.8 present the percentage redundancy introduced

by the INTER frames of FS-MDC over SDSC. This redundancy is mainly incurred

by the second set of motion vectors required by the parallel scalable coding struc-

ture adopted for the base layer of FS-MDC, and is also due to the reduced coding

efficiency of the PEFs in both layers. The reduction in coding efficiency arises since

the reference frames are fixed and a reference frame that is two-frame away from the

current coded frame is used. We also list the difference decoded video quality be-

tween FS-MDC and SDSC for both layers. Since we maintain the same quantization

steps for both schemes, the differences in PSNR vary within a small range.

Table 4.1, 4.2, 4.4, and 4.5 demonstrate that the RRD performance of FS-MDC

varies closely with the leaky factor α in the second-order predictor. The redundancy
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in FS-MDC is relatively large for a large leaky factor value due to the large mis-

match between the two PEFs that are included in the enhancement layer. The RRD

performance of FS-MDC is poor for small leaky factor values due to the poor coding

efficiency of the base layer that comes about from using a remote frame. Table 4.4

and 4.5 show that the redundancy can be decreased by 20% by choosing an appro-

priate leaky factor value such as 0.55 as opposed to a smaller leaky factor value of

0.0. Moreover, Table 4.1 and 4.2 also show that the bits consumed by the second

set of motion vectors make up more than 1/3 of the total bits of the base layer of

each frame. This is partly due to the fact that we encode the second motion vectors

for each frame in the same manner as the non-scalable coding structure in H.26L. A

scheme that jointly encodes the two sets of motion vectors for each frame is expected

to achieve better coding efficiency. On the other hand, the enhancement layer of FS-

MDC consumes almost five times as many bits as those by the enhancement layer in

SDSC. Besides the reduced coding efficiency of the enhancement layer in FS-MDC,

another reason for such a large redundancy is that we use the UVLC mode and

always use the same VLC table in our schemes. It seems that the UVLC designed in

H.26L is not suitable for large dynamic ranges. We expect a better coding efficiency

if we adopt the context-based adaptive binary arithmetic coding (CABAC) mode in

H.26L. Table 4.6 and 4.8 show the redundancy introduced by FS-MDC, relative to

SDSC, in INTER frames ranges from 80% to 33% with the decrease of the quanti-

zation step size. As previously mentioned, an increase in symbol value also results

in poorer performance of SDSC due to the UVLC entropy coding scheme it used,
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which partly contributes to the better RRD performance of FS-MDC in the case of

smaller quantization steps chosen for the enhancement layer.

4.4.2 Experiments - Dual-LPLC

In this subsection, we present the performance of the leaky prediction used in the

nested scalability of the Dual-LPLC scheme. First we list the RRD performance of

Dual-LPLC relative to SDSC in Table 4.9, Table 4.10, and Table 4.11, as a function

of the nested scalable leaky factor θ. When the leaky factor θ = 0, Dual-LPLC

reduces to the coding structure of FS-MDC. It can be observed that Dual-LPLC

greatly improves the RRD performance over FS-MDC. For example, in Table 4.11,

when the leaky factor θ increases from 0.0 to 0.60, Dual-LPLC achieves an almost

20% reduction in redundancy than FS-MDC at the same decoded video quality. It

should be pointed out in contrast to the conventional LPLC schemes, Dual-LPLC

has worse RRD performance for large leaky factor values than small leaky factors.

This is because the information carried by the enhancement layer of Dual-LPLC is

the mismatch between the two PEFs and large leaky factor increases the difference

between the reconstructions of the two layers, which results in poorer coding per-

formance of the enhancement layer. Next we examine the error recovery capability

of Dual-LPLC for video streaming over an error-prone environment. We grouped a

fixed number of frames into a GOP and intra-coded the first two frames and inter-

coded the successive frames in each GOP. Similar to the scheme used in [20], we

assumed error-free transmission of the base layer and assumed that either the en-
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hancement layer of the first INTER frame in each GOP (which belongs to Description

I of Dual-LPLC coded bitstream) was lost due to channel errors or the enhancement

layer of the second INTER frame in each GOP (which belongs to Description II of

Dual-LPLC) was lost. From Fig. 4.3, it can be observed that the error recovery

capability of Dual-LPLC is related to the leaky factor θ of the nested scalability in

Dual-LPLC. Smaller values of θ result in faster error recovery, which is consistent

with the results obtained in [20] for single description LPLC. Also, because of the

parallel scalability exploited in Dual-LPLC, one description completely stays intact

when errors corrupt the enhancement layer of the other description.

4.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we contribute the following work for introducing nested scalability

in the parallel scalable coding structure:

• We have used the framework that applies to both LPLC and MDMC to intro-

duce the nested scalability into each description of the MDC stream. We have

proposed a fine granularity scalability (FGS) based MDC approach, termed

fine-scalable-MDC, FS-MDC. The essential framework of FS-MDC is identical

to that of MDMC, however, FS-MDC views the functionality of the mismatch

transmitted in the side loops as the enhancement information, instead of as

compensation to the central loop in MDMC. From the overall descriptions
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point of view, the MD structure in the base layer has error resilient capability

since any single description of the base layer is decodable.

• We have proposed a coding structure characterized as “dual-leaky”, and re-

ferred to it as Dual-LPLC. The “dual-leaky” feature is defined in the sense that

one leaky prediction is exploited in the parallel scalable coded base layer and a

second leaky prediction is included in the nested scalable coded enhancement

layer. The leaky prediction in the base layer is manifested by the second-order

prediction that originated from the MD structure, while the leaky prediction

in the enhancement layer is implemented by incorporating a scaled version of

the enhancement layer in the motion compensation loop of each single descrip-

tion. Dual-LPLC combines nested scalability and parallel scalability under one

framework and maintains a good balance between scalable video coding and

error resilient video coding due to its “dual-leaky” prediction feature.

We have observed that the leaky factor is critical and has four functionalities: (1)

It affects the coding efficiency; (2) It is related with the error resilience performance

of the coded bitstream; (3) It determines the superiority of the enhancement layer;

and (4) It determines the performance of the approximation of one description from

the other description. Our results have shown that the proposed schemes rendered

the coded bitstream more resilient to errors without adding too much redundancy

in the bitstream.
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Our future work will focus on how to optimize the leaky factor to achieve the best

performance under various scenarios. We will also further investigate how to perform

backward motion compensation from forward motion vectors especially when motion

vectors have fractional resolution. Our approach will exploit the base layer informa-

tion to help reconstruct the enhancement layer by backward motion compensation

operations.
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Table 4.1
Evaluation of FS-MDC regarding the RRD performance with respect
to the leaky factor (0.5 ≤ α ≤ 1.0) in the second-order predictor
(INTRA frames: QP=15; INTER frames: Base Layer QP=24, En-
hancement Layer QP=31)

FS-MDC

Leaky factor Overall Base layer (bits/frame) Enh. layer

(α) data rate PEFs for MV2 for (b/f)

(kb/s) INTER frames INTER frames

1.00 106.38 1601 931 895

0.95 105.28 1582 923 888

0.90 103.83 1550 909 885

0.85 102.84 1534 902 881

0.80 101.77 1510 893 877

0.75 102.16 1540 883 873

0.70 100.51 1501 875 868

0.65 100.20 1499 869 864

0.60 99.97 1491 870 861

0.55 99.68 1493 862 859

0.50 103.75 1618 872 854
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Table 4.2
Evaluation of FS-MDC regarding the RRD performance with respect
to the leaky factor (0.0 ≤ α < 0.5) in the second-order predictor
(INTRA frames: QP=15; INTER frames: Base Layer QP=24, En-
hancement Layer QP=31)

FS-MDC

Leaky factor Overall Base layer (bits/frame) Enh. layer

(α) data rate PEFs for MV2 for (b/f)

(kb/s) INTER frames INTER frames

0.45 99.51 1495 858 852

0.40 100.15 1520 860 849

0.35 100.42 1532 859 849

0.30 101.60 1562 865 849

0.25 103.56 1624 871 844

0.20 103.12 1606 872 847

0.15 104.47 1641 874 846

0.10 106.86 1701 891 849

0.05 109.40 1761 902 850

0.00 112.72 1840 920 851
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Table 4.3
Data rate performance of SDSC (INTRA frames: QP=15; INTER
frames: Base Layer QP=24, Enhancement Layer QP=31)

Overall data rate Base layer Enh. layer

(kb/s) (b/f) (b/f)

56.33 1703 175
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Table 4.4
Evaluation of FS-MDC regarding the RRD performance (referring to
SDSC) with respect to the leaky factor (0.5 ≤ α ≤ 1.0) in the second-
order predictor (INTRA frames: QP=15; INTER frames: Base Layer
QP=24, Enhancement Layer QP=31)

FS-MDC over SDSC

Leaky factor Redundancy Difference in decoded video

(α) (in INTER frames) quality [dB]

BL EL

1.00 82% -0.10 -0.72

0.95 81% -0.06 -0.67

0.90 78% 0.01 -0.60

0.85 77% 0.06 -0.53

0.80 75% 0.07 -0.50

0.75 76% 0.00 -0.54

0.70 73% 0.14 -0.42

0.65 72% 0.14 -0.40

0.60 72% 0.15 -0.36

0.55 71% 0.16 -0.34

0.50 78% -0.14 -0.52
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Table 4.5
Evaluation of FS-MDC regarding the RRD performance (referring to
SDSC) with respect to the leaky factor (0.0 ≤ α < 0.5) in the second-
order predictor (INTRA frames: QP=15; INTER frames: Base Layer
QP=24, Enhancement Layer QP=31)

FS-MDC over SDSC

Leaky factor Redundancy Difference in decoded video

(α) (in INTER frames) quality [dB]

BL EL

0.45 71% 0.19 -0.24

0.40 72% 0.22 -0.20

0.35 73% 0.21 -0.17

0.30 74% 0.20 -0.15

0.25 78% 0.06 -0.22

0.20 77% 0.21 -0.08

0.15 79% 0.18 -0.05

0.10 83% 0.12 -0.05

0.05 87% 0.06 -0.04

0.00 92% -0.10 -0.11
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Table 4.6
Evaluation of FS-MDC regarding the RRD performance with respect
to the quantization step for the enhancement layer (INTRA frames:
QP=15; INTER frames: Base Layer QP=24; Leaky factor in the
second-order predictor α = 0.15)

FS-MDC

QP for Overall Base layer (bits/frame) Enh. layer

Enh. layer data rate PEFs for MV2 for (b/f)

(kb/s) INTER frames INTER frames

QP=25 105.11 1645 874 862

QP=24 106.08 1645 875 891

QP=23 115.50 1653 882 1191

QP=22 139.46 1662 896 1970

QP=21 176.78 1662 907 3210

QP=20 232.48 1672 922 5050
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Table 4.7
Data rate performance of SDSC with respect to the quantization step
for the enhancement layer (INTRA frames: QP=15; INTER frames:
Base Layer QP=24)

QP for Overall data rate Base layer Enh. layer

Enh. layer (kb/s) (b/f) (b/f)

QP=25 56.45 1705 176

QP=24 56.59 1709 178

QP=23 61.97 1714 352

QP=22 80.49 1723 964

QP=21 116.08 1723 2145

QP=20 172.99 1731 4034
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Table 4.8
Evaluation of FS-MDC regarding the RRD performance (referring
to SDSC) with respect to the quantization step for the enhancement
layer (INTRA frames: QP=15; INTER frames: Base Layer QP=24;
Leaky factor in the second-order predictor α = 0.15)

FS-MDC over SDSC

QP for Redundancy Difference in decoded video

Enh. layer (in INTER frames) quality [dB]

BL EL

QP=25 80% -0.05

QP=24 81% -0.03

QP=23 80% 0.18 0.03

QP=22 69% 0.10

QP=21 49% 0.14

QP=20 33% 0.13
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Table 4.9
Evaluation of Dual-LPLC regarding the RRD performance with re-
spect to the leaky factor for the nested scalability (INTRA: QP=15;
INTER: BL QP=24, EL QP=22; Leaky factor in the parallel scala-
bility α = 0.15)

Dual-LPLC

Leaky factor Overall Base layer (bits/frame) Enh. layer

(θ) data rate PEFs for MV2 for (b/f)

(kb/s) INTER frames INTER frames

0.00 139.46 1662 896 1970

0.10 134.88 1661 894 1820

0.20 130.39 1659 890 1675

0.30 128.01 1659 889 1596

0.40 126.61 1658 889 1550

0.50 127.33 1658 889 1575

0.60 124.96 1657 887 1498

0.70 126.83 1657 889 1559

0.80 130.78 1657 892 1688

0.90 139.53 1659 897 1974

1.00 158.24 1661 904 2593
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Table 4.10
Data rate performance of SDSC (INTRA: QP=15; INTER:
BL QP=24, EL QP=22)

Overall data rate Base layer Enh. layer

(kb/s) (b/f) (b/f)

80.49 1723 964
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Table 4.11
Evaluation of Dual-LPLC regarding the RRD (referring to SDSC)
performance with respect to the leaky factor for the nested scalability
(INTRA: QP=15; INTER: BL QP=24, EL QP=22; Leaky factor in
the parallel scalability α = 0.15)

Dual-LPLC over SDSC

Leaky factor Redundancy Difference in decoded video

(θ) (in INTER frames) quality [dB]

BL EL

0.00 69% 0.10

0.10 63% 0.11

0.20 57% 0.12

0.30 54% 0.14

0.40 52% 0.16

0.50 53% 0.18 0.12

0.60 50% 0.17

0.70 53% 0.18

0.80 58% 0.16

0.90 69% 0.05

1.00 92% -0.12
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Fig. 4.2. FS-MDC performance of foreman with respect to the leaky
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enhancement layer (INTRA: base layer QP=15; INTER: base layer
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Fig. 4.3. Error recovery capability of Dual-LPLC for foreman with
respect to the leaky factor in the nested scalability (When the en-
hancement layer of the first INTER frame in each GOP is lost)
(The vertical axis denotes the different PSNR of the decoded video
in error from that of the intact decoded video; GOP size=80; IN-
TER enhancement layer: QP=15; Leaky factor in parallel scalability
α = 0.15)
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5. LOW COMPLEXITY VIDEO ENCODING

5.1 Overview of Low Complexity Source Encoding

In this chapter, we focus on low complexity video encoding, which is developed

for applications such as wireless sensor networks and distributed video surveillance

systems. These systems are characterized by scarce resources for memory, compu-

tation, and energy at the video encoder but relatively abundant resources at the

decoder.

Distributed source coding is a source coding paradigm that may address low

complexity video encoding. Distributed source coding encodes distributed sources

separately but decodes them jointly. One source symbol can be regarded as side

information for the other. In distributed source coding, side information is only

known to the decoder, not to the encoder. The Slepian-Wolf Theorem [102] and

Wyner-Ziv Theorems have provided a theoretic basis for distributed source coding.

In this section, we will briefly review the theoretic basis and practical code design

for distributed source coding. We will overview state-of-the-art low complexity video

encoding approaches that are implemented by the use of Slepian-Wolf and Wyner-Ziv

encoding or through other techniques.
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Fig. 5.1. Slepian-Wolf Theorem: theoretic basis for distributed lossless coding

5.1.1 Lossless Distributed Coding Using Slepian-Wolf Theorem

Consider a pair of source sequences X and Y , each modelled as an independent,

identically distributed (i.i.d.) random sequence with a finite alphabet. Conventional

lossless source coding theory claims that if X and Y are jointly encoded and jointly

decoded, the achievable data rate region for error free decoding is

RX,Y ≥H(X,Y ), (5.1)

where H(X,Y ) denotes the joint entropy of X and Y , and RX,Y represents the data

rate to jointly encode X and Y [26].

The Slepian-Wolf Theorem addresses the achievable data rate region for inde-

pendent encoding and joint decoding of X and Y [102]. Conventional source coding

theory has shown that within the region RX≥H(X) and RY ≥H(Y ), as depicted by

the light-gray region in Fig. 5.1, the data rate combination (RX , RY ) is achievable
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Fig. 5.2. A lossless distributed coding diagram using Slepian-Wolf Theorem

such that X and Y can be decoded with no errors. Here H(X) and H(Y ) repre-

sent the entropy of X and the entropy of Y , respectively. Within the dark-gray

region in Fig. 5.1, errors always exist in reconstructing X and Y . Nevertheless, the

Slepian-Wolf Theorem shows that a vanishing error probability can be obtained if

long sequences are used. Therefore, the achievable region for independent encoding

and joint decoding of X and Y , if a reconstruction with an arbitrarily small error is

allowed, is the combination of the two gray areas in Fig 5.1 in which

RX + RY ≥ H(X,Y )

RX ≥ H(X|Y )

RY ≥ H(Y |X), (5.2)

where H(X|Y ) and H(Y |X) denote the conditional entropy of X given Y and the

conditional entropy of Y given X, respectively.

In Fig. 5.1, the two circled points are the mostly used data rate combina-

tions, where the data rate for the two sources, (RX , RY ), takes on value of

(H(X), H(Y |X)) or (H(X|Y ), H(Y )). For example, if X and Y are encoded at

data rate (H(X|Y ), H(Y )), i.e., source Y is encoded at data rate of its entropy but
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X is encoded at data rate of its conditional entropy given Y , the total data rate is

H(X|Y ) + H(Y ) = H(X,Y ), the joint entropy of X and Y . Using a joint decoder,

it is shown by the Slepian-Wolf Theorem that both X and Y can be perfectly, or ap-

proximately perfectly, reconstructed, where Y serves as side information in decoding

X, as shown in Fig. 5.2. Thus the Slepian-Wolf Theorem has shown that for lossless

coding of two correlated sources, two independent encoders and a joint decoder may

obtain the same performance as that of using a joint encoder and a joint decoder.

Note that X and Y can be viewed as side information to each other.

A duality exists between Slepian-Wolf lossless coding and conventional channel

coding [103]. In the case of channel coding, let X represent an arbitrary source and

Y represent its channel-corrupted version. A channel encoder generates correlated

redundancy bits (e.g., parity bits) from X, denoted by P . The channel decoder

then uses P and Y to recover X. Analogously, for lossless distributed coding, let X

represent a source symbol, and Y represent its statistically correlated side informa-

tion, which is analogous to the channel-corrupted version Y in the case of channel

coding. A Slepian-Wolf encoder may encode X without knowing Y and generate

encoded bits P , which is analogous to the correlated redundancy bits P generated

by a channel encoder. A Slepian-Wolf decoder uses P to recover X with knowledge

of side information Y . Hence, a “dependence channel” may be established between

a source X and its side information Y to capture their statistical correlation. Due to

the analogy between Slepian-Wolf distributed coding and channel coding, a channel

coding algorithm may be converted to a lossless distributed source coding algorithm.
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In fact, almost all state-of-the-art practical Slepian-Wolf lossless coding algorithms

were developed from the relatively more mature channel coding schemes.

Distributed source coding using syndromes, known as DISCUS, was developed

in [104, 105], which was regarded as the first work in practical design of distributed

source coding. The encoder of DISCUS partitions the source codewords into cosets,

associates a syndrome with each coset, and encodes and transmits the syndrome,

instead of the actual codeword, for the source symbol to the decoder. The decoder

first identifies the coset to which the source symbol is associated from the received

syndrome, and then chooses a codeword in the coset that is closest to the side infor-

mation to reconstruct the source symbol. The partitioning of the source codeword

space and index-labelling of the resulting cosets can be done through the frame-

work of coset codes developed in [106,107]. DISCUS mainly addressed the design of

practical asymmetric distributed source coding. An extension of DISCUS was fur-

ther developed in [108–110], where generalized cosets were designed for symmetric

distributed source coding. Applications of symmetric distributed source coding to

wireless sensor networks were addressed in [111,112].

A simple example of practical distributed source coding design using DISCUS

is given in Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4. Let X and Y denote two 3-bit sources. Assume

(1) X and Y each equally likely take on one of 8 symbols, and (2) X and Y are

correlated, where the Hamming distance between X and Y is at most 1. For example,

if X =[0 1 0], Y can equally likely be [0 1 0], [0 1 1], [0 0 0], or [1 1 0]. Two systems

may be used to encode X when Y , serving as side information, has already been
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Fig. 5.3. Two systems to implement the DISCUS example

encoded and transmitted to the decoder, as shown in Fig. 5.3. System I uses the

conventional source coding approach, where Y is known to both the encoder and the

decoder. Due to the correlation constraint between X and Y , where

X + Y =















































0 0 0

0 0 1

0 1 0

1 0 0

, (5.3)

2 bits are required to encode the index of X + Y in order to reconstruct X at the

decoder without errors.
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System II, using the distributed source coding idea, where side information Y

is only known to the decoder, can encode X at 2 bits per symbol. Four cosets are

designed to partition the entire codeword space for X,

Coset-1: =









0 0 0

1 1 1









, Coset-2: =









0 0 1

1 1 0









,

Coset-3: =









0 1 0

1 0 1









, Coset-4: =









1 0 0

0 1 1









, (5.4)

where the two codewords in each coset have exactly a Hamming distance of 3 in

between. Accordingly, four syndromes are assigned: [0 0], [0 1], [1 1], and [1 0]. As

shown in Fig. 5.4, if X takes on value [0 1 0], X belongs to Coset-3. Hence, the

corresponding syndrome Z =[1 1] is transmitted to the decoder. Using the received

syndrome, the decoder identifies X associated with Coset-3, implying that X may

take on two possible values: [0 1 0] or [1 0 1]. With knowledge of side information

Y that takes on value [1 1 0], X is finally decoded as [0 1 0]. The value [1 0 1]

is discarded due to the Hamming distance constraint between the source symbol X

and its side information Y .

Practical Slepian-Wolf distributed source coding design using trellis coding and

lattice coding was proposed in [113], and Slepian-Wolf coding design using low-

density parity check (LDPC) codes was presented in [114, 115]. In [116], irregular

repeat-accumulate (IRA) was used to design joint Slepian-Wolf source coding and

channel coding.
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Turbo codes, or Turbo codes in combination with other channel codes, have been

widely used in the design of practical Slepian-Wolf distributed coding, including the

work presented in [117–120], [121,122], [123,124], [125], and [126].

An example algorithm using Turbo codes is shown in Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6 [126].

In this example, the systematic bits generated by the convolutional source encoders

are discarded, and only the parity bits are transmitted to the decoder. Consequently,

if two convolutional encoders, each with a rate n−1
n

, are used, a compression ratio 2
n−1

is obtained by the Slepian-Wolf source encoder that incorporates two convolutional

encoders. The Slepian-Wolf decoder uses the parity bits and the side information

to reconstruct the source symbol. As discussed, a “dependence channel” which

characterizes the statistical correlation between the side information and the source

symbol is used.
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5.1.2 Lossy Distributed Coding Using Wyner-Ziv Theorems

The Wyner-Ziv Theorems [127–129] have addressed the theoretic basis for dis-

tributed lossy coding, i.e., for lossy source coding with the side information at the

decoder, as shown in Fig. 5.7. When side information is not accessible to the encoder,

the Wyner-Ziv Theorems have proved that, unsurprisingly, a rate loss is incurred as

follows

RWZ
X|Y (D) − RX|Y (D)≥0, (5.5)

where RWZ
X|Y (D) represents the Wyner-Ziv rate distortion function, the achievable

lower bound of a data rate to obtain a distortion D when the side information Y

is not known to the encoder. RX|Y (D) denotes the conventional conditional rate

distortion function, the achievable lower bound of a data rate to obtain the same

expected distortion D when the side information Y is known to both the encoder

and the decoder. Here

D = E
[

d(X, X̂)
]

, (5.6)

where X̂ represents the reconstruction of X, d(x, y) denotes a predefined distance

between x and y, and E[X] denotes the expectation of an arbitrary random variable

X.

More importantly, it has been shown by the Wyner-Ziv Theorems that for Gaus-

sian memoryless sources and mean-squared error (MSE) distortion, rate distortion
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Fig. 5.9. Non-contiguous intervals for Wyner-Ziv scalar quantization

functions remain identical no matter whether the side information is known to the

encoder or not. In other words, the following is achieved,

RWZ
X|Y (D) = RX|Y (D). (5.7)

Further studies of the Wyner-Ziv rate distortion function were presented in [130,131]

and [132].

It has been shown that under certain circumstances, linear codes and nested

lattices may approach the Wyner-Ziv rate distortion bound, particularly if the

source and the side information are jointly Gaussian [133, 134]. Heuristic Wyner-

Ziv distributed coding design using linear codes and nested lattices were proposed

in [135,136] and [111].

Practical Wyner-Ziv coding design generally consists of a Wyner-Ziv quantizer

followed by a Slepian-Wolf encoder, as shown in Fig. 5.8. Studies of Wyner-Ziv quan-
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tizer design were addressed in [137,138], [139,140], and [141]. As shown in Fig. 5.9,

a Wyner-Ziv quantizer may divide the source symbol space into non-contiguous sub-

cells that are mapped to the same quantizer index. The Wyner-Ziv decoder then uses

minimum mean-square error (MSE) reconstruction to decode the source symbol, us-

ing the statistical relation between the source symbol and its side information [141].

Fig. 5.10 shows the non-contiguous subcells that were assigned the same quantizer

index by the Slepian-Wolf encoder. One subcell is finally chosen by the decoder using

the minimum MSE criterion based on the conditional probability density function

(p.d.f) of the source symbol X given the side information Y , namely fX|Y (x|y),

x̂opt = argminx̂E [d (X, x̂) |q, y] , (5.8)

where x̂ denotes the centroid of each subcell under consideration and x̂opt represents

the centroid of the finally selected subcell. d(x, y) denotes the L
2-norm Euclidean

distance between x and y, q denotes the quantizer index specified by the decoder,

and E[X|Y ] denotes the conditional expectation of the random variable X given Y .

A Wyner-Ziv quantizer design algorithm is given in Fig. 5.11 [138] [141], which uses

a generalization of the Lloyd algorithm that has been used in the conventional source

coding quantizer design [142].

Orthogonal transforms have been widely used in conventional source coding,

where the quantization and entropy coding both operate on the transform coeffi-

cients. Studies of Wyner-Ziv transform coding were proposed in [143] and [144]. An

example of Wyner-Ziv transform coding is shown in Fig. 5.12 [144].
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In Fig. 5.12, given a source symbol X, an orthogonal transform, denoted U , is first

applied to X to obtain the transform coefficients X ′ = UT X. Each component of X ′,

denoted by X ′
i, individually undergoes its own Wyner-Ziv quantization and Slepian-

Wolf coding (denoted by SWC in the figure). Accordingly, the side information,

Y , also undergoes an orthogonal transform, denoted by matrix V . The transform

coefficients, Y ′ = V T Y , are used by both the Slepian-Wolf decoder and the Wyner-

Ziv dequantizer for each individual component X ′
i, to obtain the reconstruction of

the transform coefficients X ′, namely X̂ ′. The inverse transform, U−1 = UT , is then

used to obtain the final reconstruction of the source symbol X̂, where X̂ = UX̂ ′.

5.1.3 Low Complexity Video Encoding Using Wyner-Ziv

As discussed in Section 1.1.4 of Chapter 1, conventional video coding methods

are highly asymmetrical, where the encoder typically requires 5 to 10 times more

computational complexity than the decoder. If the motion estimation, which con-

tributes most of the computational complexity of the encoder, could be shifted from

the encoder to the decoder, a low complexity video encoder could be obtained. A

video coder may implement intra-frame encoding but inter-frame decoding such that

the motion vectors serving as side information are only used by the decoder. Wyner-

Ziv coding has provided such a coding paradigm that may achieve a rate distortion

performance similar to that of using conventional video coding approaches.

Low complexity in both ends of a video coding system can be achieved by the use

of a transcoder, as shown in Fig. 5.13. With the transcoder, the decoded video from
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the Wyner-Ziv decoder is re-encoded using a conventional video encoder. The video

communication system with low complexity in both ends is particularly appealing

to applications such as video messaging and video telephony with mobile terminals

at both the transmitter and the receiver.

The design of low complexity video encoding includes Wyner-Ziv systematic de-

sign plus Slepian-Wolf lossless coding design. The work presented in [145–149] mainly

uses Turbo codes in the design of Wyner-Ziv video coding, with an example codec

given in Fig. 5.14. Using the scheme shown in the figure, the input video frames are

first partitioned into two groups, each encoded using a different coding method. The

frames serving as “key frames” are intra-encoded using conventional source coding

methods, whereas the remaining frames are encoded by a Slepian-Wolf codec using

Turbo codes. Motion estimation is performed for the reconstructed key frames at the

decoder. The motion vectors are used to obtain the side information using motion

compensated interpolation/extrapolation. The Turbo decoder of the Slepian-Wolf
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Fig. 5.14. Wyner-Ziv video coding using a Turbo coder

codec uses the side information to reconstruct the remaining frames. A rate control

mechanism is built inside the Slepian-Wolf codec, where the Turbo decoder may re-

quest bits in real time from a buffer associated with the encoder through a feedback

channel. It is seen that this video coding method allows flexible decoder side infor-

mation, where more accurate motion compensation at the decoder does not increase

the encoding data rate. With knowledge of the motion vectors obtained from the

key frames, several interpolation/extrapolation schemes may be used in obtaining

the side information:

• Motion-compensated interpolation;

• Average interpolation;

• Motion-compensated extrapolation;

• Previous frame extrapolation;

• Cyclic redundancy check (CRC) or robust hash coding aided motion estima-

tion/compensation [146].
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(a) Side information (b) Reconstruction using side
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Fig. 5.15. Example of Wyner-Ziv decoding with side information

An example of Wyner-Ziv decoded video frames is given in Fig. 5.15, where

the Wyner-Ziv method that uses Turbo codes as shown in Fig. 5.14 is used. In

Fig. 5.15, the left image is the side information obtained using motion-compensated

interpolation, and the right image is the reconstructed video frame after Wyner-Ziv

decoding using the side information. It is observed that symbol errors resulting from

the Slepian-Wolf decoder are manifested in the form of isolated flashing pixels in the

reconstructed video. It has been discussed in [145] that these flashing pixels may be

avoided in practical systems.

A Wyner-Ziv video coding paradigm using syndromes was proposed in [150–153],

which has been referred to as PRISM (Power-efficient, Robust, hIgh-compression,

Syndrome-based Multimedia coding). The PRISM encoder and decoder are shown

in Fig. 5.16 and Fig. 5.17. The rate control scheme of PRISM does not require a

feedback channel, which makes it more suitable for storage applications.
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Wyner-Ziv video coding using LDPC and coset coding was proposed in [154–157],

with the encoder diagram shown in Fig. 5.18. This method provides a state-free

functionality for predictive video coding, which helps alleviate the drift errors in

video reconstruction when the encoder and the decoder lose their synchronization.

Layered and embedded Wyner-Ziv coding have been addressed in [145], [158],

and [159, 160]. An embedded Wyner-Ziv video coding scheme is shown in Fig. 5.19

[145], where the reconstructed video from lower-layer Wyner-Ziv decoders can be

used as side information for higher-layer decoders. Hence, a graceful degradation in

reconstruction errors can be achieved without a layered signal representation.
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Wyner-Ziv coding applied to multiview image acquisition was addressed in [161].

Instead of motion compensated interpolation, three-dimensional (3D) geometrical

models were used to extract the side information from the “key frames” or from

frames already decoded by the Wyner-Ziv decoder. Signal enhancement with side

information in upgrading NTSC to HDTV using a digital side-channel was presented

in [162], with an example shown in Fig. 5.20.

State-of-the-art Wyner-Ziv video coding methods generally achieve a rate distor-

tion performance somewhere between that of the intra-frame coding and the inter-

frame coding using conventional video coding schemes. An example of the rate

distortion performance using the Wyner-Ziv video coding method given in Fig. 5.14

is shown in Fig. 5.21 [149].

Due to the analogy between channel coding and Slepian-Wolf coding, as discussed

in Subsection 5.1.1, Wyner-Ziv coding has an intrinsic capability of error resilience.

In essence Wyner-Ziv coding uses the statistical relation between the source symbol

and the side information, where the relation can be characterized by a hypotheti-
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Fig. 5.21. Rate distortion performance of Wyner-Ziv video coding
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cal dependence channel connecting the source and the side information. Hence, a

Wyner-Ziv codec is not only capable of fulfilling the source coding task, but also

possesses a channel-coding-like functionality. The Wyner-Ziv decoder may either

use a stronger Slepian-Wolf code, implemented by schemes such as requiring more

parity bits from the Slepian-Wolf encoder, or create more accurate side information.

In either way, the Wyner-Ziv decoder is not only able to correct the discrepancies

of the dependance channel, but also capable of helping correct the errors introduced

during transmission of the source bitstream. It has been shown that forward error

protection (FEP) realized by embedded Wyner-Ziv video coding, using the scheme

presented in Fig 5.19, is more effective than forward error correction (FEC) real-

ized by traditional channel coding schemes, especially in the scenario of high symbol

error rate, as shown in Fig. 5.22 [163]. Studies of error resilience algorithm de-

sign using Wyner-Ziv and corresponding performance analysis have been presented

in [163–165], [150,151], and [154–156].

5.1.4 Other Low Complexity Video Encoding Approaches

Most state-of-the-art low complexity video encoding methods were developed

based on the Wyner-Ziv coding paradigm. Other low complexity image and video

encoding approaches have also been explored, including the work presented in [166],

where algorithms for massively distributed image compression were studied in appli-

cation to wireless sensor networks. The compact support of the wavelet transform
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Fig. 5.22. Error resilience performance of Wyner-Ziv video coding
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was used to decorrelate the source data while keeping the costly inter-communication

among sensors at a minimum.

A low complexity video encoding method using network-driven motion estimation

(NDME) was proposed in [167]. Using NDME, motion estimation is implemented

at the decoder, while motion vectors are sent back to the encoder through a feed-

back channel. Fundamentally, NDME provides three coding modes to encode each

macroblock of a given arbitrary video frame: intra coding mode, conditional replen-

ishment (CR) mode, and forward motion compensation mode. CR is equivalent to

motion compensation using zero-valued motion vectors. In contrast to conventional

forward motion compensation, NDME obtains the forward motion vectors for each

decoded frame at the decoder, with the previously decoded frame as the reference.

The encoder then assumes the same motion information for consecutive frames and

uses the motion vectors received from the decoder for the preceding frame to obtain

the motion compensated prediction for the current frame. Once the new encoded

frame is decoded, the forward motion vectors are refreshed using motion estimation

applied to the new decoded frame and sent back to the encoder for encoding the next

frame. NDME has demonstrated a competitive rate distortion performance, which

is slightly worse than that of using forward motion estimation at the encoder, and

much better than that of only using the CR and intra coding modes.

In summary, compared to conventional video encoding, low complexity video

encoding is fundamentally a new coding paradigm. The Wyner-Ziv and Slepian-

Wolf theorems have provided a theoretic basis for low complexity source encoding.
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Nevertheless, practical algorithm design that approaches the theoretic bound still

needs to be further explored. Adaptive and universal approaches have not been

developed. Future studies may also involve the joint source and channel coding design

coupled with appropriate network protocol design. In addition to the exploration

of practical systematic design, it is also worth exploring the new insights provided

by low complexity video encoding to conventional video coding. A combination or

joint design of conventional video coding and low complexity video encoding would

be beneficial in further improving the performance of video coding in terms of both

coding efficiency and error resilience.

5.2 Low Complexity Video Encoding Using B-Frame Direct Modes

In this section, we describe a new low complexity video encoding approach using

B-frame direct modes. The direct mode was originally developed for encoding the

bidirectionally-coded frames, i.e., B frames, where the motion vectors for a B frame

are obtained by interpolation from the motion vectors of the subsequent predictive-

coded frame, i.e., P frame. The motion compensated prediction of the direct mode

is a linear combination of the two predictions obtained from the forward motion

compensation and the backward motion compensation. If a B frame is encoded

using the direct mode, no motion vectors are needed to be encoded and transmitted.

The decoder simply retrieves the motion vectors of the B frame using the same

motion-vector interpolation procedure.
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In our proposed approach, we extend the direct-mode idea and design new direct

coding modes to encode B frames. All the new direct coding modes derive the motion

vectors for any B frame from the neighboring frames. Hence, no motion estimation

is needed to encode a B frame by the use of any of the direct coding modes. As

discussed at the beginning of this chapter, motion estimation contributes to most of

the computational complexity of a conventional video encoder. Therefore, we can

obtain a low complexity video encoder if we constrain any macroblock in a B frame

to be encoded only using either the intra-coding mode or one of the new direct coding

modes.

Our proposed low complexity video encoding requires a feedback channel from

the decoder to the encoder. We implement motion estimation at the decoder and

transmit the motion vectors back to the encoder. This is similar to the NDME ap-

proach discussed in Subsection 5.1.4 [167]. In contrast to NDME where only forward

motion estimation/compensation is used, we use bidirectional motion estimation and

motion compensation, which provides more coding modes and a more graceful rate

distortion performance. Our scheme can be further coupled with NDME or other low

complexity video encoding approaches such as the ones using Wyner-Ziv to provide

a practical and efficient low complexity video encoding system.

As shown in Fig. 5.23, we demonstrate a solution for video surveillance using our

proposed low complexity video encoding method. The camera arrays are distributed

and may be only allowed to have wireless connections. If a camera is triggered

by a built-in sensor to start capturing motion events, the low complexity video
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encoder associated with the camera may turn on a two-way communication with the

video server and start the real-time encoding of whatever videos have been captured.

The video server may serve as a high complexity video decoder and provide the

information demanded by the low complexity video encoder through the feedback

channel. The encoded video bitstreams are transmitted to the video server and

stored in the video database. The stored video clips may be streamed by a user-

driven mechanism to the remote clients. Real-time video streaming from the video

server to the remote users is also possible.

5.2.1 An Introduction to Conventional B-Frame Direct Mode

The direct mode is designed to encode macroblocks in the B frames. The direct

mode has been included in recent video coding standards such as MPEG-4 and

H.264 [45]. We refer to this direct mode that is specified in the standard as the

conventional B-frame direct mode, or B direct mode I.

B direct mode I - the direct mode that uses the forward motion vectors pointing

from P to P: If a macroblock (MB) is encoded in the conventional B-frame direct

mode, its motion vectors are obtained by interpolation using the motion vectors of

the co-located macroblock in the subsequent P frame, as shown in Fig. 5.24. Here a

co-located macroblock is referred to the macroblock located in another frame that is

exactly in the same position as the current macroblock that is under consideration.

Hence no motion vector information is needed to encode and transmit for the mac-
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Fig. 5.24. B direct mode I : using the forward motion vectors pointing from P to P

roblock, and the decoder simply retrieves the same motion vectors using the same

interpolation process.

In Fig. 5.24, MVP,forw represents the forward motion vector of the co-located

macroblock in the subsequent P frame referred to as Pnext. MVP,forw points from

Pnext to the reference frame of the co-located macroblock, namely PrefP. Note that

the reference frame could be an intra-coded frame, i.e., I frame. TRP denotes the

temporal distance between Pnext and PrefP, and TRB represents the temporal distance

between the current B frame, referred to as Bcurr, and PrefP. Using B direct mode I,
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the forward and the backward motion vectors of the current macroblock, denoted as

MV I
B,forw and MV I

B,back respectively, are derived by interpolation as follows

MV I
B,forw =

TRB

TRP

MVP,forw, (5.9)

MV I
B,back =

TRB − TRP

TRP

MVP,forw. (5.10)

Two motion compensated predictions of the current macroblock are obtained

using MV I
B,forw and MV I

B,back, which are referred to as M
(p),I
forw and M

(p),I
back respectively.

In video coding standards such as H.26L, the prediction for the current macroblock

is finally obtained by simply averaging the two predictions with equal weights. In

the most recent video coding standard H.264/AVC, the direct mode is improved by

obtaining the prediction using a weighted superposition as follows [168]

M
(p),I
Bidir =

TRP − TRB

TRP

M
(p),I
forw +

TRB

TRP

M
(p),I
back . (5.11)

It has been shown this improved direct mode is specially effective in encoding videos

with fading in/fading out scenes which frequently occur in music videos or movie

trailers.

5.2.2 New B-Frame Direct Modes Using Feedback from the Decoder

If a feedback channel is available, motion estimation may be implemented at

the decoder and the motion vectors can be transmitted back to the encoder. The

motion vectors that are obtained from the already encoded frames can then be used

to interpolate/extrapolate the motion vectors for the frames to be encoded. Using
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this idea we design two new direct modes for encoding B frames: B direct mode II

and B direct mode III.

B direct mode II - the direct mode that uses the backward motion vectors pointing

from P to P: It is noted that at the time the current B frame is to be encoded,

the subsequent P frame Pnext and the previous P frame (or I frame) Pprev have

already been encoded and transmitted to the decoder. Hence the process of motion

estimation using Pnext as the reference frame can be performed for each macroblock

in Pprev at the decoder, obtaining the motion vectors pointing backward from Pprev

to Pnext, as shown in Fig. 5.25.
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In Fig. 5.25, MVP,back represents the motion vector of the co-located macroblock

in Pprev, which is transmitted back to the encoder and used to interpolate the bidirec-

tional motion vectors of the current macroblock, MV II
B,forw and MV II

B,back, as follows

MV II
B,forw = −

TRB

TRP

MVP,back, (5.12)

MV II
B,back =

TRP − TRB

TRP

MVP,back. (5.13)

The bidirectional motion compensated prediction using B direct mode II, denoted as

M
(p),II
Bidir , is obtained in the same way as Eqn. (5.11),

M
(p),II
Bidir =

TRP − TRB

TRP

M
(p),II
forw +

TRB

TRP

M
(p),II
back , (5.14)

where M
(p),II
forw and M

(p),II
back denote the two motion compensated predictions using

MV II
B,forw and MV II

B,back.

Note that the temporal distances, TRP and TRB, may be different for B direct

mode II compared to those in B direct mode I, since the reference frame of Pnext

may not be the encoded I or P frame preceding Pnext, meaning that PrefP may be

different from Pprev. This is true when the feature of multiple-reference-frame or

multihypothesis is used for the inter-coded frames, which has been included in the

video coding standard H.26L/H.264 [45].

B direct mode III - the direct mode that uses the bidirectional motion vectors

pointing from B to P: If more than one B frames are inserted between consecutive

P frames, for example, if the GOP (group of pictures) is coded using the PBBPBB

pattern, the motion vectors of the first B frame, referred to as Bprev, can be used to

interpolate/extrapolate the motion vectors for the second B frame. The bidirectional
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motion estimation for each macroblock in Bprev is performed at the decoder, as

shown in Fig. 5.26. The frame Pnext is used as the reference frame for the backward

motion estimation, and PrefB denotes the reference frame used for the forward motion

estimation. Again, if the multihypothesis mode is used, PrefB may not be the same

as PrefP, the reference frame of the subsequent P frame, neither does it have to be

the same as Pprev, the preceding P frame (or I frame) of the current B frame.

The obtained motion vectors of Bprev, pointing to Pnext and PrefB respectively,

are then transmitted back to the encoder. The bidirectional motion vectors of the

co-located macroblock in Bprev, namely MVB1,forw and MVB1,back, are used to derive
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the bidirectional motion vectors of the current macroblock using interpolation and

extrapolation as follows

MV III
B,forw =

TRB

TRB1

MVB1,forw, (5.15)

MV III
B,back =

TRP − TRB

TRP − TRB1

MVB1,back, (5.16)

where TRB1 denotes the temporal distance between Bprev and its reference frame for

the forward prediction PrefB.

Again, the bidirectional motion compensated prediction using B direct mode III,

denoted as M
(p),III
Bidir , is obtained in the same way as the previous two direct modes

M
(p),III
Bidir =

TRP − TRB

TRP

M
(p),III
forw +

TRB

TRP

M
(p),III
back , (5.17)

where M
(p),III
forw and M

(p),III
back denote the two motion compensated predictions using

MV III
B,forw and MV III

B,back.

We summarize the three B-frame direct modes in Table 5.1. If the GOP structure

takes on the pattern PBBPBB, we have six direct coding modes for coding each mac-

roblock in the first B frame between consecutive P(I) frames, namely PPForw Bidir,

PPForw Forw, PPForw Back, PPBack Bidir, PPBack Forw, and PPBack Back, as

given in Table 5.2. For the macroblocks in the second B frame within the two con-

secutive P(I) frames, three more direct coding modes are provided using the third B-

frame direct mode, namely PBBidir Bidir, PBBidir Forw, and PBBidir Back. Note

that the first direct coding mode, PPForw Bidir, which uses the bidirectional motion

compensated prediction M
(p),I
Bidir as given in Eqn. (5.11), is the conventional B-frame

direct mode specified in the video coding standard such as H.26L/H.264 [169].
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Table 5.1
Three B-frame direct modes (GOP in pattern IBBPBB; B1 represent-
ing the first B frame and B2 the second B frame between successive
P(I) frames)

Direct Frm to Frame of MV(s) Ref. MVs Pred.

mode encode co-loc. MB used frame derived derived

B direct Bcurr Pnext MVP,forw PrefP MV I
B,forw M

(p),I
Bidir

mode I (B1/B2) MV I
B,back M

(p),I
forw

M
(p),I
back

B direct Bcurr Pprev MVP,back Pnext MV II
B,forw M

(p),II
Bidir

mode II (B1/B2) MV II
B,back M

(p),II
forw

M
(p),II
back

B direct Bcurr Bprev MVB,forw PrefB MV III
B,forw M

(p),III
Bidir

mode III (B2) MVB,back Pnext MV III
B,back M

(p),III
forw

M
(p),III
back
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Table 5.2
Three B-frame direct modes and nine direct coding modes for B frames

Direct coding Motion compensated prediction B-frame

mode direct mode

PPForw Bidir M
(p),I
Bidir = TRP−TRB

TRP
M

(p),I
forw + TRB

TRP
M

(p),I
back B direct

PPForw Forw M
(p),I
forw mode I

PPForw Back M
(p),I
back

PPBack Bidir M
(p),II
Bidir = TRP−TRB

TRP
M

(p),II
forw + TRB

TRP
M

(p),II
back B direct

PPBack Forw M
(p),II
forw mode II

PPBack Back M
(p),II
back

PBBidir Bidir M
(p),III
Bidir = TRP−TRB

TRP
M

(p),III
forw + TRB

TRP
M

(p),III
back B direct

PBBidir Forw M
(p),III
forw mode III

PBBidir Back M
(p),III
back
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If more than two B frames are inserted between any two consecutive P(I) frames,

more B-frame direct modes may be designed, since the bidirectional motion vectors

of all preceding B frames can be used to interpolate/extrapolate the bidirectional

motion vectors for the succeeding B frame(s) to encode.

For an arbitrary B frame, all the nine direct coding modes (six modes for the B

frame following a P or I frame) can be used along with the intra mode. If none of any

other mode is exploited, the motion estimation process will not be needed to encode

any B frame, and a low complexity video encoder is thus obtained. We would like to

point out that using our proposed low complexity video encoding approach, the total

number of frames for which the motion estimation process is performed, considering

both the encoder and the decoder, is identical to that using a conventional high

complexity video encoder. For example, if two B frames are inserted between two

consecutive P(I) frames, only one out of three frames on average requires motion

estimation to be performed at the encoder. At the decoder, for every group of frames

BBP, one motion estimation process needs to be performed to obtain the backward

motion vectors pointing from Pprev to Pnext, and another motion estimation process

is needed for the bidirectional motion search for the first B frame. Nevertheless, our

proposed approach shifts two-third of the motion estimation computation from the

encoder to the decoder, hence resulting in a low complexity video encoder.
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5.3 Evaluation of Low Complexity Video Encoding Using B-Frame Di-

rect Modes

5.3.1 Implementation Using H.26L/H.264

We choose the ITU-T H.26L version TML9.4 [54] to implement our proposed

low complexity video encoding approach. Compared to the previous video coding

standards, such as MPEG-4 and H.263+, H.26L, or its follow-up standardization

H.264/AVC, includes more features in its video coding layer (VCL) which further

improves the coding efficiency at all data rates. H.26L also includes the network

abstraction layer (NAL) to improve error resilience performance of the bitstream.

The VCL of H.26L uses seven block shapes for motion estimation and compen-

sation, obtains motion vectors of 1/4 or 1/8 pel resolution, and utilizes multiple

reference or multihypothesis for motion compensated prediction. H.26L also ex-

ploits a 4 × 4 integer transform with DCT-like properties to eliminate the rounding

mismatch problem in the inverse transform. In addition to the conventional univer-

sal variable length coding (UVLC), two new entropy coding modes are designed, the

context-based adaptive binary arithmetic coding (CABAC) and the context adap-

tive variable length coding (CAVLC). In the verification model of H.26L, Lagrangian

rate-distortion optimization is recommended in both motion vector selection and

macroblock coding mode decision, and closed-form relations between the Lagrangian

parameter and the chosen quantization parameter are formulated.
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In our experiments, we turned on all seven block-shape options and used the

full search range of 16 for motion estimation. We adopted one slice for each frame

and chose the UVLC mode for entropy coding. We intra-coded the first frame and

inter-coded all successive frames as either P or B frames. We chose the 1/4 pel

resolution for the motion vector data and used one reference frame for encoding the

P frames. We inserted two B frames within two consecutive P frames such that the

GOP structure is in PBBPBB pattern. Since no rate control was implemented in

the H.26L reference software, we adjusted the quantization parameter and the frame

rate to obtain various decoded video qualities.

Our proposed approach where no motion estimation is implemented for any B

frame can be coupled with other low complexity video encoding approaches to achieve

low complexity video encoding of the entire video sequence. For example, we may

use the NDME approach [167] to encode all the P frames. In our implementation we

simply kept the encoding modes of the I and P frames in H.26L/H.264 and specifically

focused on the examination and evaluation of the rate distortion performance of the

B frames.

We modified the H.26L TML9.4 codec such that only intra or direct coding mode

is allowed for encoding a macroblock in a B frame. In particular, we provided six

direct coding modes for encoding macroblocks in the first B frame that follows a P

(or I) frame while nine direct coding modes for macroblocks in the second B frame,
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as given in Table 5.2. We chose the best coding mode for each macroblock, denoted

by Modeopt, using the Lagrangian rate distortion optimization as follows

Modeopt = argminMode{J(Mode|QP, λB)}

= argminMode{SSD(Mode|QP) + λBR(Mode|QP)}, (5.18)

where J denotes the Lagrangian function, SSD denotes the sum of the squared

differences between the original macroblock and its reconstruction, and R represents

the encoding data rate. The Lagrangian parameter, λB, is related to the quantization

parameter, QP, as follows [169]

λB = 20
QP + 5

34 − QP
exp

(

QP

10

)

. (5.19)

Above rate distortion optimized mode decision is more computationally expen-

sive than the low complexity decision rules recommended in [170]. The reason we

implemented the relatively high complexity mode decision technique is because we

would like to examine how good the rate distortion performance of the direct coding

modes we designed can achieve as well as the relative effectiveness of each direct

coding mode in terms of the coding efficiency.

5.3.2 Experimental Results

We chose various video sequences that contain varying degrees of motions in

our experiments. We used three QCIF video sequences, with frame size 176×144:

foreman (400 frames), coastguard (300 frames), and mother-daughter (as mthrdghtr

in short in the figure) (400 frames), three CIF video sequences, with frame size
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352×288: foreman (300 frames), akiyo (300 frames), and bus (150 frames), and one

CCIR601 video sequence, with frame size 720×480: flowergarden (150 frames), all

in YUV 4:2:0 format.

We used the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) to measure the distortion. The

rate distortion performance of our proposed approach, denoted as “New B Direct

with feedback” in the figure, are shown in Fig. 5.27 through 5.36. As a compar-

ison, the rate distortion performance of two video encoding approaches are also

given: one approach that encodes the B frames with all the modes specified in the

H.26L/H.264 standard, denoted as “All coding modes” in the figure, and another ap-

proach where only the intra mode and the conventional B-frame direct coding mode,

i.e., PPForw Bidir, are used, denoted as “Conventional B Direct” in the figure. The

approach with all the coding modes turned on for B frames is a high complexity

video encoding approach, whereas the other two where only intra or direct coding

mode is allowed for B frames are low complexity video encoding approaches.

It can be seen from the results that our low complexity video encoding approach

using B-frame direct modes obtains a competitive rate distortion performance com-

pared to conventional high complexity video encoding. Considering varying video

characteristics, frame rates, and quantization parameters, our approach on average

provides a rate distortion performance that locates somewhere between that of the

high complexity video encoding approach and the approach using the conventional

direct mode.
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Fig. 5.27. Rate distortion performance of B-frame direct modes for
QCIF foreman (400 frames coded in IBBPBB using modified H.26L
at frame rate 30 fps)
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Fig. 5.28. Rate distortion performance of B-frame direct modes for
QCIF foreman (400 frames coded in IBBPBB using modified H.26L
at frame rate 10 fps)
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Fig. 5.29. Rate distortion performance of B-frame direct modes
for QCIF coastguard (300 frames coded in IBBPBB using modified
H.26L at frame rate 30 fps)
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Fig. 5.30. Rate distortion performance of B-frame direct modes
for QCIF coastguard (300 frames coded in IBBPBB using modified
H.26L at frame rate 10 fps)
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Fig. 5.31. Rate distortion performance of B-frame direct modes for
QCIF mthrdghtr (400 frames coded in IBBPBB using modified H.26L
at frame rate 30 fps)
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Fig. 5.32. Rate distortion performance of B-frame direct modes for
QCIF mthrdghtr (400 frames coded in IBBPBB using modified H.26L
at frame rate 10 fps)
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It is observed that our low complexity video encoding approach obtains a good

performance particularly for video sequences that possess a large amount of global

motions. For video sequences such as coastguard which contain a high-level amount

of motions, our approach performs almost as good as the high complexity video

encoding approach when the frame rate is relatively high. As shown in Fig. 5.29,

for QCIF coastguard coded at 30 fps, to obtain the same quality such as 33 dB in

average PSNR, our approach requires less than 2 kbps extra data rate compared to

the high complexity video encoding approach but saves more than 30 kbps compared

to the conventional direct coding approach.

Our approach performs well for video sequences that contain a relatively low-

level amount of motions, such as mother-daughter and akiyo. For the video sequence

mother-daughter in QCIF format coded at 30 fps, our approach outperforms the

high complexity video encoding approach over a large range of data rate, as shown

in Fig. 5.31. When the video sequence is encoded at a quality of 36 dB in average

PSNR, our approach performs a little better than the high complexity video encoding

approach, and the conventional direct coding approach results in a 5 kbps loss in

overall data rate compared to the other two approaches.

When the frame rate decreases, such as the results we obtained for the QCIF

video sequences where the frame rate is reduced from 30 fps to 10 fps, our approach

obtains a less competitive rate distortion performance. This is not surprising since a

direct coding mode uses the interpolated/extrapolated motion vectors for current B

frame to be encoded from neighboring frames. When the frame rate is reduced, the
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distance between consecutive coded frames is enlarged. The motion vectors obtained

by interpolation/extrapolation using direct modes are hence less accurate.

The relative occurrences in percentage of the nine direct coding modes as well

as the corresponding three B-frame direct modes are shown in Fig. 5.37 through

Fig. 5.56. It is seen that for low-motion video sequences such as mother-daughter

and akiyo, the conventional direct coding mode, PPForw Bidir, usually dominates

all the other direct coding modes. In contrast, when encoding high-motion videos

such as foreman, coastguard and flowergarden, the dominant direct coding mode

varies with the quantization parameter as well as the frame rate. For instance, in-

stead of the conventional direct coding mode, the direct coding mode PPForw Back,

which uses the motion vectors derived by interpolation from the forward motion

vectors pointing from P frame to P frame and the backward motion prediction,

usually dominates all the other direct coding modes when the quantization param-

eter is relatively large. For the second B frame between consecutive P frames, the

mode PBBidir Bidir, which uses the motion vectors interpolated/extrapolated from

the bidirectional motion vectors of the previous B frame, as implied by the first

“Bidir,” and the bidirectional motion compensated prediction, as implied by the

second “Bidir,” is usually the majority direct coding mode when the quantization

parameter is relatively small.

When video sequences that contain a large amount of local motions such as

foreman, direct modes cannot provide sufficiently accurate motion vectors, especially

when the frame rate is relatively low. It is observed that in this case, the intra-coding
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mode will be more frequently chosen, as depicted by the results we obtained for QCIF

foreman that was coded at frame rate 10 fps.

We would like to point out that one reason for B direct mode I to have ob-

tained a relatively better rate distortion performance, compared to the other two

B-frame direct modes, is that the motion vectors it uses for motion vector interpo-

lation/extrapolation are estimated at the encoder. Hence, the original frame is used

for the co-located macroblock, in contrast to the use of the reconstructed frame in

the other two B-frame direct modes.

5.4 Conclusions

Low complexity video encoding shifts the computational complexity from the en-

coder to the decoder, meeting the requirement from new emerging applications such

as wireless sensor networks and mobile video cameras for video surveillance. Low

complexity video encoding is radically different from conventional high complexity

video encoding. Studies of practical low complexity video encoding design have not

been fully explored yet.

In this chapter, we contribute the following work for low complexity video en-

coding:

• We have proposed a low complexity video encoding approach using B-frame

direct modes. The direct mode was originally developed for encoding B frames.

The motion compensated prediction of the direct mode is a linear combina-
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Fig. 5.33. Rate distortion performance of B-frame direct modes for
CIF foreman (300 frames coded in IBBPBB using modified H.26L
at frame rate 15 fps)
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Fig. 5.34. Rate distortion performance of B-frame direct modes for
CIF akiyo (300 frames coded in IBBPBB using modified H.26L at
frame rate 15 fps)
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Fig. 5.35. Rate distortion performance of B-frame direct modes for
CIF bus (150 frames coded in IBBPBB using modified H.26L at
frame rate 15 fps)
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Fig. 5.36. Rate distortion performance of B-frame direct modes for
CCIR601 flowergarden (150 frames coded in IBBPBB using modified
H.26L at frame rate 30 fps)
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Fig. 5.37. Relative occurrence of B-frame direct modes for the first B
frame of QCIF foreman (400 frames coded in IBBPBB using modified
H.26L at frame rate 30 fps)
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Fig. 5.38. Relative occurrence of B-frame direct modes for the sec-
ond B frame of QCIF foreman (400 frames coded in IBBPBB using
modified H.26L at frame rate 30 fps)
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Fig. 5.39. Relative occurrence of B-frame direct modes for the first B
frame of QCIF foreman (400 frames coded in IBBPBB using modified
H.26L at frame rate 10 fps)
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Fig. 5.40. Relative occurrence of B-frame direct modes for the sec-
ond B frame of QCIF foreman (400 frames coded in IBBPBB using
modified H.26L at frame rate 10 fps)
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tion of the two predictions obtained from the forward motion compensation

and the backward motion compensation. In our proposed approach, we have

extended the direct-mode idea and designed new B-frame direct modes to en-

code B frames. We constrained any macroblock in a B frame to be encoded

only using either the intra-coding mode or one of the new direct coding modes.

Hence, no motion estimation is used to any B frames and low complexity video

encoding is achieved. Our proposed low complexity video encoding requires a

feedback channel from the decoder to the encoder. We implemented motion

estimation at the decoder and transmitted the motion vectors back to the de-

coder. We have designed three B-frame direct modes and specified nine coding

modes for B frame macroblocks: PPForw Bidir, PPForw Forw, PPForw Back,

PPBack Bidir, PPBack Forw, PPBack Back, PBBidir Bidir, PBBidir Forw,

and PBBidir Back. Experimental results have shown that our approach using

new B-frame direct modes with help of a feedback channel obtains a competi-

tive rate distortion performance compared to that of the high complexity video

encoding approach.

We would like to point out that the use of our new B-frame direct modes may

also be beneficial in improving the performance of conventional high complexity video

encoding. For example, it has been observed from Subsection 5.3.2 that the direct

coding mode PPForw Back, which simply uses the backward motion prediction, is

sometimes more effective than the conventional direct mode PPForw Bidir that uses

the linearly combined prediction. If high complexity is allowed in both the encoder
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and decoder, we may also use the third B-frame direct mode, B direct mode III, to

encode succeeding B frame(s) using the bidirectional motion vectors of preceding B

frame(s). If B direct mode III is used, the bidirectional motion vectors of the previous

B frame do not have to be coded, since the decoder may obtain the same motion

vectors by simply repeating the same motion estimation process. With more direct

modes provided for encoding the B frames using the conventional coding paradigm,

we may expect a further improvement in the performance of conventional video

coding algorithms.

It is noted that if a macroblock is coded in one of the B-frame direct coding

modes, its motion vectors are derived by interpolation or extrapolation from the

motion vectors associated to the co-located macroblock. Hence, when video bit-

streams suffer from channel errors, errors that occur to the motion vectors of the

co-located macroblock, either in the forward channel or in the feedback channel, will

inevitably propagate to the macroblock that is coded in direct mode. In our future

work, we will focus on improving error resilience performance of our low complexity

video encoding approach using B-frame direct modes.
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Fig. 5.41. Relative occurrence of B-frame direct modes for the first
B frame of QCIF coastguard (400 frames coded in IBBPBB using
modified H.26L at frame rate 30 fps)
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Fig. 5.42. Relative occurrence of B-frame direct modes for the second
B frame of QCIF coastguard (400 frames coded in IBBPBB using
modified H.26L at frame rate 30 fps)
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Fig. 5.43. Relative occurrence of B-frame direct modes for the first
B frame of QCIF coastguard (400 frames coded in IBBPBB using
modified H.26L at frame rate 10 fps)
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Fig. 5.44. Relative occurrence of B-frame direct modes for the second
B frame of QCIF coastguard (400 frames coded in IBBPBB using
modified H.26L at frame rate 10 fps)
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Fig. 5.45. Relative occurrence of B-frame direct modes for the first
B frame of QCIF mthrdghtr (400 frames coded in IBBPBB using
modified H.26L at frame rate 30 fps)
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Fig. 5.46. Relative occurrence of B-frame direct modes for the second
B frame of QCIF mthrdghtr (400 frames coded in IBBPBB using
modified H.26L at frame rate 30 fps)
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Fig. 5.47. Relative occurrence of B-frame direct modes for the first
B frame of QCIF mthrdghtr (400 frames coded in IBBPBB using
modified H.26L at frame rate 10 fps)
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Fig. 5.48. Relative occurrence of B-frame direct modes for the second
B frame of QCIF mthrdghtr (400 frames coded in IBBPBB using
modified H.26L at frame rate 10 fps)
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Fig. 5.49. Relative occurrence of B-frame direct modes for the first B
frame of CIF foreman (300 frames coded in IBBPBB using modified
H.26L at frame rate 15 fps)
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Fig. 5.50. Relative occurrence of B-frame direct modes for the sec-
ond B frame of CIF foreman (300 frames coded in IBBPBB using
modified H.26L at frame rate 15 fps)
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Fig. 5.51. Relative occurrence of B-frame direct modes for the first
B frame of CIF akiyo (300 frames coded in IBBPBB using modified
H.26L at frame rate 15 fps)
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Fig. 5.52. Relative occurrence of B-frame direct modes for the second
B frame of CIF akiyo (300 frames coded in IBBPBB using modified
H.26L at frame rate 15 fps)
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Fig. 5.53. Relative occurrence of B-frame direct modes for the first
B frame of CIF bus (150 frames coded in IBBPBB using modified
H.26L at frame rate 15 fps)
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Fig. 5.54. Relative occurrence of B-frame direct modes for the second
B frame of CIF bus (150 frames coded in IBBPBB using modified
H.26L at frame rate 15 fps)
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Fig. 5.55. Relative occurrence of B-frame direct modes for the first B
frame of CCIR601 flowergarden (150 frames coded in IBBPBB using
modified H.26L at frame rate 30 fps)
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Fig. 5.56. Relative occurrence of B-frame direct modes for the second
B frame of CCIR601 flowergarden (150 frames coded in IBBPBB
using modified H.26L at frame rate 30 fps)
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6. EVALUATION OF JOINT SOURCE AND CHANNEL

CODING OVER WIRELESS NETWORKS

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we examine the trade-offs in source and channel coding for video

transmission over a wireless channel [171]. In particular, we explore the error re-

silient features as recommended by the ITU for the H.263+ coder and forward error

correction (FEC) using Reed-Solomon codes. As we have discussed in Chapter 1, the

advantages of using error resilience include standards compliance and no additional

delay. The disadvantages include slight reduction in compression efficiency and by

definition, error resilience is designed to reduce error propagation, not detect and

correct errors. Channel coding using FEC has the advantage of the ability to detect

and correct for errors. Channel coding can be used to design an unequal error protec-

tion scheme for high and low priority data and FEC can be added at the application

layer for current networks where the physical and link layers cannot be altered and

may provide channel conditions which are not acceptable for video applications. The

disadvantage of FEC includes additional overhead (bandwidth), additional delay and

additional software at the client in order to be able to decode and play the video.
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Other work which examined the tradeoffs between source-channel coding for video

over wireless includes [172] and [173].

We examine the H.263+ coder for video transmission over a wireless network.

The particular annexes that we explore within the standard are annexes related to

coding efficiency such as Annex D - unrestricted motion vector mode, Annex F -

advanced prediction mode, and Annex I - advanced INTRA coding mode. We also

examine annexes related to error resilience (the ability to recover or mitigate error

propagation) such as Annex K - slice structured mode, Annex N - reference picture

selection mode, and Annex V - data partitioning.

The experiments use the H.263+ standard and software which emulates the

UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunication System), 3G network provided by

[174]. As illustrated in Fig. 6.1, the overall system consists of one computer which

acts as the server, both encoding and packetizing the bitstream. The bitstream is

sent to the UMTS proxy machine and corrupted according to the traditional Gilbert

2-state model with parameters for the bit error rate (BER) and error burst length.

Moreover, the proxy implements rate 1/3 Turbo coding as a realization of channel

coding in the physical layer. The third machine acts as the client, decoding and

playing the video and a fourth computer is used to initiate and monitor the proxy.

6.1.1 Channel Condition Scenarios

Two major lossy channel scenarios are considered in this dissertation: packet

networks and wireless channel. Both IP (Internet Protocol) and ATM (Asyn-
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Fig. 6.1. Structure of the emulated UMTS video communication system
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chronous Transfer Mode) networks are packet-switched networks, characterized by

burst packet loss due to network congestion. The excessively delayed packets be-

yond the maximum tolerable transmission delay or the buffer size of the decoder are

discarded. Wireless channels are, in contrast, characterized by burst bit errors that

are mainly caused by channel fading. Although many underlying components con-

tribute to quality degradation for video transmission over lossy channels, we mainly

focus on the video signal corruption due to packet loss or bit errors. With the

explosion of wireless Internet access applications and the appearance of the next

generation wireless networks such as the Universal Mobile Telecommunications Sys-

tem (UMTS) [175, 176], encoded video signals directly interface with packetization

stages in the higher layer network protocols of a wireless communication system.

Therefore, we are particularly interested in the error resilience performance of video

communication applications that are mainly impeded by packet loss. The trans-

mission packet networks are associated with flexible-sized packets and a specified

maximum packet size.

Burst error behaviors are mainly characterized by two parameters: the average

packet loss or bit error ratio, and the average burst length. The minimum data

units in wireless channels are bits, while packets construct the minimum data units

in packet networks. Regarding the error behavior of the data units, two channel

models are usually used in the literature: (1) Uniform and independent data error

assumption; (2) Two-state discrete Markov chain model, i.e., Gilbert model. As

shown in Fig. 6.2, the two states of Gilbert model are denoted as G (good) and B
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Fig. 6.2. Gilbert model for packet loss or bit errors
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(bad), and the model is fully described by the transition probabilities pGB from state

G to state B and pBG from state B to state G. In the Gilbert model, the average

data error probability pB and the burst length LB can be obtained as follows

pB =
pGB

pGB + pBG

, (6.1)

LB =
1

pBG

. (6.2)

Other channel conditions that might be considered for video transmission appli-

cations include the availability of the feedback channel and the unicast or multicast

oriented scenarios. In this dissertation, we particularly consider the scenario of video

transmission over best-effort networks where no QoS (quality of service) is guaran-

teed, since this is the situation of current IP networks. Guaranteed network QoS

is under consideration for the next generation network protocols, with an example

the QoS architecture of the UMTS system, where the bitstream might be transmit-

ted through a number of logical channels with different QoS. Another example is

the Differentiated Services (DiffServ), which has been attracting more attention in

the literature [177, 178]. In DiffServ, packets are classified and marked to obtain a

particular per-hop forwarding behavior on nodes along their path.

6.1.2 Overview of Joint Source and Channel Coding

To further improve the error robustness of the bitstreams for video transmission

over an error-prone environment, especially to combat serious channel errors and

burst errors, additional error protection needs to be used to the bitstream in addition
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to the error resilience elements introduced at the source coding stage. In particular,

unequal error protection (UEP) techniques are needed to protect the more critical

information in the bitstream. Several UEP techniques have already been addressed

in the literature, such as retransmission by the so-called Automatic Retransmission

on Request (ARQ) technique, channel coding in the application layer such as using

FEC, or distribution through channels with different channel error characteristics

[177]. For current wireless and IP networks, no data priority transmission service

is provided. Therefore, it is the task of the encoder to realize priority encoding

transmission (PET). ARQ requires a backward channel and hence results in a certain

delay to transmit the feedback information to the encoder. Especially ARQ is not

suitable for multicasting to a large number of receivers since the network traffic

may increase dramatically by the use of ARQ. Compared to ARQ, error control

coding using FEC in the application layer can better comply with the time constraint

required by the time-sensitive video streaming applications.

As we discussed in Subsection 1.1.5 of Chapter 1, the introduction of FEC in

the application layer for error protection falls into the category of the joint source

and channel coding (JSCC) problem, which aims to optimize bit allocation between

source coding and channel coding to balance coding efficiency and error robustness

[179]. An overview of JSCC techniques for video transmission over bit-error featured

wireless channels is presented in [173]. In particular, the overview focuses on the

JSCC methods using the residual redundancy. The residual redundancy refers to the

statistical dependency that remains in the output of the source encoder. JSCC using
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the residual redundancy does not attempt to remove the redundancy, but rather to

make use of this redundancy as a form of implicit channel coding to substitute the

conventional channel coding that is explicitly implemented.

In [172], FEC, which is implemented by Reed-Solomon (RS) coding, is used for

robust transmission over lossy channels. The lossy channel is characterized by the

two-state Markov model to track the burst errors in the symbol level. An (n, k)

RS code first groups the bitstream into blocks of k information symbols, and then

appends (n − k) parity symbols to each block. Each symbol is composed of m bits,

and the maximum block length is nmax = 2m − 1 in units of symbols. By the use of

shortened RS codes, any small value can be chosen for n, hence providing a great

flexibility in the system design. The symbol errors whose locations can be exactly

identified at the decoder are referred to as symbol erasures. An (n, k) RS code can

correct up to
⌊

n−k
2

⌋

symbol errors and (n−k) erasures, where ⌊x⌋ denotes the largest

integer no greater than x. It has been pointed out that block codes are perfectly

suited for error protection against burst errors since they are maximum distance

separable codes, and no other codes can reconstruct symbol erasures from a smaller

number of correctly-received code symbols [180]. In [172], the channel code rate,

k/n, together with the INTRA refresh rate are considered the two most significant

system parameters. A framework modeling the entire video communication system,

including the video source coder, FEC, interleaving, and error concealment, is devel-

oped and optimized through selecting appropriate system parameters under different

channel conditions.
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Error protection can also be implemented using packet-level FEC schemes, which

provide an efficient way to combat packet loss, even though the perfect recovery

may be not guaranteed [181]. As shown in Fig. 6.3, block of packets (BOP) are first

constructed, each containing k information data packets and (n− k) parity packets.

An RS encoder generates (n − k) parity symbols from the k information symbols

that are contained in k different information packets and all located in the same

position relative to the packet. Each of the (n − k) parity symbols is then placed

in the same position in the respective parity packet. The k information symbols

and their corresponding (n− k) parity symbols are represented by the column boxes

enclosed within the red rectangle in Fig. 6.3. Since block coding requires fixed-size

packets in each BOP, each data packet has to be stuffed till the maximum packet

size of the BOP. The BOP size in units of packets can vary from one to the other.

Notice that for a BOP with fixed size n, the number of data packets k determines

the error protection level and thus different transmission priorities can be realized

by adjusting this parameter.

A similar work was done in [182] where RS coding across packets is implemented

to scalable coded bitstreams.

In [183], an adaptive encoding structuring scheme is proposed. A hypothetical

distortion that considers channel errors is first estimated at the encoder using a video

packet loss model. Error resilience mechanisms are then adaptively introduced to

the encoded bitstream to satisfy the distortion requirement. Error protection using

FEC is further considered, and the video packet loss model is modified to take into
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account the error recovery of FEC. A media-dependent adaptive FEC protection

scheme is designed by tracking the modified hypothetical distortion. For simplicity,

(k +1, k) FEC code is used, where rapid XOR-based FEC is implemented instead of

the general RS coding technique. To guarantee the crucial information data always

get protected from error corruption, a packet is always protected using FEC whenever

it contains the picture or slice header information.

In [6], high-priority protection is addressed to the base layer. Multi-levels of error

protection using FEC are addressed to protect the embedded FGS bitstream of the

enhancement layer. In particular, the more significant bit planes in the enhancement

layer automatically benefit from more error protection due to the entropy coding

properties. Each source bit plane together with its FEC bits are assumed to be

encapsulated into one packet. The entropy coding assigns shorter VLC (variable

length coding) codes to the more significant bit planes. Hence, if the packet size is

fixed, the more significant bit planes can obtain better error protection due to the

larger amount of FEC bits for error protection stuffed to the respective packets.

Two parameters are critical for erasure packet networks: the packet loss ratio

pB and the average burst length LB, as formulated in Eqn. (6.1) and (6.2) for the

Gilbert channel model. In [184], the packet transmission behavior is modelled as a

renewal error process, and thus both pB and LB can be easily derived if FEC is used

in the packet level for error protection. From the derived model, it can be observed

that: (1) For a given FEC code (n, k), the packet loss ratio pB increases with k as

the amount of protection decreases; (2) FEC protection becomes less efficient for
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burst loss traffic. When a very large amount of protection is used, the burst length

LB stays close to k. With the decrease of the amount of protection, LB is getting

closer to the real channel burst length pattern. If the amount of error protection is

in between, a maximum exists for LB which is less pronounced for burst packet loss.

A JSCC rate-shaping method is developed in [185], aiming to achieve the optimal

rate-distortion performance. The bitstream generated by both the source coding

and the channel coding in the application layer is passed through a rate shaper to

satisfy the channel bandwidth requirement. The rate shaper fulfills its shaping task

by selectively sending a certain portion of the bitstream to the channel. The rate

shaping is done in a rate-distortion optimization manner.

An adaptive JSCC scheme is proposed in [186], where MDC is used for unequal

error protection. It takes into account the concealment strategy at the decoder. A

macroblock is protected only if the error concealment performance is expected to

be significantly poorer than that of error protection through the use of multiple de-

scription codes. For macroblocks to be protected, motion vectors in the inter-coding

mode and the DC coefficients in the intra-coding mode are repeated in two chan-

nels, while the remaining DCT coefficients are quantized using a multiple description

scalar quantizer [76]. This enables that less than twice the amount of information is

needed to be sent over the two channels.

Back channel information is helpful for FEC schemes since error protection can

be used adaptively to variable channel characteristics. An adaptive FEC error pro-

tection scheme by using back channel information is presented in [187], where the
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Fig. 6.4. Layered FEC for layered source coding data

channel loss process is modelled as a continuous time Markov chain. The use of FEC

will inevitably cause transmission delay, since channel decoding can only proceed af-

ter receiving the complete BOP data. Hence, a trade-off exists between the time

delay and the data loss rate. In [187], an analytical model that captures both time

delay and data loss rate of the lossy channels is established, helping determine the

number of parity packets for FEC based on the feedback information.

Independent work has been reported by [188] and [189], where layered FEC

schemes are proposed for video multicast over heterogeneous networks. A pseudo-

ARQ mechanism is further introduced to extend FEC to hybrid FEC/ARQ tech-

niques in [188]. In this work, ARQ is simulated by continuously transmitting delayed

parity packets from the sender to additional multicast groups.

As shown in Fig. 6.4, for k data packets, the (n − k) parity packet data can

be partitioned into several layers of FEC codes, with each layer still possessing the
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maximum distance separable (MDS) property. A receiver can subscribe to one or

more layers to obtain a specific error protection level to adapt to its own channel

features such as bandwidth and packet loss conditions. For protecting layered source

data that are generated by a scalable source coder, the FEC layers can be partitioned

into different sets, each protecting a different layer of the source data. For a receiver,

it is only needed to determine to how many FEC layers are to subscribe from each

set, based on the receiver’s channel characteristics. The layered FEC technique is

particularly suitable for video multicast applications due to the extremely diversity

of the communications channels between the sender and its receivers. The trade-

off between delay and transmission quality needs to be balanced to satisfy various

receiver requests.

6.1.3 ITU-T Standard - H.263+

ITU-T Recommendation H.263 Version 2, abbreviated as H.263+, is the very

first video coding standard to support both circuit-switched and packet-switched

networks [56]. In particular, H.263+ includes some significant features that are

most suitable to very low data rate video coding. The recommendation specifies

sixteen negotiable coding options, denoted as annexes, to further improve coding

efficiency and support additional capabilities including error resilience and error

protection. Many features provided in H.263+, especially the features provided

in the annexes, have been modified and included in the most recent video coding

standard H.264/AVC [37].
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A. Video Compression Features in H.263+

H.263+ includes a hybrid video compression mechanism where DCT and motion

compensation techniques are used. For each frame of a given video sequence, H.263+

first partitions it into macroblocks, each containing 16×16 pixels. One macroblock is

further divided into four 8×8 blocks, and the two-dimensional DCT is implemented in

the block level. H.263+ allows INTRA/INTER mode decision made in a macroblock-

by-macroblock basis. Except the very first frame of the sequence encoded in INTRA

mode, which is denoted as I frame, all the remaining frames are either P picture in

forward prediction mode, or B picture in bi-directional prediction mode. A single row

or multiple consecutive rows of macroblocks can be grouped into a Group of Block

(GOB). Thus the video syntax of H.263+ is arranged in a hierarchical structure with

four primary layers, in the order of from the top to the bottom being picture, GOB,

macroblock, and block.

Annex D, Annex F, and Annex I are three optional mechanisms regarding the

coding efficiency performance improvement. The unrestricted motion vector mode,

known as Annex D in the standard recommendation, allows motion vectors to point

outside the pictures, and it also extends the range of motion vectors from the default

value [−16, 15.5] to [−32, 31.5].

The advanced prediction mode, known as Annex F, provides the one/four motion

vector selection for each macroblock. In the default mode of H.263+, one motion

vector is associated with one macroblock, and a differential coding scheme is used.
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Fig. 6.5. H.263+ motion vector prediction

As shown in Fig. 6.5, the motion vector predictor for the current macroblock is the

median value of three candidate predictors from the neighboring macroblocks. Only

the difference between the current motion vector and the predictor is coded and

transmitted.

If the four-motion-vector mode is turned on by Annex F, a motion vector is

obtained for each of the four blocks in one macroblock, and motion prediction is used

to each motion vector associated with each block. At the same time, the overlapped

block motion compensation (OBMC) scheme is used, where motion compensation is

implemented by a weighted sum of three motion compensated predictions for each

luminance block. Each motion compensated prediction is specified by the respective

motion vector associated with the current block or one of the two designated adjacent

blocks.

The advanced INTRA coding mode, referred to as Annex I, focuses on the im-

provement in coding efficiency for the macroblocks coded in INTRA mode. By

turning on Annex I, a prediction for an INTRA block to encode is obtained first
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from the neighboring INTRA blocks. Moreover, the modified inverse quantization

for INTRA coefficients is used, and a separate Variable Length Coding (VLC) table

is designed.

The annexes regarding coding efficiency in H.263+ aim to further remove the

redundancy inherit in the bitstream than as is in the default mode, which results

in more dependency across different portions of the bitstream. If a macroblock is

damaged by channel errors, it is more likely to cause error propagation through

motion compensation and differential coding.

B. Error Resilience Features in H.263+

H.263+ provides annexes that are related with error resilience, including Annex

K - slice structured mode, Annex N - reference picture selection mode, and Annex

R - independent segment decoding (ISD) mode.

Annex K introduces the slice structure to replace the original GOB layer in the

syntax. When the slice structure is exploited, every macroblock in a frame is assigned

to one and only one slice. There are two submodes in Annex K: the rectangular slice

submode (RS) and the arbitrary slice ordering submode (ASO). A slice can be either

a rectangular area in units of macroblocks, or contain a sequence of macroblocks in

lexicographic order, which is indicated by the RS submode. In contrast, all the slices

of one frame can be encoded in lexicographic order, or in any arbitrary order, which

is designated by the ASO submode. To guarantee the arbitrarily ordered slices to be

successfully decoded when ASO submode is turned on, Annex K prohibits motion
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vector prediction, OBMC, and the Advanced INTRA coding mode indicated by

Annex I from being implemented across slice boundaries. Annex K provides a more

flexible structure, compared to GOBs, so that frames can be segmented into slices

at needed. Moreover, the headers of slices can be used as resynchronization points

in the bitstream. Notice that Annex K does not prevent dependency across slice

boundaries in the reference picture for motion prediction purposes.

By turning on Annex R, dependency across different segments in one picture

can be further prevented. Annex R regards a single GOB, a number of consecutive

GOBs, or one slice as one segment. Besides the same constraints imposed on the

segment as on the slice in Annex K, Annex R requires that the segmentation for all

frames that use motion estimation shall be the same as that in its reference picture.

However, although Annex R allows each segment to be decoded independently at

the receiver, the encoding process of the segment is not completely independent as

long as motion estimation is used. Therefore, Annex R effectively prevents spatial

error propagation, but it cannot prevent temporal error propagation if a segment

contains INTER-mode macroblocks.

Annex N provides a method known as “NEWPRED”, allowing the encoder to

choose the reference picture for the INTER picture prediction. There are two sce-

narios in this optional mode, depending on whether the back channel information is

available or not. If a feedback channel is available, the encoding process can exploit

the information to select the known-as-correctly transmitted picture or segments

for prediction. Back channel messages are returned either through VideoMux sub-
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Fig. 6.6. Video Redundancy Coding (VRC) with two threads and
three frames per thread

mode, where the decoder uses the same channel as the encoder to transmit the back

information in the opposite direction, or by using a separate back channel.

Under the circumstances where information can only be transported in one di-

rection, Annex N employs the so-called Video Redundancy Coding (VRC) method

to suppress the temporal error propagation, as described in Fig. 6.6. VRC breaks a

given source video sequence into more than one threads. Every picture is assigned to

one of the threads, and thus each thread has a lower frame rate compared to that of

the source video. Within a regular interval, all the threads are encoded separately,

independent of each other, and then a Sync Frame is inserted regularly to merge

the threads. Notice that the Sync Frame can be decoded even if only one thread

within the interval of two Sync Frames stays intact. Therefore, if some threads are

destroyed, the decoder can depend on those successfully received ones to reconstruct

the bitstream. For example, in Fig. 6.6, if the fourth picture is lost or damaged, the

second thread will not be used for the Sync Frame prediction.
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H.263+ also includes Annex H - forward error correction for coded video signal for

error protection by binary BCH codes (Bose-Chaudhuri-Hochquenghem codes). It is

inevitable that the use of annexes for robust transmission will result in a substantial

penalty with respect to coding efficiency. Therefore, it is worthy to know how the

combination of the above annexes affects the overall performance of H.263+ coders

in terms of the coding efficiency as well as the error resilience of the bitstream.

Notice that scalable coding is also supported by H.263+, which is mainly specified

in Annex O - temporal, SNR, and spatial scalability mode.

6.2 Compression Optimization

In this chapter, we focus on the video codec with a fixed encoding data rate. All

the source video sequences are in QCIF format, that is, each frame has 176 × 144

pixels, thus containing 11×9 macroblocks. Also, all videos are in 4:2:0 YUV format,

i.e., 12 bits/pixel. For instance, if a given source video is encoded at 56 kbps and 6

fps, the data rate of the source video is (12×176×144)×6 = 9, 123, 840 bps, and the

compression ratio is 9, 123, 840/56, 000 = 32.5, i.e., the video can be represented by

0.375 bits/pixel.

6.2.1 Evaluation of Annexes of H.263+ for Source Coding

As we discussed in Subsection 6.1.3, H.263+ provides optional modes that are

related to coding efficiency and modes that are related to error resilience as well. In
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this subsection, we will evaluate the combinations of five major annexes, referenced

as Annex D, F, I, K, and N, to investigate how their combination affects the coding

efficiency and the error resilient capabilities of the bitstream.

We know that Annex D, F, and I are the three annexes regarding the coding

efficiency improvement. These optional modes aim to further remove the redundancy

inherit in the bitstream than as is in the default mode, resulting in more dependency

across different parts of the bitstream. Hence, the use of these annexes is more likely

to cause error propagation through motion compensation and differential coding.

Annexes K and N, on the other hand, are two optional modes to introduce error

resilience to the H.263+ bitstream. The use of these annexes concerning robust

transmission will inevitably result in a substantial penalty with respect to coding

efficiency. Therefore, it is worthy to know how the combination of the above annexes

affects the overall performance of H.263+ coders in balancing the coding efficiency

and the error resilience of the bitstream.

In Fig. 6.7, we illustrate the performance of the H.263+ source coder with and

without Annex D, F, I, K, and N turned on. Simulation results are obtained by

using the video sequence foreman in QCIF format coded at frame rate of 6 fps and

data rate of 56 kbps. The blue curve in the figure denotes the PSNR of each frame

without the annexes in use, while the red curve indicates the results with all the

five annexes on. It can be observed that the coding scheme with annexes in use

achieves a little better performance, about 0.8 dB improvement in average. Notice

that we leave the range of the motion vectors as the default value in the above two
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experiments, which is denoted as 63×63 in the figure referring to the search area size

for motion estimation. Furthermore, we take advantage of Annex D to extend the

motion vector range to twice as large, which is denoted as 127× 127. It is expected

to achieve a better video quality by exploiting a larger search range since we have

much more motion vector candidates to choose from, while at the price of paying

more computation complexity. It turns out that almost the same quality level is

obtained by the use of Annex D, which is believed to be a result of the mutual

effects of different annexes with different functionalities.

Moreover, the above experiments are used to six other video sequences with a

variety of motion change characteristics. Statistics are summarized in Table 6.1.

The first column under each experiment presents the PSNR value averaged over the

entire sequence, and the second column indicates the standard deviation of PSNR

versus frame number. Table 6.1 demonstrates almost consistent results as obtained

from foreman.

In summary, the combination of the efficient coding annexes with the error re-

silient annexes results in an overall compression performance similar to or slightly

better than turning off the annexes. Considering the critical role that the error

resilience capability of the bitstream plays for video transmission over error prone

environment, we will leave all the five annexes on simultaneously in the following

experiments.
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Table 6.1
Evaluation of annexes of H.263+ over different video sequences

Annexes off Annexes DFIKN on Annexes DFIKN on

63×63 63×63 127×127

Video Average Standard Average Standard Average Standard

PSNR deviation PSNR deviation PSNR deviation

(dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB)

claire 42.94 1.20 42.64 1.25 42.63 1.25

mthrdgthr 39.47 1.51 39.64 1.37 39.68 1.34

salesman 37.74 2.51 38.05 2.31 38.41 2.52

wireless 33.79 2.82 34.10 2.79 34.12 2.84

vfa 32.50 3.79 32.79 3.19 32.80 3.18

foreman 31.44 1.76 32.27 1.64 32.30 1.64

Laura 27.68 2.30 27.63 2.35 27.62 2.34
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6.2.2 Evaluation of Rate-Distortion Operational Behavior of H.263+

In the previous subsection, the coding proceeds at one data rate. In this subsec-

tion, we evaluate the performance of the H.263+ codec and its annexes at various

data rates through examining the rate-distortion behavior of H.263+. Instead of

obtaining a distortion metric versus different data rates, average PSNR values are

used to measure the decoded video quality, and hence the PSNR value curves rise

with the increase of the data rates allocated to the source encoder.

As before, we use the H.263+ encoder to all seven video sequences with various

motion change complexities. As shown in Fig. 6.8, each sequence is coded twice at

one data rate, with and without the annexes in use in each case, and the PSNR

values of a decoded video are obtained and averaged over the entire sequence.

Again, we observe similar results that the encoder with all the five annexes turned

on performs a little better, but the improvement is very limited. However, if we use

all the annexes, the H.263+ source coder can achieve a much higher degree of error

resilience while maintaining the same level of coding efficiency compared to the case

of no annexes turned on.

In addition, different video sequences have shown different distortions at a fixed

data rate. For coding a source video at a particular data rate, the larger the PSNR

value, the less motion activities the source video usually has, and thus the easier

the video is to represent. In our experiments, claire is the simplest video sequence,
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while Laura is the most complex one for it includes many scene changes and zoom-

in-zoom-out motion changes that are hard to represent by motion compensation.

6.2.3 Evaluation of INTRA Refresh Period

In H.263+, INTRA/INTER decision is made in a macroblock-by-macroblock ba-

sis. As we discussed, without considering the robustness of the bitstream, the source

coder usually chooses INTRA/INTER modes based on a rate-distortion sense. For

the sake of robustness of the bitstream, however, it is likely to choose INTRA mode

more frequently since INTRA macroblocks can serve as a resynchronization point

and completely stop temporal error propagation. Nevertheless, coding efficiency will

inevitably suffer from the more INTRA mode assignment for not taking advantage

of motion compensation.

The macroblocks that are selected as INTER mode first by the source coder but

then forced to be INTRA for the sake of robustness are referred to as forced INTRA

macroblocks. In this subsection, we will examine how the forced INTRA mode affects

the source coding efficiency. Later in this chapter, we will use the forced INTRA

mode as an error resilience approach and present an evaluation of its performance

over lossy wireless channels.

As we discussed, forced INTRA mode can be set in an adaptive way based on the

video content or the channel condition if feedback channel information is available,

or both, or just set regularly determined by the INTRA refreshment period in units

of time. If INTRA refreshment is equal to 1/3 seconds, say, for encoding a video
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at frame rate of 6 fps, then every macroblock is forced to be INTRA mode exactly

once every 1/3 seconds or every 2 frames. In other words, half of the macroblocks

of every frame is coded as INTRA mode in average.

The percentage of naturally chosen INTRA mode, forced INTRA mode, and

INTER mode macroblocks of each frame when encoding foreman at 56 kbps, 6 fps

and with INTRA refresh period 1/3≈0.3 seconds is shown in Fig. 6.9. Considering

the complex motion change nature of foreman and the terribly low percentage of

nature INTRA macroblocks, we learn that INTER mode is much likely to be chosen

by the encoder to efficiently represent the video data, implying that the use of forced

INTRA might greatly impact the coding efficiency.
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In Fig. 6.10, results of decoded video qualities are presented at different INTRA

refresh periods. Statistics are still collected over seven video sequences. With the

increase of INTRA refresh period, less INTRA modes are selected, and thus the

videos are encoded in a more efficient way, resulting in higher average PSNR values

of the decoded pictures. Furthermore, for those video sequences with very few motion

changes such as claire, mother-daughter, and salesman, we can observe a more than

5 dB improvement if the INTRA refresh period is released from 1/6 secs to 1.5 secs.

For those videos with much more complex motion characteristics, in contrast, such

as Laura, forced INTRA mode has a limited impact on the coding performance, since

even without forced INTRA selection, the encoder still prefers to INTRA because of

the weak motion relationship between consecutive frames.

6.2.4 Matching Points between Rate-Distortion and INTRA Refresh

Moreover, we would like to know how much we have to pay for the introduction

of forced INTRA modes regarding the coding data rates. We notice that the rate-

distortion curves in Fig. 6.8 are obtained with the INTRA refreshment period set

to the default value - 1 second but at a variety of coding data rates. In contrary,

the INTRA refresh curves described in Fig. 6.10 are obtained over various INTRA

refresh periods but at a fix data rate. With the decrement of the INTRA refresh

period, the average PSNR value decreases accordingly, which is equivalent to a source

coding process using a less data rate but keeping the INTRA refresh period constant.

In other words, we introduce more error resilience to the bitstream by choosing
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INTRA modes more frequently at a price of sacrificing data rates for pure source

coding. Alternatively, we can choose a larger INTRA refresh period, achieving a

better compression performance so that the same distortion can be obtained at a

lower data rate and the remaining bits can be used for error protection using FEC.

The goal here is to match the PSNR of the source coder with error resilience to a

(lower bandwidth) version of the source coder without error resilience and additional

FEC to match the final data rates.

Fig. 6.11 demonstrates how many bits have to be dropped if we choose more

INTRA modes. The data in the figure are obtained by locating the “matching

points” between the operational rate-distortion curves and the distortion-INTRA

refresh period curves. For wireless, for example, if it is encoded at 56 kbps and

INTRA refresh period of 0.5 seconds, the average PSNR value of the decoded pictures

are around 33 dB, whereas it only requires 43 kbps to achieve the same performance

with INTRA refresh 1 sec. Hence if error resilience is realized by INTRA refresh, 13

kbps in data rate has to be sacrificed.

6.3 Transmission over Wireless Lossy Channel Optimization

We have discussed that video transmission over wireless lossy channels suffers

from burst bit errors caused by channel fading, which requires suitable methods to

improve the robustness of the bitstream to combat the damages. We have mentioned

three essential schemes in Subsection 1.1.5 of Chapter 1 to combat channel errors:

error resilience, error control coding, and error concealment. The key problem we
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Fig. 6.12. Parameters related to joint source and channel coding optimization

need to solve is to decide the optimal bit allocation between source coding and

channel coding, as well as the optimal bit allocation to introduce appropriate error

resilience among the source coding elements. We fix the total data rate of the

entire system, and evaluate different parameter settings for error resilience features

within the source coding stage and FEC for channel coding under different channel

conditions, as shown in Fig. 6.12.

In Fig. 6.12, the total data rate assigned to the encoder is denoted as the payload

data rate, which includes the data rate allocated to the header information of pack-

etization, the video data rate to source coding, and the rest data rate to FEC in the
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Fig. 6.13. A packet containing four slots

application layer for error protection. As shown in Fig. 6.13, bitstream generated

by the source encoder is first packetized, with each packet including several equally

sized slots. FEC realized by Reed-Solomon coding is then implemented across slots,

and the parity slots are then grouped into packets and output to the bitstream.

Error resilience is introduced to the bitstream in the source coding stage, espe-

cially by exploiting INTRA refresh, slice structure (Annex K), and reference picture

selection mode (Annex N). In particular, we are interested in adjusting the INTRA

refresh period and the size of slice in order to achieve an optimal trade-off between

source coding efficiency and error resilience capabilities.

On the other hand, error control coding is implemented in the channel coding

stage of the encoder. At this stage we employ FEC to introduce additional redun-

dancy to the bitstream. We use Reed-Solomon (RS) coding as the FEC method. As

we discussed in Subsection 6.1.2, Reed-Solomon codes are maximum distance sepa-

rable codes, i.e., they are the only codes that are able to reconstruct erased symbols

by knowing a small number of symbols at the decoder. We use Reed-Solomon coding

across packets. The bitstream generated by source coding is first packetized accord-

ing to the designated packet size, with each packet containing a fix number of slots
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determined by the slot length. Reed-Solomon coded parity packets are then gen-

erated and transmitted following the information packets. Our system adaptively

determines the total data rate of Reed-Solomon codes by obtaining the ratio of the

coded video source data rate by the total payload data rate. The packet size is a crit-

ical parameter, since for the scenario of video transmission over burst bit error lossy

channels, the smaller the packet is, the less chance it is impacted by channel errors,

but the more bits the header information for packetization is to cost. Moreover, we

implement interleaving across slots to mitigate the effects of burst bit errors, and

hence slot length and latency become two important parameters, where the value of

latency determines the length of a time window within which we realize the inter-

leaving. We cannot assign a too large latency although it will benefit the interleaving

procedure, since video streaming is very time sensitive. In summary, packet size, slot

length, and latency are three elements that we are going to be concerned with for

the channel coding stage.

Further more, there are three modes for error protection by error control coding:

None Error Protection, NEP, where error resilience is the only mechanism for the

concern of the error robustness of the bitstream and no additional error protection

is placed; Equal Error Protection, EEP, where all the information data produced by

source coding are equally protected by FEC; Unequal Error Protection, UEP, where

error protection is only used for a portion of the bitstream, or different data rates

of FEC codes are used for different portions. Usually, if UEP is used, the bitstream

is broken into two flows - higher priority data and lower priority data, where the
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former flow is protected by a chunk of channel codes yet the latter one with no

channel coding protection. By the use of UEP, the available data rates can be better

taken advantage of by giving more protection to those data that are critical to the

decoding procedure.

Moreover, we designed two sub-modes for UEP, UEP-1 and UEP-2. UEP-1 in-

cludes header information together with motion vectors in the higher priority flow,

while UEP-2 includes header information, motion vectors, as well as slice-wise IN-

TRA data in the higher priority flow. As discussed before, INTRA refresh data can

stop temporal error propagation and thus play a more significant role than INTER

data regarding error resilience. In UEP-2, we intended to place INTRA data into

higher priority flow in units of macroblocks. Nevertheless, since the entire bitstream

is divided into two flows, every segment of data in each flow has to be facilitated a

header to indicate its relative position in the original bitstream. Therefore, we ex-

ploit a larger segment - slice to reduce the additional header information demanded

by the operation of flow partition. If a slice contains at least one INTRA mode

macroblock, the whole slice is taken as a part of the higher priority data. However,

since the average percentage of the INTRA macroblocks in each slice fluctuates a lot

from one frame to the other, the bit allocation between two flows cannot maintain a

steady level, as observed from Fig. 6.14 and Fig. 6.15, where the percentages of the

two flows for each frame are presented when the H.263+ coder is used to encoding

claire and foreman respectively.
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Notice that error concealment is used in our experiments to reduce the effects of

channel residual errors, but it is beyond of the interests of our evaluation.

Three different channel conditions are considered: good channel condition with

BER (bit error rate) level at 10−5, average channel condition with BER at 10−4,

and poor channel condition with BER at 10−3. Firstly, we will exploit the matching

points, which are discussed in Subsection 6.2.4, to compare the performance of error

resilience realized by forced INTRA with that of error control coding realized by

Reed-Solomon coding for video transmission under the first two conditions. Secondly,

we will see that if channel condition is very poor, the decoded video quality is

unacceptable without employing error protection by channel coding. At this time,

we will adjust the encoder parameters to achieve an optimal combination for error

protection. Finally, we will derive several metrics to measure the distortion caused

by channel errors as opposed to the average PSNR value.

6.3.1 Matching Points between Error Resilience and Error Control Cod-

ing

Recall that we obtain matching points by comparing two different schemes

designed for robust video transmission in an error-prone environment in Subsec-

tion 6.2.4, one of which exploits INTRA refresh to introduce error resilience to the

bitstream, while the other uses less forced INTRA in order to save data rates for error

protection by error control coding. The matching points are achieved in a manner

that guarantees both of the schemes demonstrate the same decoded video quality
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for video transmission in an error-free environment. In this subsection, we exploit

the matching points to evaluate and compare these two schemes regarding the error

robustness performance of video transmission over an error-prone environment.

We choose mother-daughter and wireless for simulation, as typical representatives

of two categories of source videos - the former one with a low amount of movement

while the latter one with more complex motion changes and several scene changes.

Since channel bit error occurs in a random way, all statistics are obtained over 10

runs. Moreover, considering that there are only 300 frames in mother-daughter,

and thus the generated bitstream is not long enough to demonstrate the corruption

impacted by channel burst bit errors, we concatenate mother-daughter five times to

create a 1500-frame video sequence.

For all the simulations, we encode the source videos at a total data rate 56 kbps

and a frame rate 6 fps. We choose two matching points for wireless corresponding

to INTRA refresh period equal to 1/3 and 0.5 seconds, and three matching points

for mother-daughter corresponding to INTRA refresh of 1/6, 1/3, and 0.5 seconds

respectively. As to the error protection by error control coding, the EEP mode is

used, i.e., the entire bitstream is equally likely to be protected by error control codes.

Simulation results of wireless are given in Fig. 6.16 and Fig. 6.17, each demon-

strating the performances of two schemes at a special matching point under a par-

ticular channel condition. The curves in the figure illustrate the PSNR values versus

frame numbers, where the red curves denote the PSNR values obtained when error-

free, and the blue ones show the PSNR when error presents. If no error occurs, it is
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observed that the two schemes obtain exactly the same rate distortion performance.

Whenever an error occurs, blue curves will drop from the red curve, thus indicating

the corruption caused by lossy channels.

In Fig. 6.16, the coded bitstreams are transmitted over the good channel with

BER of 10−5, and the coding parameters for both two schemes are set as in Table 6.2.

It can be observed that at this matching point with INTRA refresh period equal to

0.5 seconds, there is no error occurred when the EEP mode, i.e., the error control

coding scheme is used, while there is some tiny errors occurred when the NEP, i.e.,

the error resilience scheme realized by forced INTRA is used. Considering that the

frequency of error occurrence is so few and the lasting time of each error period

is so small, the resulting errors by the use of the NEP mode can be ignored. As

is discussed, the NEP mode does not require additional delays at the server and

additional software at the client, and also completely compliant with the standard.

Therefore, based on the results shown in Fig. 6.16, it can be concluded that if the

channel condition is good enough, we can approach error protection by using an

appropriate error resilience scheme.

Fig. 6.17 shows the results when the bitstreams are transmitted under average

channel condition with BER of 10−4. We notice that if we still use the matching

point when INTRA refresh is equal to 0.5 seconds, errors will occur to both schemes.

When the INTRA refresh is down to 1/3 seconds, there is no error occurred when

employing the EEP scheme, as shown in Fig. 6.17, since more error protection is

used by allocating more bits to the error control codes. The corresponding coding
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parameters are set as in Table 6.3. For the NEP scheme, however, even half of the

macroblocks are forced to be encoded in INTRA mode, errors are hit much more

frequently when the channel condition gets worse. We notice that each error lasts a

very short time period because of frequent INTRA refresh. Nevertheless, since error

resilience schemes have no capability to correct errors, if the BER of lossy channels

gets larger, errors will occur more frequently. Therefore, we need to use error control

coding for error protection for an average channel condition.

In summary, the error resilience scheme is easy to implement, but it works well

only under good channel conditions. When the channel conditions get worse, we

have to employ error control codes to improve the reliability of the bitstream. From

the experimental results, we also notice that if the channel condition is not very bad,

we can achieve a very good error protection performance by using a small portion of

Reed-Solomon code data rate.

6.3.2 Error Protection by FEC under Poor Channel Condition

As is observed from the previous section, with the increase of the BER of the

wireless channel, error protection only by the error resilience scheme results in an

unacceptable decoding video quality. For the poor channel condition where the

BER is equal to 10−3, we have to use error control coding to obtain a better error

reliability performance for the bitstream. On the other hand, we know that an (n, k)

Reed-Solomon code can correct up to
⌊

n−k
2

⌋

symbol errors and up to (n− k) symbol

erasures, or combinations thereof with each error counting as two erasures. If the
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Table 6.2
System parameters for Wireless transmitted over good channel con-
dition of BER 10−5

Payload Video INTRA Slice Latency Packet Slot

data data refresh size (secs) size length

rate rate (secs) (mbs) (bytes) (bytes)

(b/s) (b/s)

NEP 56,000 55,520 0.5 33 1 1,452 1,452

EEP 56,000 43,350 3.0 33 1 1,452 320

Table 6.3
System parameters for Wireless transmitted over average channel
condition of BER 10−4

Payload Video INTRA Slice Latency Packet Slot

data data refresh size (secs) size length

rate rate (secs) (mbs) (bytes) (bytes)

(b/s) (b/s)

NEP 56,000 52,800 1/3 33 1 1,452 320

EEP 56,000 37,546 3.0 33 1 1,452 320
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BER of the lossy channel gets much larger beyond the error correction capability

of the Reed-Solomon codes, the error control codes become ineffective and thus the

decoding visual performance will seriously degrade. As is shown in Fig. 6.18(a), we

leave the coding parameters set as in the first row of Table 6.4, which are almost

the same as that in Table. 6.3 except that we allocate 2kbps more data rate for the

error control codes, but increase the BER of the channel from 10−4 up to 10−3. It

can be observed that even though we use more error protection for the bitstream,

the decoding video quality is terribly corrupted by the lossy channel burst errors.

As discussed at the beginning of this section, we can adjust the coding and pack-

etization parameters to obtain a better performance as shown in Fig. 6.18(b), with

the coding parameters set as in the second row of Table 6.4. From our experiments,

we find out that there are two parameters that are most critical to the error reliabil-

ity performance of the bitstream - INTRA refresh period and latency. By adjusting

the INTRA refresh period, we can introduce more error resilience elements to the

bitstream. Therefore, with combination of error resilience and error control coding

schemes, we can exploit INTRA refresh to prevent error propagation and gain resyn-

chronization in case the error control codes become ineffective. On the other hand,

as we discussed at the beginning of this section, interleaving across slots can decen-

tralize error effect and thus is very suitable to deal with burst errors. The higher the

latency is, the larger window we can exploit to implement the interleaving, and thus

the better decoding video quality can be achieved. We have to admit that, however,

interleaving has two negative effects - large latency requires large memory at both
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encoder and decoder as well as large time delay for the encoding process. As shown

in Fig. 6.18(b), we decrease the INTRA refresh from 3 seconds to 0.5 seconds, and

increase the latency from 1 second to 4 seconds, with the other parameters remaining

the same as the worse case. At this time, we achieve a very good performance even

though the BER of the channel is as high as 10−3.

For video transmission over good and average channel conditions, we have already

shown that a small portion of error control codes can achieve good error reliability

and thus EEP is enough for error protection. While for the poor channel condition,

it is worthy to take a look at the UEP mode since more error protection by error

control coding is demanded. By adopting the UEP mode, it is possible to save

more data rates for the source coding since only a portion of the data needs to be

protected, so that the overall distortion is possible to be reduced.

The experimental results implemented by UEP-1 submode are given in

Fig. 6.19(a), while the results by UEP-2 submode given in Fig. 6.19(b), with the

coding and packetization parameters set in Table 6.5. Notice that we remain all the

other parameters exactly the same as in Table 6.4 with EEP, except that we allocate

more data rate for the source video coding since less amount of data are protected.

It can be observed that the decoding video quality by UEP-1 is not acceptable, while

with UEP-2, since we protect the header information, motion vectors, together with

the slice-wise INTRA data, we achieve a much better performance regarding the

error reliability of the bitstream. However, it can be observed from Fig. 6.19(b) that

almost every frame has been impacted by channel errors with UEP-2 since only a
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Table 6.4
System parameters for Wireless transmitted over poor channel con-
dition of BER 10−3 with EEP mode

Payload Video INTRA Slice Latency Packet Slot

data data refresh size (secs) size length

rate rate (secs) (mbs) (bytes) (bytes)

(b/s) (b/s)

Worse 56,000 35,000 3.0 11 1 1,452 320

Better 56,000 35,000 0.5 11 4 1,452 320

portion of the data are protected. We have to admit that the subject visual quality

of the error effects that are caused by source coding due to source quantization is

different from that caused by channel errors. Subjectively, distortion due to source

quantization is more blurring, while distortion due to channel errors is deforming

since the lost of synchronization results in block shifting. In particular, if a series

of frames are consecutively corrupt by channel errors, the visual quality is very an-

noying. Therefore, if the channel condition is very bad, we need to make use of

the combination of error resilience and error control coding for error protection, and

all the information would better be protected. Notice that it is not wise to draw a

conclusion that EEP might achieve a better performance than the UEP mode, since

UEP mode depends on the design of the flow partition schemes.
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Table 6.5
System parameters for Wireless transmitted over poor channel con-
dition of BER 10−3 with UEP mode

Payload Video INTRA Slice Latency Packet Slot

data data refresh size (secs) size length

rate rate (secs) (mbs) (bytes) (bytes)

(b/s) (b/s)

UEP-1 56,000 40,000 0.5 11 1 1,452 320

UEP-2 56,000 43,000 0.5 11 4 1,452 320
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Fig. 6.18. EEP mode under poor channel condition with BER 10−3 (wireless)
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6.3.3 Metrics to Measure the Distortion Caused by Channel Errors

To evaluate the distortion due to the random wireless burst channel errors, we

develop five metrics as follows:

Metric I: Average degraded PSNR caused by channel error over the entire se-

quence:

DcI =
1

N

N
∑

i=1

|PSNRerror free(i) − PSNRerror hit(i)| , (6.3)

where N denotes the number of coded frames, PSNRerror free(i) denotes the PSNR

value of the ith frame when error free, as indicated by the red curves from Fig. 6.16

through Fig. 6.19, and PSNRerror hit(i) indicates the corresponding PSNR value when

error is presented, as shown by the blue curves in the figures.

Metric II: Average degraded PSNR caused by channel error over those frames

hit by errors:

DcII =
1

Nerror

∑

i∈Qerror

|PSNRerror free(i) − PSNRerror hit(i)| , (6.4)

where Qerror denotes the set of corrupted frames, which is a subset of the set con-

taining the entire sequence of frames Q. We have N = card{Q} and Nerror =

card{Qerror}.

Metric III: Percentage of frames damaged by errors:

DcIII =
Nerror

N
×100%. (6.5)

Metric IV: Probability of error corruption per frame:

DcIV =
merror run length

N
×100%, (6.6)
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where merror run length denotes the number of run-length of consecutive frames that

are corrupted by channel errors. In fact, this metric presents the ratio of the number

of times the transmitted video signal attacked by the channel errors over the total

number of frames. It is the asymptotical probability of the chance that each frame

might be attacked by the channel errors.

Metric V: Average run-length in units of number of frames that are corrupted

by channel error:

DcV =
1

merror run length

merror run length
∑

i=1

li, (6.7)

where li denotes the number of frames falling into the interval
[

t
(i)
1 , t

(i)
2

]

, indicating

the length of the ith run-length of consecutive corrupted frames. For each t ∈

[

t
(i)
1 , t

(i)
2

]

, we have

PSNRerror free(t) > PSNRerror hit(t),

PSNRerror free(t
(i)
1 − 1) = PSNRerror hit(t

(i)
1 − 1), and

PSNRerror free(t
(i)
2 + 1) = PSNRerror hit(t

(i)
2 + 1).

We use the above five metrics to evaluate the distortion due to channel errors for

the experimental results in Fig. 6.18 and Fig. 6.19, where EEP and UEP modes are

adopted respectively under poor channel condition. The evaluation results are given

in Table 6.6 and Table 6.7.

It can be observed that Metric V is closely related to the INTRA refresh parame-

ters, since every time the signal is attacked by channel errors, it is the INTRA coded

data to serve as a resynchronization point to prevent error propagation.
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Table 6.6
Evaluation of error protection modes by various metrics - I

Error protection mode Average PSNR when Average PSNR when

error free (dB) error present (dB)

EEP (better) 30.30 29.95

EEP (worse) 31.05 26.95

UEP-1 31.00 23.00

UEP-2 30.70 28.92
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Table 6.7
Evaluation of error protection modes by various metrics - II

Error Metric I Metric II Metric III Metric IV Metric V

protection (Average (Average (Percentage (Probability (Average

mode channel channel of error of error run-

distortion distortion frames %) corruption length of

overall) when for one corrupted

error > frame) frames)

5dB)

EEP 0.57 9.53 5.09 0.0093 5

(better)

EEP 4.29 11.83 33.12 0.0175 19

(worse)

UEP-1 8.13 10.66 68.83 0.0929 7

UEP-2 1.85 8.60 8.68 0.0317 3
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6.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, we describe the following contributions:

• We have presented a thorough evaluation of the joint source and channel video

coding methodology from two points of view: source coding design for error

resilience and channel coding for error detection and recovery. We investigated

the current ITU-T video compression standard, H.263+, for 3G wireless trans-

mission. In particular, we concentrated on error resilient features provided

within the standard and forward error correction (FEC) to find the optimal

combination of various system parameters under different lossy channel condi-

tions. Furthermore, we investigated new metrics other than the common av-

erage PSNR to evaluate video distortion caused by the combination of source

compression and channel errors.

In our future work, we will explore the combination of the five metrics we devel-

oped to obtain a better evaluation of the overall performance for a joint source and

channel video coding scheme.
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7. ERROR RESILIENCE OF VIDEO TRANSMISSION

BY RATE-DISTORTION OPTIMIZATION AND

ADAPTIVE PACKETIZATION

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter we address the problem of video transmission over packet net-

works. In particular, our schemes are designed to cope with packet loss during

transmission across packet networks [190]. Packet loss can result in quality degra-

dation of the transmitted compressed video stream. As we discussed in the first

chapter, the current video coding standards such as H.263+/H.26L/H.264 use mo-

tion estimation and differential coding, which result in error propagation due to the

widely existing dependency between different parts of the bitstream. This problem

has attracted great attention recently due to the rapid growing demand for Internet

video streaming services [172,182,191].

7.1.1 Overview of Error Resilient Video Coding

As we discussed in Subsection 1.1.5 of Chapter 1, error resilience is an error pro-

tection scheme that introduces error resilient elements at the stage of source coding

to mitigate error propagation. Since source coders aim to reduce both spatial and
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temporal redundancy to obtain an efficient signal representation, two kinds of error

propagation are resulted when video signals are transmitted under an error-prone

environment: spatial error propagation and temporal error propagation. Differential

coding, in-frame prediction, and VLC cause spatial error propagation, while motion

estimation results in temporal propagation. Moreover, since temporal error prop-

agation implies that a certain amount of pixels in the current frame are damaged

due to its referring to the badly decoded pixels in the reference frame, spatial error

propagation that occurs to the reference frame will indirectly cause further temporal

propagation to the current frame and the following inter-coded frames.

Strategies developed for error resilience can be classified into three categories:

(1) Schemes used at the video analysis level of the video source coding stage, to

reduce or completely prevent dependency across different portions of the bitstream

and thus to combat error propagation due to in-picture prediction or motion com-

pensation; (2) Schemes that explicitly introduce redundancy either to reduce the

impact of channel errors or for the sake of error concealment; (3) Schemes devel-

oped at the entropy coding level of the video source coding stage, to combat error

propagation due to the use of VLC. Error resilient entropy coding schemes include

Reversible Variable-Length Coding (RVLC) [192], Error-Resilient Entropy Coding

(EREC) [193], fixed-length coding [194], and semi-fixed-length coding [195]. In this

dissertation, we will mainly focus on the first two schemes. Always, error resilience

is realized at the sacrifice of coding efficiency. It either does not as fully remove
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the redundancy inherent in the video signal as is used by the pure source coding

schemes, or introduces additional redundancy to the bitstream.

It is an effective way to mitigate error propagation by judiciously inserting resyn-

chronization points in the bitstream. Three kinds of information can serve as a

resynchronization point: (1) Header information, including picture header, GOB

header, or slice header; (2) INTRA coded macroblock data; (3) Synchronization

markers in the bitstream. In [196], a bidirectional synchronization scheme is pro-

posed combined with unequal error protection for different bit planes of encoded

digital images. The most frequently used resynchronization point in video coding is

the INTRA coded data in preventing both spatial error propagation and temporal

error propagation. INTRA coded data are completely independent of any other por-

tions of the bitstream. In spite of their error resilient capability of preventing error

propagation, INTRA coded data also contribute to the most bit-consuming portion

in the bitstream since INTRA coding does not use any temporal redundancy inher-

ent in video signals. Where and when to introduce INTRA data to the bitstream

is a significant and attractive problem to obtain the optimal amount of resynchro-

nization data that maximize the end-to-end video quality. Many studies have been

contributed to this problem to wisely introduce INTRA mode for balancing the cod-

ing efficiency and error resilience performance.

INTRA data can be inserted periodically, and the insertion period is determined

by the INTRA refresh rate parameter. Blocks can be INTRA updated in a raster

order, or in an adaptive manner based on the image characteristics and channel con-
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ditions. In [197], an error sensitive metric is designed to characterize three scenarios

of bit errors due to error corruption and error propagation, and INTRA modes are

introduced based on this metric for encoding any macroblock by an H.263+ com-

pliant source encoder. In [198], feedback channel information is exploited for error

tracking. Whenever the decoder detects an error, it notifies the transmitter the

starting address of the damaged macroblock via the feedback channel. The encoder

then marks the entire area that might be affected by the damaged macroblock as

zero-valued, thus preventing the following coded data from further referring to this

area. A low-rate reverse channel is assumed available in [199], where error tracking

is realized by a pixel-based backward motion dependency analysis.

In [183], video quality degradation caused by spatial and temporal error propa-

gation is analytically modelled. Slice headers are inserted if the hypothetical spatial

loss reaches a predefined threshold, and INTRA modes are used if the temporal

loss rate increases above the given threshold. Moreover, an INTRA refresh upper

bound is defined to guarantee that every pixel be INTRA coded within a certain

time period. Both [200] and [182] addressed the decision of INTRA mode using

a rate-distortion optimization framework, where the metrics of distortion take into

account the impact of error propagation. A theoretic model of the overall video

communication framework is presented in [172], where the fixed INTRA update rate

and error control coding rate are considered as the two most critical system param-

eters. Based on this model, the optimal INTRA coding decision is made for a given

channel condition.
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A novel error resilience tool, known as “Scattered Slices,” was presented in the

video standard H.26L [201]. As opposed to the traditional slice structure that con-

tains raster-scan ordered macroblocks, it proposes a slice structure that consists of

macroblocks in a scattered manner such that one block is at least surrounded by

another block that belongs to a different slice. Therefore, if one block is lost as a

result of the loss of its own slice, at least a neighboring block may be available for

the use of error concealment. The new slice structure inevitably reduces the coding

efficiency due to the use of a less efficient in-picture prediction. Nevertheless, it gen-

erally obtains a high-quality error resilience performance at the cost of introducing

less than 10% additional data rate.

A simple example of realizing error resilience by explicitly introducing redundancy

for the sake of error concealment is that motion vectors are also associated with IN-

TRA macroblocks. An error resilience scheme is developed in [202] by using the idea

of data embedding to help implement error concealment. Data embedding, which is

also referred to as data hiding, is a methodology to embed additional information to

a host multimedia signal, usually without requiring additional transmission band-

width and additional storage source [203]. Data embedding can be used to various

applications, including copyright protection and multimedia authentication. The

work in [202] aims to improve error recovery performance by protecting the most

significant information such as motion vectors and macroblock coding modes. The

scheme uses the half-pixel motion estimation mode in video coding standards such as

H.263+ to embed two bits in each motion vector of an INTER-coded macroblock. To
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protect the significant information in the current frame, a certain amount of parity

bits are first generated and then embedded into the following coded frame. These

parity bits can then be extracted at the decoder to help reconstruct the lost data in

the current decoded frame.

In [204] and [205], redundant parity-check motion vectors or DC coefficients are

inserted at the video source coding stage to combat channel burst errors. A Double-

vector Motion Compensation (DMC) scheme is proposed in [206]. Instead of search-

ing for the motion vector only in the adjacent preceding frame, DMC predicts the

current block using the weighted sum of two forward motion compensated blocks

from adjacent two preceding frames. Hence, an acceptable video quality can still be

obtained even if only one reference frame is available, and a much better quality is

obtained if both reference frames are successfully received. Moreover, an efficient

DMC-based error concealment scheme is developed, by observing that the two mo-

tion compensated predictions for a same block are generally quite similar to each

other. Thus one prediction can be used for error concealing the other prediction.

In [207], the importance of bidirectionally predicted frame, i.e., B frame, is in-

depth analyzed. Usually the impact of data loss in B frames is barely noticeable, since

they are isolated by other I or P frames and contain the smallest amount of bits such

that data losses have a lower chance to affect these frames. B frames do not cause

temporal error propagation since they are usually not referenced by other frames.

Moreover, the bidirectionally coded macroblocks sometimes carry both forward and

backward motion vectors that point to the best matched locations in two anchor
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frames. The best matched location in the future reference frame can be backward

tracked to the best matched location in the past reference frame through the B mode

macroblocks. Based on this idea, error concealment can be realized in an inter-frame

manner.

Error resilience realized by DMC is similar to that by the use of B frames, since

basically both of them obtain two motion vectors for one macroblock from two ref-

erence frames. Hence the two best-matched locations in the two anchor frames can

be considered close to each other. Error concealment for data recovery in the anchor

frames can be implemented with the help of the two motion vectors carried by the

same macroblock. Both schemes are motivated from the same concern of improving

coding efficiency, and both are modified for the sake of error resilience.

As we discussed in Subsection 1.1.5 of Chapter 1, Multiple Description Coding

(MDC) provides an efficient coding structure for error resilience such that the de-

coded video quality is only related to the amount of descriptions received instead

of whichever descriptions have been really received. A multiple description motion

coding algorithm is proposed in [208] to enhance the robustness of the motion vec-

tors against transmission errors. The main idea originates from the Overlapping

Block Motion Compensation (OBMC) scheme, which implements motion compen-

sation for each block using the motion vectors associated with the current block as

well as the neighboring blocks. The proposed scheme judiciously partitions the nine

motion vectors belonging to the current block and its eight neighbors into two sets

and transmits them separately over two channels. Motion compensated prediction
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Fig. 7.1. Scalable coding structure and Fine Granularity Scalability (FGS)

can thus be implemented either by the use of the motion vectors in one of the two

sets, which is called side prediction, or by using both of them, if available, to realize

the so-called central prediction. Obviously with central prediction can the decoder

achieve a better reconstruction, whereas a worse but acceptable video quality with

side prediction if one channel has been affected by errors. Moreover, the motion

estimation process is optimized in minimizing the central prediction distortion sub-

ject to the constraints imposed on both the motion vector data rate and the side

prediction distortion by using a Lagrangian optimization technique.

It has been shown that scalable coding is suitable for unequal error protection,

and error resilience in scalable coding has been widely studied [7, 182, 189, 209]. As

shown in Fig. 7.1, the bitstream generated by a layered scalable encoder usually

contains two layers: base layer and enhancement layer. The base layer contains the
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lower resolution or frequency information of a video signal as well as other important

data such as motion vectors, while the enhancement layer includes the refined infor-

mation. In contrast to the multiple descriptions generated by MDC, the base layer

plays a much more significant role. Without the availability of the base layer, the

enhancement layer cannot be decoded. The coding of the base layer is the same as

the non-scalable coding process. For the enhancement layer, two approaches can be

used: the first one only uses the base layer information to obtain the prediction for

the enhancement layer, while the second one only relies on the previous reconstructed

enhancement layer information. Obviously the first approach suffers from a lower

coding efficiency performance while maintaining a good error resilience capability.

The second approach can encode video signals more efficiently, but inevitably suffer

from temporal error propagation. H.263+ allows the prediction for the enhancement

layer of each macroblock either from the base layer macroblock, or from the previous

enhancement reconstruction, or a linear combination of above two predictions [56].

In [182], coding modes of the enhancement layer are determined by rate distortion

optimization to trade-off the coding efficiency with robustness.

One disadvantage exists in traditional scalable coding, where the enhancement

layer data are either successfully decoded or have to be completely discarded due

to the channel capacity constraint or the impact from channel errors. Recently,

the Fine Granularity Scalability (FGS) technique is proposed to provide a novel

scalable coding mechanism with more adaptability to the variable bandwidth channel

characteristics [4]. FGS consists of a single enhancement layer coded in a progressive
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(fine granular) manner. The enhancement layer bitstream hence can be truncated

at any data rate and still be successfully decoded, as described in Fig. 7.1. Thus

the encoding process is implemented only once but provides a variety of decoding

data rates ranging from the base layer data rate to the maximum coding data rate

budget. FGS has already been included in the video coding standard MPEG-4 [210].

Currently, the progressive encoded enhancement layer in FGS is INTRA coded,

therefore, it possesses error resilient features to combat channel errors. In [4], it

has been pointed out that error resilience can be further introduced by inserting

resynchronization markers in the enhancement layer bitstream. Moreover, compared

to conventional scalable coding techniques, FGS is more suitable to unequal error

protection. In [6], a two UEP-based aspects are addressed regarding error resilience

against packet loss in FGS, which are realized by a new unequal fine-grained loss

protection (FGLP) scheme. FGLP not only considers the UEP techniques used to the

base layer and the enhancement layer, but also considers transmission prioritization

within the enhancement layer by placing unequal packet protection. FGLP assigns

bit planes in the enhancement layer to different protection level segments and applies

different levels of protection using FEC in order of the significance of the bit planes.

7.1.2 Overview of Operational Rate-Distortion Optimization

As discussed in Subsection 1.1.3 of Chapter 1, the fundamental problem in rate

distortion optimization is to find the asymptotically achievable bound for the fi-

delity of a source representation under a given data rate constraint. In practice,
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operational rate-distortion optimization is used, aiming to achieve an optimum for a

set of practically obtained rate-distortion points by adjusting the parameters of the

overall system. Operational rate-distortion optimization schemes have been widely

used in the literature of video compression [211,212]. In [213], an SNR scalable video

compression scheme is proposed by partitioning the DCT coefficients into several lay-

ers. Based on the observation that setting the least significant bits of a coefficient

to zero is equivalent to subtracting a certain value from it, an optimization problem

is formulated as how to optimally select the subtracted values for each coefficient in

a rate-distortion optimization manner. Both the Lagrangian multiplier optimization

scheme and the dynamic programming algorithm are used.

As the optimization problem formulated in Eqn. (1.1), for video transmission

applications, JSCC requires an overall rate-distortion optimization to achieve the

optimal bit allocation between source coding and channel coding elements, as well

as the optimal bit allocation among source coding elements that introduce error

resilience to the bitstream.

As discussed, for a constellation of rate-distortion points, rate-distortion opti-

mization can be realized by dynamic programming to achieve a global optimization,

which is an effective way to implement an exhaust search. The disadvantage is that

this method is too computationally intensive. When a sufficiently large amount of

operational rate-distortion points are obtained so that an approximately continu-

ous rate-distortion curve is obtained, the Lagrangian optimization method is usually

used instead. The disadvantage of this method is, however, that it cannot reach any
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rate-distortion pairs that do not reside on the convex hull of the practically obtained

rate-distortion points.

A new discrete rate-distortion combination scheme is proposed in [185]. The key

idea of this work is to exploit the greedy algorithm to substitute dynamic program-

ming. Combined with certain knowledge-based principles, the proposed scheme is

computationally efficient but only achieves a sub-optimal rate-distortion solution.

An objective distortion metric is a metric to computationally measure the dif-

ference between the decoded signal and the original one. The Peak Signal-to-Noise

Ratio (PSNR), as formulated in Eqn. (1.2), is a commonly used objective distortion

metric, due to its simplicity and relative consistency with the subjective distortion.

To serve the goal of operational rate-distortion optimization, a certain form of dis-

tortion prediction has to be used at the encoder side. For video compression where

signal distortion is mainly caused due to quantization, a distortion prediction is rel-

atively easy to obtain due to the deterministic characteristic of source quantization.

For video transmission over error prone channels, however, an accurate distortion

prediction at the encoder has to take into account various elements such as source

coding quantization, channel errors due to packet loss, spatial and temporal error

propagation, and the error recovery capability of the decoder [214]. This distor-

tion prediction is very complicated and unlikely to be predictable. Hence, how to

estimate and predict the distortion at the encoder such that it is approximately con-

sistent with the true distortion to be obtained at the decoder is a key problem for

rate-distortion optimization in video communication applications.
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Fig. 7.2. Referenced area by motion estimation out of the constraint
of macroblock boundaries

Both [183] and [200] independently address that the impact of temporal error

propagation has to be analyzed in the pixel-wise resolution. This is done because

motion estimation does not consider macroblock boundaries in the reference frame,

but rather referencing areas of 16 × 16 pixels, as shown in Fig. 7.2. They both ana-

lyzed the impact of the pixel-wise error propagation behavior in a recursive manner.

It is pointed out that only by estimating the reconstruction of each individual pixel

to be obtained at the decoder can we accurately evaluate the error propagation and

thus achieve an accurate distortion prediction at the encoder side.

A rate-distortion optimized adaptive INTRA update at the macroblock level is

proposed to improve the robustness of the bitstream against packet loss in [200]. In

particular, mode selection for each macroblock is implemented by jointly considering

the error propagation effect for subsequent frames. The scheme thus aims to achieve

a rate-distortion optimization for an entire group of frames. A recursive optimal
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per-pixel estimate (ROPE) scheme is proposed for obtaining a distortion prediction

at the encoder, which accurately takes into account the combining effects of source

coding, error propagation, channel loss, and error concealment.

In [183], the error probability for each pixel is estimated by considering three

kinds of impacts due to packet loss: (1) It is directly caused by a lost packet; (2) It

is caused by a slice that partially (or completely) suffers from packet loss; (3) It is

caused by referring to the damaged pixels in the reference frame. In [183], an adaptive

error resilient encoding scheme is proposed. The commonly used MSE (or PSNR)

is chosen as a distortion metric, but it is weighted by the likelihood of a packet

loss occurrence, i.e., weighted by the estimated pixel-wise loss probability. The

distortion is derived with the on-going encoding process. Whenever the accumulation

of the estimated distortion leads to a video degradation above a predefined threshold,

a resynchronization point is inserted into the bitstream. Furthermore, the FEC

protection is considered and the video packet loss process is analyzed considering

the error recovery capability of FEC. An adaptive FEC protection scheme is then

designed by tracking the updated distortion estimation.

In [184], a subjective distortion is proposed which is developed based on the

fact that the perceptual distortion varies exponentially with the scale quantization

parameter of the encoder and is consistent with the human judgment. Furthermore,

the relation between the distortion and the packet loss pattern is also derived, and an

important conclusion is drawn that a uniform and independent loss process results

in the worst case with respect to the amount of video quality degradation due to
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packet loss. Therefore, the distortion decreases inverse-proportionally to the average

burst length.

In [182], an operational rate-distortion optimized mode selection algorithm is

developed for scalable coding, in which the Lagrangian method is used. An accumu-

lated error concealment distortion is considered for the distortion prediction. The

relationship between the Lagrangian multiplier and the quantization step is first for-

mally addressed and analyzed for non-scalable coding in [28], and an approach that

addresses the same relationship but for scalable coding is developed in [182]. These

approaches are developed based on the observation that a close relationship exists

between the rate-distortion trade-offs and the quantization levels.

In [191], rate-distortion optimization is used to packetized streaming media,

where the decision of whether a packet is transmitted is made to meet a rate

constraint while minimizing the end-to-end distortion. The key idea of the pro-

posed scheme is based on mode design and selection, but candidate modes are

designed for packets rather than for the original source coded data such as mac-

roblocks [28, 182, 212]. The error cost function, similar to the error distortion, as-

sociated with each packet is derived as the cost of not delivering the packet to the

destination. The optimal mode is then determined for each packet by minimizing

the Lagrangian cost function. Moreover, it is addressed that the encoding and pack-

etization of multimedia can be modelled as a single directed acyclic dependency

graph, and thus a data packet is regarded as a node in the graph and the per-packet

optimization is achieved to contribute to the overall optimization solution.
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7.1.3 Overview of Packetization

For video streaming over IP networks, bitstreams generated by the video source

encoder are packetized in the transport layer and filled into the networks. Real-time

transport protocol (RTP) and real-time control protocol (RTCP) provide end-to-

end network upper-layer transport functions for streaming applications. They are

running on top of the basic transport function providers - the user datagram protocol

(UDP) and the transmission control protocol (TCP), as shown in Fig. 7.3 [215].

Functions supported by UDPs and TCPs include multiplexing, error control,

congestion control, or flow control. In particular, checksum is used in all TCP and
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Fig. 7.4. RTP packet structure

most UDP implementations for bit error detection. If a single or multiple bit errors

are detected in an upcoming packet, the packet will be discarded so that the upper

layer protocols will not receive the corrupted packet. Notice that retransmission is

allowed in TCP but not in UDP.

RTP, standardized by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), is an Internet

protocol that is standardized and designed to support end-to-end real-time media

streaming applications over unicast or multicast networks [216]. RTCP is a compan-

ion protocol with RTP to provide QoS feedback information. In other words, RTP is

a data transfer protocol while RTCP is a control protocol. The structure of an RTP

packet is shown in Fig. 7.4, including the RTP header, the RTP payload header, and

the encapsulated payload data.

RTP does not support QoS, but rather, carries important information of the

packet in the RTP header to support media streaming. As described in Fig. 7.4,
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the RTP header has a fixed length, which specifies significant properties including

the time stamping, the sequence numbering, and the payload type identification.

Therefore, RTP packets can be transmitted out of order, providing a more flexibility

for video streaming. Moreover, by the inclusion of the sequence number field that

is consecutive for sequentially transmitted packets, a packet loss becomes an erasure

error from the perspective of the decoder, which is beneficial for error detection.

In [217] and [218], the RTP payload header format for H.263+ video bitstreams

is specified. Three modes are designed for the payload header, with mode A support-

ing fragmentation at GOB boundaries, and a longer header in mode B or C allowing

fragmentation at macroblock boundaries. Mode selection strategies are developed

based on the desired network packet size and the encoding operations specified by

the H.263+ encoder. The payload header contains critical coding information such

as picture coding type, optional mode indication, quantization levels, temporal ref-

erences, macroblock addresses, or motion vectors. The error recovery capability of a

decoder hence depends on the capability of the decoder in using the payload header

information provided within an RTP packet.

Ideal packetization schemes for video transmission have to trade-off packetiza-

tion efficiency with error resilience performance of the packetized bitstream. For

RTP packetization of H.263+ bitstream, as an example, if one frame is encapsulated

into one packet, a shorter header will be resulted. However, one packet loss means

the whole frame information will not be available at the decoder, thus resulting in

a very poor decoded video quality for an increasing packet loss rate. In contrast, if
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one GOB or slice fits into one packet, the loss of one packet will not cause much in-

formation loss, especially when facilitated by a decoder with good error concealment

capabilities. Nevertheless, the smaller the packet size, the more overhead informa-

tion will be generated. A large overhead is especially prohibitive in the very low

data rate video transmission scenarios.

We would like to point out that another trade-off exists in terms of error resilience

performance when designing the packetization strategies, which is the trade-off be-

tween the dependency and independency across packet boundaries. It is commonly

acknowledged that guaranteeing every packet to be individually decodable is a key

idea of packetization concerning error resilience. One way to achieve this is to par-

tition the source video into a set of components and encode each component inde-

pendently followed by forming a packet. Therefore, data packetization is an implicit

way to realize resynchronization. Dependency across packets will inevitably cause

error propagation. Here we give two examples of dependency as a result of the mo-

tion estimation process. The first example originates from the motion prediction

included in H.263+, as we discussed in Subsection 6.1.3 of Chapter 6, where one

motion vector might be predicted by three motion vectors associated to the neigh-

boring macroblocks and only the difference between the original motion vector and

its prediction is encoded. Thus, if the neighboring macroblock containing the motion

vectors for prediction is lost, the decoding of current macroblock will be seriously

impacted. The second example is from the Overlapped Block Motion Compensation

(OBMC) scheme in Annex F of H.263+, where the motion compensated prediction
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for one 8×8 block is obtained by a weighted sum of three predictions, using the mo-

tion vectors of current block and two designated adjacent blocks. Therefore, similar

dependency is brought up as in the case of motion vector prediction. It seems that

error resilience always requires as higher independency across packets as possible.

However, this is not always true. For example, Annex K and Annex R are highly

recommended in [218]. If the Independent Segment Decoding (ISD) mode in Annex

R is used in combination with the slice structure in Annex K, the rectangular slice

sub-mode shall be enabled, and the dimension of each slice and the total number

of slices shall remain the same between every two INTRA coded frames. Therefore,

the motion estimation process of one segment in a frame is completely independent

of all the remaining segments in the same picture. If one segment is lost due to the

loss of the packet, there is no clue for the decoder to obtain any motion informa-

tion about the lost segment from other received segments, and thus the conventional

temporal-replacement error concealment method [200, 201] cannot be of any help.

In this case, we might want to introduce additional redundancy to facilitate error

concealment, such as associating a neighboring segment with the current segment’s

motion information since the independent segments behave in a manner as the IN-

TRA coded data. Nevertheless, redundant information will unavoidably reduce the

packetization efficiency.

In combination with RTP, RTCP is the control protocol to offer feedback chan-

nel messages, including the information regarding the quality of reception, such as

the fraction of lost RTP packets, jitter, and delay. Therefore, RTCP facilitates the
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realization of all the error protection schemes that require feedback channel informa-

tion. In particular, the expected Packet Loss Ratio (PLR) pB can be dynamically

measured from the periodic RTCP receiver reports. For an (n, k) FEC code, the

residual packet loss probability Ploss can be obtained based on PLR as

Ploss =
n

∑

j=n−k+1

j

n









n

j









pj
B(1 − pB)(n−j). (7.1)

An appropriate packetization approach combined with data partitioning is pro-

posed in [7] for embedded 3D subband coding. The video bitstream is packetized

into individually decodable packets of equal expected visual importance. Each sub-

band is first partitioned into equally sized blocks, and then one block from each

subband that contains different spatial information is chosen and grouped to shape

one packet. Thus one packet loss only results in the loss of a segment of a specific

subband.

A packetization scheme for embedded bitstream is presented in [219], and the

major contribution is the proposed general paradigm for the optimal packetization

design for embedded multimedia bitstreams using dynamic programming.

We would like to point out that the success of error resilience and error recov-

ery are greatly dependent on the success of the error detection and error tracking

techniques. Several mechanisms can be used to detect errors, which include but not

limit to the use of a VLC parser or a syntax analyzer, a resynchronization point, or

by checking whether the number of decoded DCT coefficients exceeds 64. If FEC is

used, a Reed-Solomon decoder usually reports an uncorrected error. The probability
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of undetected errors is usually very small, especially for a large value n chosen for

FEC.

7.2 Adaptive Packetization

Techniques to address robust video transmission over packet networks need to

simultaneously optimize three bit-allocation problems: the optimal bit allocation

between source coding and channel coding, the optimal bit allocation to introduce

appropriate error resilience into the bitstream, and the optimal bit allocation between

the coded bitstream and the packetization overhead.

The use of INTRA coding mode prevents error propagation and obtains resyn-

chronization for the bitstream. An INTRA coded frame is independent of all the

other portions of the bitstream from both the encoding and decoding points of view.

Nevertheless, INTRA coding is also the most bit-consuming scheme since it does not

fully exploit the redundancy within the video signals.

As an alternative, we can exploit ISD (Annex R) in conjunction with the slice

structure (Annex K) for the sake of error resilience. With packet fragmentation at

the segment boundaries determined by ISD, we can guarantee that each packet can

be independently decoded. Nevertheless, the “independency” of ISD is evaluated

only from the decoder’s perspective, not the encoder, since the dependency still

exists across packets by the use of motion compensated prediction. If one packet

is lost, all the information it carries will not be available, and thus all the packets

whose motion information is based on that packet will be seriously affected.
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In fact, for video transmission over packet networks, data loss always occurs in

units of packets. Therefore, we only need to introduce error resilience to prevent

dependency across packets, and we can take advantage of any dependency within

each packet to improve the coding efficiency. Therefore, we propose a new packe-

tization scheme, which prohibits any kind of dependency across the boundaries of

packet while trying to take full advantage of the dependency within each packet.

The idea is as follows: In the source coding stage, we divide each frame into

several segments, as is done in Annex R. We turn on any optional coding mode to

exploit the dependency within each segment while treating the segment boundaries

in a same way as with the picture boundaries. In the packetization stage, we place

the segment into the same packet as its reference segment (if any). If it cannot be fit

into that packet, it will be coded as INTRA instead and a new packet started. For

example, if one GOB is taken as one segment, then the encoding and packetization

processes obey the following principles:

• No dependency across the GOBs in one picture, which prohibits motion predic-

tion, OBMC, and advanced INTRA block prediction across GOB boundaries;

• If there is at least one macroblock in a GOB is encoded as INTER mode, it is

placed in the same packet as its reference GOB;

• If a GOB cannot fit into the packet containing its reference, all of its mac-

roblocks are encoded as INTRA mode, and a new packet started;
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• The number of GOBs in one packet is constrained by the predefined maxi-

mum packet size, and packet fragmentation is always implemented at the GOB

boundaries;

• Each GOB can be referenced at most once for motion estimation.

For an H.263+ encoder with Annex R turned on, our packetization scheme is

implemented to packetize a series of consecutive segments having the same position

into the same packet. A packet always starts with an INTRA coded segment, or con-

tains an INTRA segment while the remaining segments’ motion vectors are obtained

from that INTRA segment if backward motion estimation is employed.

7.3 Two-Layer Rate-Distortion Optimization

Similar to Annex R, we can take one or several GOBs or any rectangular slice

as a segment in our scheme. For simplicity, in this chapter we take one GOB as one

segment. We propose a two-layer rate-distortion optimization coding scheme to serve

our packetization method. As in [182], we design four modes for each macroblock:

INTRA, INTER, INTER4V, and SKIP. In Annex R, the motion vectors are only

allowed to refer to the same area as the current segment in the reference picture.

We loosen this constraint first to allow the current GOB to refer to any GOB at

any position in the reference picture. This is done to improve the source coding

performance.
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Fig. 7.5. Reference GOB selection by rate-distortion optimization
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As shown in Fig. 7.5 and Fig. 7.6, for the current GOB (dark slashed blocks in the

current picture) to be processed, we decide on the candidate GOBs for motion esti-

mation based on the range of motion vectors. In H.263+, if Annex D (Unrestricted

Motion Vector mode) is turned on, the search range can be as large as [−32, 31.5]

for QCIF pictures. Therefore, we select five GOBs - the GOB located in the same

position as the current one and two above and two underneath as the candidate refer-

ence GOBs. These are the shaded regions in the reference frame enclosed within the

bounding rectangle in Fig. 7.5. For each candidate reference GOB, we implement the

first layer rate-distortion optimization scheme to determine the coding mode for each

macroblock in the current GOB. Notice that the search window is limited within the

reference GOB area. The second layer rate-distortion optimization is then used to

select the final reference GOB out of the candidates by choosing the one that gives

the minimum sum of the rate-distortion values of the macroblocks

kopt = arg min
k∈I

∑

Curr GOB

J
(k)
i , (7.2)

where J
(k)
i denotes the optimal Lagrangian rate-distortion value obtained in the

first layer optimization, which is achieved based on the kth reference GOB for the

ith macroblock in the current GOB. Finally, we encode each macroblock with the

optimal mode obtained when the optimal GOB is referenced. We notice that the

central area in each picture usually contains more significant information than the

rest. Therefore, we start with the central GOBs and proceed to the top and the
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bottom. For the nine GOBs in a QCIF picture ordered 1 through 9 from the top to

the bottom, for example, we process the GOBs in the following order

{5, 4, 6, 3, 7, 2, 8, 1, 9}. (7.3)

To further improve coding performance, we adopt Annex D and Annex F in

H.263+ to treat each reference GOB. We extrapolate the edge area of the GOB, in-

terpolate it to generate the half-pixel values, and employ the OBMC scheme. Since

the unrestricted motion estimation mode is adopted, we have to signal the infor-

mation regarding which GOB is selected to be the reference for the current GOB,

which makes the proposed scheme not fully compliant with the H.263+ standard.

As shown in Fig. 7.6, since the reference GOB has been extrapolated, its edge area

is overlapped with the central area of the adjacent GOB. Therefore, from the motion

vector itself, we cannot determine which GOB it refers to.

Considering that the above scheme is not fully compliant with H.263+, we sim-

plify our scheme where the reference GOB is always the one in the same position

as the current GOB, which is consistent with Annex R of the standard. From the

experimental results present in the next subsection, we will see that this scheme

is applicable since the encoder always tends to select the one in the same position

except in the case complex motion or when scene changes occur.
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Fig. 7.6. A motion vector might point to the edge area of one GOB,
or to the central area of another GOB
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7.4 Experimental Results

Considering its complex motion nature with zoom-in-zoom-out motions and scene

changes, we choose foreman in QCIF 4:2:0 YUV format in length of 400 frames as

our test video sequence. For simplicity, we exploit the PSNR as the distortion metric

for each decoded frame.

First we encode foreman at 56 kbps, 10 fps with our two-layer rate-distortion

encoding method, with the results given in Fig. 7.7. Error resilience is introduced

to the bitstream by our encoder in which a GOB only depends on at most one

GOB in the reference picture, which results in 1.5 dB loss in PSNR. We observe

that the encoder is much likely to choose the same segment in the reference picture

based on the two-layer rate-distortion optimization. Only 11 frames out of the total

130 encoded P-frames include segments referring to the area other than the same

segments in the reference picture. Those frames are around the 80th encoded P-frame

(240th frame in the original video sequence) for foreman where scene changes occur.

Therefore, we can just take advantage of Annex R in H.263+, which demands the

same segmentation between two I-frames to replace the second layer rate-distortion

optimization in our scheme. Notice that for each reference GOB, we treat it in the

same way as with the reference picture, including extrapolating the edge area and

realizing OBMC. The decoded video quality in PSNR of the simplified scheme is

30.12 dB in PSNR with 0.05 dB loss in average compared to the two-layer scheme.
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Next we use our schemes with error-prone packet networks. We have discussed

in Chapter 6 that INTRA refresh rate is a critical parameter for the error resilience

concern. We map this parameter to the number of GOBs contained in each packet

in our simplified scheme. In the packetization stage, we place three GOBs in one

packet, which always starts with an INTRA mode GOB. Therefore, every three

frames are fragmented into nine packets, altogether containing nine INTRA GOBs,

which is equivalent to set the INTRA refresh rate to be 1/3 frame here, i.e., in

average 1/3 of the macroblocks in each frame are forced to be INTRA. Without

using the Reed-Solomon coding, the received video quality is shown in Fig. 7.8, after

de-packetization and decoding. The solid curve denotes the distortion when error

free, while the dashed one denotes the distortion with packet loss at rate 5%. By

using Reed-Solomon coding, we can keep the packetized bitstream almost intact in

a lower packet loss rate and achieving a similar performance in a higher packet loss

rate as in the lower rate case without employing error correction coding.

Notice that for some frames the PSNR drops more than 5 dB each, as for the 15th

to 21st encoded P frames shown in Fig. 7.8. This is because one packet loss means

three consecutive frames suffer in the same location, and our current error conceal-

ment method simply copies the same located macroblock in the previous frame if the

current macroblock data are not available. We can use a better error concealment

method for future work to improve the performance. For example, we can choose

the macroblock in the previous picture with the most matched neighboring area as

the concealed image for the current lost macroblock [220].
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Fig. 7.7. Source encoding for foreman

As shown in Fig. 7.9, the packet that contains the second GOBs in three consecu-

tive pictures have been lost. Since we have prevent any dependency across the packet

boundaries, motion estimation of one GOB in a frame is completely independent of

all the other GOBs in the same picture. Therefore, the decoder does not have any

information to be referenced to regarding the motion information of the lost GOB,

and thus the conventional temporal-replacement error concealment method [200,201]

cannot be of any help. At this time, we might consider the trade-off of dependency

and independency across segments when designing the data partitioning strategies.
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(a1) 18Th                                           (a2) 19th                                        (a3) 20th  

(a) Uncorrupted encoded P pictures 

         
 (b1) 18Th                                          (b2) 19th                                       (b3) 20th  

(b) Corrupted encoded P pictures 

Fig. 7.9. Packet loss recovery by simple error concealment to foreman
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7.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we describe the following contributions:

• We have proposed new schemes to introduce error resilience into the com-

pressed video bitstreams for transmission over packet networks. First, we

developed an adaptive packetization scheme that prohibits any dependency

across packets, for error resilience purposes, while exploiting the dependency

within each packet to improve the source coding performance. Secondly, we

addressed a two-layer rate-distortion optimization scheme to serve our packe-

tization method. Finally, we presented a simplified version of our schemes to

make it fully compliant with H.263+.

In our future work, we will explore appropriate error concealment methods to

better serve our error resilience schemes.
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8. CONCLUSIONS

As we have discussed in Chapter 1, transmission of digital video signals over current

data networks demands efficient, reliable, and adaptable video coding techniques due

to the heterogeneous nature of current wired and wireless networks. In this disserta-

tion, we have mainly addressed the scalable video coding structure, in particular the

leaky prediction layered video coding (LPLC) and low complexity video encoding

techniques.

Leaky prediction layered video coding, known as LPLC, includes a scaled version

of the enhancement layer within the motion compensation loop to improve the coding

efficiency while maintaining graceful recovery in the presence of error drift. We have

completed the following work regarding LPLC:

Rate distortion performance of LPLC:

• We have examined a deficiency inherent in the LPLC structure, namely that

the reconstructed video quality from both the enhancement layer and the base

layer cannot be guaranteed to be always superior to that of using the base layer

alone, even when no drift occurs. In other words, the enhancement layer does

not always “enhance” the performance. We highlighted this deficiency using a

formulation that describes LPLC.
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• We have proposed a general framework that applies to both LPLC and a mul-

tiple description coding scheme using motion compensation, known as MDMC.

We have addressed two types of similarities, namely Similarity I and Similarity

II, that exist between LPLC and MDMC. We refer to the similarity between the

enhancement layer in LPLC and the central loop in MDMC, considered from

the leaky prediction point of view, as Similarity I. Similarity I conforms with

the well-accepted supposition in the literature that the reconstructed quality

using both layers in LPLC shall be superior to that using the base layer alone.

We refer to the similarity between the enhancement layer in LPLC and the

side loops in MDMC, considered from the mismatch point of view, as Simi-

larity II. The mismatch in LPLC is the difference between the enhancement

layer predicted error frame (PEF) and the reconstructed version of the base

layer PEF. Similarity II between MDMC and LPLC confirms the deficiency

that might exist in LPLC. The seemingly disagreement between the above two

types of similarities is consistent with our analysis that the superiority of the

enhancement layer in LPLC is dependent on the leaky factor as well as the

accuracy of the encoded enhancement layer itself.

• We have proposed an enhanced LPLC based on maximum-likelihood (ML) es-

timation, termed ML-LPLC, to address the previously specified deficiency in

LPLC. ML-LPLC is capable of addressing the deficiency in LPLC in terms of

the coding efficiency regardless of the characteristics of the encoded videos, the

data rates allocated to either of the two layers, or the choices of the leaky fac-
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tors. The implementation of ML-LPLC requires reasonable extra computation.

Once the ML-coefficients are derived, to obtain the ML reconstruction at the

decoder only requires two scaling and one addition for each pixel. Moreover,

the transmission of the side information for ML-LPLC, i.e., the transmission

of the ML coefficients requires negligible additional data rate compared to the

payload data rates.

• To theoretically analyze the rate distortion performance of LPLC, we have

developed an alternative block diagram of LPLC. Similar to the original LPLC

framework, the alternative block diagram includes two motion compensated

prediction (MCP) loops, where the base layer PEF is encoded in the base

layer MCP step and the mismatch is encoded in the enhancement layer MCP

step. Different from the original framework, the leaky factor is only present

in the enhancement layer MCP step in the alternative block diagram, which

significantly simplifies the theoretic analysis. We have addressed the theoretic

analysis of LPLC using two different approaches, namely the one using rate

distortion theory and the one using a quantization noise model, based on the

alternative block diagram.

• In the first approach for theoretically analyzing LPLC, we have used the op-

timum forward channel derived from rate distortion theory to model the en-

coding of a 2D image and obtain the parametric rate distortion functions for

LPLC in closed form for one scenario where the enhancement layer is intact
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and the other where it has drift. For each scenario, the closed form rate distor-

tion functions are in relation to three parameters: the power spectral density

(PSD) of the input video frame, the probability distribution of the motion

vector estimation errors, as well as the leaky factor.

• In the second approach for theoretically analyzing LPLC, we have addressed

the rate distortion performance of LPLC by using quantization noise modeling.

Since the optimum forward channel used in the first approach is derived from

rate distortion theory, it provides the rate distortion bound at which a 2D

stationary, Gaussian random signal is encoded. The quantization noise model

in the second approach is a heuristic model, which was obtained from the

operational results. The optimum forward channel specifies parametric rate

distortion functions, whereas the use of the quantization noise model provides a

closed formulation of the mean-square-error (MSE) distortion that is explicitly

related to the data rate. We also obtain closed form rate distortion functions

for the two scenarios of LPLC.

• We have evaluated both closed form expressions and demonstrated that the

leaky factor is critical in the performance of coding efficiency. We have vali-

dated that with the partial or full inclusion of the enhancement layer in the

MCP loop, LPLC does improve the coding efficiency as opposed to the con-

ventional layered scalable coding. When the enhancement layer has no error

drift, it is shown that at a specific leaky factor value between 0 and 1, the
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decoded video quality increases with the increase of the data rate. When the

data rate is sufficiently large, LPLC achieves a better rate distortion perfor-

mance with increasing leaky factor. It is interesting to note that when the

enhancement layer data rate is small, it might be possible that a larger leaky

factor yields a less efficient codec, especially when the leaky factor is close

to 1. We have also shown that the leaky factor is critical in error resilience

performance when the enhancement layer in LPLC suffers from error drift.

When drift occurs in the enhancement layer, it is observed that larger leaky

factors yield a larger drop in the rate distortion performance, especially when

the leaky factor approaches 1. We have simulated both scenarios, with and

without drift in the enhancement layer, using SAMCoW and evaluated the

operational rate distortion performance of LPLC associated with various leaky

factors for video sequences containing varying degrees of motions. It is shown

that the theoretical results conform with the operational results.

We have discussed that two types of scalabilities exist in scalable video coding:

(i) nested scalability, in which different representations of each frame are generated

using layered scalable coding and have to be decoded in a fixed sequential order,

an example of which is LPLC; (ii) parallel scalability, which is used in multiple

description coding (MDC) where different descriptions are mutually refinable and

independently decodable. We have completed the following work regarding the par-

allel scalable video coding:

Nested scalability in the parallel scalable coding structure:
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• We have used the framework that applies to both LPLC and MDMC to intro-

duce the nested scalability into each description of the MDC stream. We have

proposed a fine granularity scalability (FGS) based MDC approach, termed

fine-scalable-MDC, FS-MDC. The essential framework of FS-MDC is identical

to that of MDMC, however, FS-MDC views the functionality of the mismatch

transmitted in the side loops as the enhancement information, instead of as

compensation to the central loop in MDMC. From the overall descriptions

point of view, the MD structure in the base layer has error resilient capability

since any single description of the base layer is decodable.

• We have proposed a coding structure characterized as “dual-leaky,” and re-

ferred to it as Dual-LPLC. The “dual-leaky” feature is defined in the sense that

one leaky prediction is exploited in the parallel scalable coded base layer and a

second leaky prediction is included in the nested scalable coded enhancement

layer. The leaky prediction in the base layer is manifested by the second-order

prediction that originated from the MD structure, while the leaky prediction

in the enhancement layer is implemented by incorporating a scaled version of

the enhancement layer in the motion compensation loop of each single descrip-

tion. Dual-LPLC combines nested scalability and parallel scalability under one

framework and maintains a good balance between scalable video coding and

error resilient video coding due to its “dual-leaky” prediction feature.
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We have also addressed the new emerging low complexity video encoding tech-

nique, which is developed for applications such as wireless sensor networks and dis-

tributed video surveillance systems where resources for memory, computation, and

energy are scarce at the video encoder side whereas resources at the decoder are

relatively abundant. We have introduced the Slepian-Wolf and Wyner-Ziv theorems

which provided a theoretic basis for this new coding paradigm. We have completed

the following work regarding low complexity video encoding:

Low complexity video encoding using B-frame direct modes:

• We have proposed a low complexity video encoding approach using B-frame

direct modes. The direct mode was originally developed for encoding B frames.

The motion compensated prediction of the direct mode is a linear combina-

tion of the two predictions obtained from the forward motion compensation

and the backward motion compensation. In our proposed approach, we have

extended the direct-mode idea and designed new B-frame direct modes to en-

code B frames. We constrained any macroblock in a B frame to be encoded

only using either the intra-coding mode or one of the new direct coding modes.

Hence, no motion estimation is used to any B frames and low complexity video

encoding is achieved. Our proposed low complexity video encoding requires a

feedback channel from the decoder to the encoder. We implemented motion

estimation at the decoder and transmitted the motion vectors back to the de-

coder. We have designed three B-frame direct modes and specified nine coding

modes for B frame macroblocks: PPForw Bidir, PPForw Forw, PPForw Back,
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PPBack Bidir, PPBack Forw, PPBack Back, PBBidir Bidir, PBBidir Forw,

and PBBidir Back. Experimental results have shown that our approach using

new B-frame direct modes with help of a feedback channel obtains a competi-

tive rate distortion performance compared to that of the high complexity video

encoding approach.

We have also completed the following work regrading reliable video transmission

over error prone networks:

Reliable transmission of digital videos:

• We have presented a thorough evaluation of the joint source and channel video

coding methodology from two points of view: source coding design for error

resilience and channel coding for error detection and recovery. We investigated

the current ITU-T video compression standard, H.263+, for 3G wireless trans-

mission. In particular, we concentrated on error resilient features provided

within the standard and forward error correction (FEC) to find the optimal

combination of various system parameters under different lossy channel con-

ditions. Furthermore, we investigated new metrics other than the common

peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) to evaluate video distortion caused by the

combination of source compression and channel errors.

• We have proposed new schemes to introduce error resilience into the com-

pressed video bitstreams for transmission over packet networks. First, we

developed an adaptive packetization scheme that prohibits any dependency
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across packets, for error resilience purposes, while exploiting the dependency

within each packet to improve the source coding performance. Secondly, we

addressed a two-layer rate-distortion optimization scheme to serve our packe-

tization method. Finally, we presented a simplified version of our schemes to

make it fully compliant with H.263+.

The future work can be explored from the following two perspectives:

Future research:

• For LPLC, we have observed that the leaky factor is critical and has three

functionalities: (1) It affects the coding efficiency; (2) It affects the error re-

silience performance; (3) It determines the superiority of the reconstruction by

both layers. Hence, which value should be chosen for the leaky factor in LPLC

is closely related to the application. Adaptively adjusting the leaky factor thus

becomes a good alternative. We would be exploring the mode-adaptive ML-

LPLC approach facilitated with the drift-managing mechanism in our future

work.

• For low complexity video encoding, distributed video coding based on the

Wyner-Ziv structure has been actively revisited recently, such as the one using

Turbo codes. Our scheme using B-frame direct modes can be further coupled

with Wyner-Ziv distributed encoding to provide a practical and efficient low

complexity video encoding system.
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• We will explore error resilient low complexity video encoding using B-frame

direct modes. When video bitstreams suffer from channel errors, errors that

occur to the motion vectors of the co-located macroblock, either in the for-

ward channel or in the feedback channel, will inevitably propagate to the

macroblock that is coded in direct mode. In our future work, we will con-

sider interpolation/extrapolation of motion vectors with errors for direct mode

coded B-frames. UEP may be used to protect the motion vectors. Since motion

estimation is implemented at the decoder in our low complexity video encod-

ing approach, we would also pursue appropriate motion compensated error

concealment techniques.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A: Rate Distortion Functions for Cascaded MSE Optimum For-

ward Channels

Proposition A.1 The cascaded Gaussian MSE optimum forward channels are still

optimal in the rate distortion sense. Furthermore, the parameter of the equivalent

optimum forward channel is the sum of the parameters featuring each of the cascaded

channels.

Proof : We complete the proof by showing that the two cascaded optimum for-

ward channels, as shown in Fig. 3.3, is equivalent to one optimum forward channel

that yields the same MSE rate distortion functions for an arbitrary 2D Gaussian

stationary signal.

From Fig. 3.3, we have

S ′′(Λ) = Ĝ(Λ)S ′(Λ) + N̂(Λ), (A.1)

where the transform function of the second optimum forward channel is represented

by

Ĝ(Λ) = max

{

0, 1 −
θ̂

Φs′s′(Λ)

}

= max

{

0, 1 −
θ̂

max{0, Φss(Λ) − θ}

}

, (A.2)
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and the PSD of the additive, independent Gaussian noise for the second channel is

Φn̂n̂(Λ) = max

{

0, θ̂

(

1 −
θ̂

Φs′s′(Λ)

)}

= max

{

0, θ̂

(

1 −
θ̂

max{0, Φss(Λ) − θ}

)}

. (A.3)

Since

S ′(Λ) = G(Λ)S(Λ) + N(Λ) = max

{

0, 1 −
θ

Φss(Λ)

}

S(Λ) + N(Λ), (A.4)

combining (A.1), we have

S ′′(Λ) = G(Λ)Ĝ(Λ)S(Λ) + Ĝ(Λ)N(Λ) + N̂(Λ). (A.5)

Since {s}, {n}, and {n̂} are all stationary Gaussian processes, and independent of

each other, {s′′}, as a linear combination of them, is also a stationary Gaussian

process, and jointly stationary Gaussian with {s}.

Let {s̃′′} denote the difference signal between the input to the first channel and

the output from the second channel in Fig. 3.3, we have

S̃ ′′(Λ) = S(Λ) − S ′′(Λ)

= (1 − G(Λ)Ĝ(Λ))S(Λ) − Ĝ(Λ)N(Λ) − N̂(Λ). (A.6)
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For the spatial frequencies Λ : Φss(Λ) ≤ θ, it is easy to show that Φs′s′(Λ), Φs′′s′′(Λ),

and the cross spectral density between {s} and {s′′}, denoted as Φss′′(Λ), are all

zeros, and Φs̃′′s̃′′(Λ) = Φss(Λ). For Λ : Φss(Λ) > θ, we have

Φs̃′′s̃′′(Λ) = |1 − G(Λ)Ĝ(Λ)|2Φss(Λ) + |Ĝ(Λ)|2Φnn(Λ) + Φn̂n̂(Λ)

=

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

1 −
Φss(Λ) − θ

Φss(Λ)
max

{

0,
Φss(Λ) − (θ + θ̂)

Φss(Λ) − θ

}∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

Φss(Λ)

+

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

max

{

0,
Φss(Λ) − (θ + θ̂)

Φss(Λ) − θ

}∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

θ
Φss(Λ) − θ

Φss(Λ)

+ max

{

0, θ̂
Φss(Λ) − (θ + θ̂)

Φss(Λ) − θ

}

= min{θ + θ̂, Φss(Λ)}. (A.7)

Since both θ and θ̂ are nonnegative, Φss(Λ) ≤ θ implies that Φss(Λ) ≤ θ + θ̂.

Hence, Φs̃′′s̃′′(Λ) has a universal form, regardless of the specific spatial frequencies,

as given in (A.7). The MSE distortion yielded by the cascaded channels is then

obtained as the inverse-Fourier transform of the PSD Φs̃′′s̃′′(Λ), which is

DII,θ,θ̃ =
1

4π2

∫∫

Λ

Φs̃′′s̃′′(Λ)dΛ =
1

4π2

∫∫

Λ

min{θ̃, Φss(Λ)}dΛ, (A.8)

where θ̃ = θ + θ̂.

Also by (A.5), for Λ : Φss(Λ) > θ, the cross spectral density Φss′′(Λ) is

Φss′′(Λ) = G(Λ)Ĝ(Λ)Φss(Λ)

=
Φss(Λ) − θ

Φss(Λ)
max

{

0,
Φss(Λ) − (θ + θ̂)

Φss(Λ) − θ

}

Φss(Λ)

= max{0, Φss(Λ) − (θ + θ̂)}, (A.9)
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and the PSD of {s′′} is

Φs′′s′′(Λ) = |G(Λ)Ĝ(Λ)|2Φss(Λ) + |Ĝ(Λ)|2Φnn(Λ) + Φn̂n̂(Λ)

=

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

Φss(Λ) − θ

Φss(Λ)
max

{

0,
Φss(Λ) − (θ + θ̂)

Φss(Λ) − θ

}∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

Φss(Λ)

+

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

max

{

0,
Φss(Λ) − (θ + θ̂)

Φss(Λ) − θ

}∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

θ
Φss(Λ) − θ

Φss(Λ)

+ max

{

0, θ̂
Φss(Λ) − (θ + θ̂)

Φss(Λ) − θ

}

= max{0, Φss(Λ) − (θ + θ̂)}. (A.10)

Similar to the discussion with Φs̃′′s̃′′(Λ) in (A.7), (A.9) and (A.10) are also the uni-

versal forms for Φss′′(Λ) and Φs′′s′′(Λ). Note that the PSD of the output from the

cascaded channels, Φs′′s′′(Λ), and the cross spectral density between the input and

the output of the channels, Φss′′(Λ), are identical.

Since {s} and {s′′} are jointly stationary Gaussian, the mutual information rate

between {s} and {s′′}, Iθ,θ̂(S; S ′′), is obtained using (A.9), (A.10), and (3.5) of

Lemma 1 as follows

Iθ,θ̂(S; S ′′) = −
1

8π2

∫∫

Λ

log

(

1 −
|Φss′′(Λ)|2

Φss(Λ)Φs′′s′′(Λ)

)

dΛ

= −
1

8π2

∫∫

Λ

log

(

1 −
|max{0, Φss(Λ) − (θ + θ̂)}|2

Φss(Λ) max{0, Φss(Λ) − (θ + θ̂)}

)

dΛ

=
1

8π2

∫∫

Λ

max

{

0, log

(

Φss(Λ)

θ + θ̂

)}

dΛ. (A.11)

This implies the parametric data rate yielded by the cascaded channels is

RII,θ,θ̃ =
1

8π2

∫∫

Λ

max

{

0, log

(

Φss(Λ)

θ̃

)}

dΛ, (A.12)

where θ̃ = θ + θ̂.
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Fig. A.1. The equivalent MSE optimum forward channel for the two
cascaded channels

Combining (A.8) and (A.12), we conclude that the two cascaded optimum forward

channels yield the Gaussian MSE rate distortion functions of the same form as that

yielded by a single optimum forward channel except with parameter θ + θ̂, the sum

of the two parameters featuring the two channels. Equivalently, the two cascaded

channels in Fig. 3.3 can be represented by one optimum forward channel as shown

in Fig. A.1, where the transform function is represented by

G̃(Λ) = max

{

0, 1 −
θ + θ̂

Φss(Λ)

}

, (A.13)

and the PSD of the additive, independent Gaussian noise is

Φññ(Λ) = max

{

0, (θ + θ̂)

(

1 −
θ + θ̂

Φss(Λ)

)}

. (A.14)
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Appendix B: The Development of the Alternative Block Diagram for

Leaky Prediction Layered Video Coding (LPLC)

From Fig. 3.7, we have

S ′
b(Ω) = E ′

b(Ω) + H(Ω)S ′
b(Ω),

implying that

E ′
b(Ω) = [1 − H(Ω)]S ′

b(Ω), (B.1)

and

S ′
b(Ω) =

E ′
b(Ω)

1 − H(Ω)
. (B.2)

Also, we have

S ′
e(Ω) = E ′

e(Ω) + Ŝe(Ω) = E ′
b(Ω) + Ψ′(Ω) + Ŝe(Ω)

= E ′
b(Ω) + Ψ′(Ω) + H(Ω) [(1 − α)S ′

b(Ω) + αS ′
e(Ω)] ,

which implies, by using (B.1), that

S ′
e(Ω) =

E ′
b(Ω) + H(Ω)(1 − α)S ′

b(Ω) + Ψ′(Ω)

1 − αH(Ω)

= S ′
b(Ω) +

1

1 − αH(Ω)
Ψ′(Ω), (B.3)

and

Ŝe(Ω) = S ′
e(Ω) − E ′

b(Ω) − Ψ′(Ω). (B.4)
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Combining (B.4) and (B.3), we have

Ψ(Ω) = Ee(Ω) − E ′
b(Ω) = S(Ω) − Ŝe(Ω) − E ′

b(Ω)

= S(Ω) − S ′
e(Ω) + Ψ′(Ω)

= [S(Ω) − S ′
b(Ω)] −

αH(Ω)

1 − αH(Ω)
Ψ′(Ω).

Since

S(Ω) − S ′
b(Ω) = Eb(Ω) − E ′

b(Ω),Ẽb(Ω), (B.5)

then

Ψ(Ω) = Ẽb(Ω) −
αH(Ω)

1 − αH(Ω)
[Ge(Λ)Ψ(Ω) + Ne(Ω)].

Hence

Ψ(Ω) =
1 − αH(Ω)

1 − αH(Ω) + Ge(Λ)(αH(Ω))
Ẽb(Ω)

−
αH(Ω)

1 − αH(Ω) + Ge(Λ)(αH(Ω))
Ne(Ω). (B.6)

We observe that the Fourier transform of the mismatch signal {ψ} in (B.6), as a

function of {ẽb,eb − e′b} and {ne}, has exactly the same form as that of the PEF in

the base layer MCP loop, {eb}, as a function of {s} and {nb} [64]. Analogously, {ẽb}

serves as the input signal to the MCP loop as opposed to {s}, {ne} serves as the

additive, independent Gaussian noise in the optimum forward channel as opposed

to {nb}, and (αH(Ω)) is the MCP 3D filter combining spatial filtering and motion

compensation as opposed to H(Ω). Therefore, we obtain the alternative diagram for

LPLC as shown in Fig. 3.8.
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Appendix C: Further Analysis of Scenario II for LPLC

If F (Λ) = P (Λ), we have ΦI,θ̆0

ψψ (Λ) in (3.37) for Λ : Φẽbẽb
(Λ) > θ̆0 that

ΦI,θ̆0

ψψ (Λ) = Φẽbẽb
(Λ)[1 − α(2 − α)|P (Λ)|2] + θ̆0α|P (Λ)|2

< Φẽbẽb
(Λ)[1 − 2α(1 − α)|P (Λ)|2] ≤ Φẽbẽb

(Λ). (C.1)

Hence, when θ̃ = θ̆0 + θ̂ > θ and θ̆0 ≤ θ, combining (3.35), (C.1), and (3.27), we have

Φθ̆0
ψψ(Λ) ≤ Φẽbẽb

(Λ) ≤ θ < θ̃. (C.2)

Thus the data rate function in (3.49) reduces to the same form as (3.30), but the

distortion function reduces to

DII,θ,θ̃
e =

1

4π2

∫∫

Λ

min
{

θ̆0, Φ
θ̆0
ψψ(Λ)

}

+
1

1 − α2|P (Λ)|2
max

{

0, Φθ̆0
ψψ(Λ) − θ̆0

}

dΛ,

for θ̆0 ≤ θ, θ̃ > θ, and F (Λ) = P (Λ). (C.3)

Note that when α = 0,

min
{

θ̆0, Φ
θ̆0
ψψ(Λ)

}

+
1

1 − α2|P (Λ)|2
max

{

0, Φθ̆0
ψψ(Λ) − θ̆0

}

= Φθ̆0
ψψ(Λ) = Φẽbẽb

(Λ),

and the distortion given by (C.3) reduces to that given by (3.29). When α = 1, for

Λ : Φẽbẽb
(Λ) > θ̆0, we have Φθ̆0

ψψ(Λ) ≥ θ̆0, and

1

1 − |P (Λ)|2
max

{

0, Φθ̆0
ψψ(Λ) − θ̆0

}

=
1

1 − |P (Λ)|2
max

{

0, Φẽbẽb
(Λ)(1 − |P (Λ)|2) + θ̆0|P (Λ)|2 − θ̆0

}

= Φẽbẽb
(Λ) − θ̆0.
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Thus it is easy to show that the distortion given by (C.3) also reduces to that given

by (3.29) for α = 1.

Appendix D: A Discussion of Embedded Quantization Noise

In this section, we discuss the variance of the signal {∆qe,dec} in (3.86), σ2
∆qe,dec

,

and the cross-correlation between {∆qe,dec} and {qe,min}, E {qe,min∆qe,dec}.

Let matrix U denote the orthogonal, separable 2D transform applied to the mis-

match signal {ψ} carried by the enhancement layer in LPLC. U has a dimension of

M×M .1

We make the following three assumptions: First, we assume uniform embedded

quantization operations are used in encoding the transform coefficients of {ψ}. Let

δγ, γ = 0, 1, 2, · · · , denote the selected series of embedded quantization steps, where

δγ = 2γδ0, for γ = 1, 2, 3 · · · . (D.1)

The enhancement layer data rates in accordance to the use of above embedded

quantization steps are R
(γ)
e , for γ = 0, 1, 2, · · · .

Secondly, we assume drift occurs as a result of data rate truncation to the bit-

stream of the enhancement layer, and the possible truncation point only occurs at

one of the discrete data rates R
(γ)
e , γ = 0, 1, 2, · · · .

Thirdly, we assume that the reconstruction level of an arbitrary quantizer is

placed in the middle of the corresponding quantization interval.

1We assume U has a square size. This conforms with the transform used in most real video coding systems, such as

the 8×8 block based DCT in MPEG-2 and the 4×4 block based DCT-like integer transform in H.26L/H.264.
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Let Qe,min and Qe,dec denote the quantization noise matrices when the enhance-

ment layer is decoded at data rate (Re,min − Rb) and (RII
e,dec − Rb) respectively, and

let

∆Qe,dec,Qe,dec − Qe,min. (D.2)

Then we have

qe,min(x, y, t) = (UT Qe,minU)(x, y, t), (D.3)

qe,dec(x, y, t) = (UT Qe,decU)(x, y, t), (D.4)

∆qe,dec(x, y, t) = (UT ∆Qe,decU)(x, y, t). (D.5)

The cross-correlation between {∆qe,dec} and {qe,min} is

E {qe,min∆qe,dec} (τx, τy, t)

= E {qe,min(x, y, t)∆qe,dec(x + τx, y + τy, t)}

= E
{(

UT Qe,minU
)

(x, y, t)
(

UT ∆Qe,decU
)

(x + τx, y + τy, t)
}

, (D.6)

where (τx, τy) denote an arbitrary pair of integer distances satisfying −(M − 1) ≤

τx ≤ (M − 1) and −(M − 1) ≤ τy ≤ (M − 1).

Since both Qe,min and ∆Qe,dec have a dimension of M×M , we write

Qe,min =

























Qe,min(µ1, v1, t) Qe,min(µ1, v2, t) . . . Qe,min(µ1, vM , t)

Qe,min(µ2, v1, t) Qe,min(µ2, v2, t) . . . Qe,min(µ2, vM , t)

...
...

. . .
...

Qe,min(µM , v1, t) Qe,min(µM , v2, t) . . . Qe,min(µM , vM , t)

























, (D.7)
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and

∆Qe,dec =

























∆Qe,dec(µ1, v1, t) ∆Qe,dec(µ1, v2, t) . . . ∆Qe,dec(µ1, vM , t)

∆Qe,dec(µ2, v1, t) ∆Qe,dec(µ2, v2, t) . . . ∆Qe,dec(µ2, vM , t)

...
...

. . .
...

∆Qe,dec(µM , v1, t) ∆Qe,dec(µM , v2, t) . . . ∆Qe,dec(µM , vM , t)

























.

(D.8)

Next we prove

E
{

Qe,min(µ
(1), v(1), t)∆Qe,dec(µ

(2), v(2), t)
}

≈ 0, (D.9)

i.e., {qe,min} and {∆qe,dec} are approximately uncorrelated in the transform domain,

where (µ(1), v(1)) and (µ(2), v(2)) denote two arbitrary locations in the 2D M×M grid.

If (D.9) is true, we have

E {qe,min∆qe,dec} (τx, τy, t) ≈ 0, (D.10)

implying that {qe,min} and {∆qe,dec} are also approximately uncorrelated in the spa-

tial domain. This is true because by (D.6),
(

UT Qe,minU
)

(x, y, t) is a linear combi-

nation of the entries of matrix Qe,min in (D.7), and
(

UT ∆Qe,decU
)

(x + τx, y + τy, t)

is a linear combination of the entries of matrix ∆Qe,dec in (D.8).

For a quantization noise as a result of the use of a specific quantization step

δγ, we assume the spatial samples located in the 2D M×M grid are identically

distributed random variables, each with a zero-mean, and any two samples from

different locations are uncorrelated.
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Fig. D.1. Quantization noise introduced by the use of uniform em-
bedded quantization steps

Hence, when at least one coordinate does not agree for (µ(1), v(1)) and (µ(2), v(2)),

we have

E
{

Qe,min(µ
(1), v(1), t)∆Qe,dec(µ

(2), v(2), t)
}

= 0, for µ(1) 6= µ(2) or v(1) 6=v(2).

(D.11)

Next we discuss the case when both coordinates for (µ(1), v(1)) and (µ(2), v(2))

agree to each other. First, suppose Qe,min is the quantization noise introduced by

the use of the quantization step δk, and Qe,dec as a result of δk+1. We have

δk+1 = 2δk.
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As shown in Fig. D.1, Ψ is a random variable representing an arbitrary transform

coefficient of the mismatch signal {ψ}. Let fΨ(ε) denote the probability density

function (p.d.f.) of Ψ. We have

E {Qe,min(µ, v, t)∆Qe,dec(µ, v, t)}

= E {Qe,min(Ψ)∆Qe,dec(Ψ)}

=

∫ ∞

−∞

Qe,min(ε)∆Qe,dec(ε)fΨ(ǫ)dε. (D.12)

We assume fΨ(ε) is asymptotically zero outside a finite region and partition the non-

zero support of fΨ(ε) into N intervals, each with a length of δk. All the intervals,

[nδk, (n + 1)δk), n = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1, coordinate with the quantization intervals

specified by δk, as shown in Fig. D.1. Then,

E {Qe,min(Ψ)∆Qe,dec(Ψ)}

=
N−1
∑

n=0

∫ (n+1)δk

nδk

Qe,min(ε)∆Qe,dec(ε)fΨ(ǫ)dε. (D.13)

We assume R
(k)
e is sufficiently large, and hence δk is sufficiently small, so that fΨ(ε)

is approximately constant over each interval. Thus,

E {Qe,min(Ψ)∆Qe,dec(Ψ)}

≈
N−1
∑

n=0

fΨ(n)

∫ (n+1)δk

nδk

Qe,min(ε)∆Qe,dec(ε)dε. (D.14)

From Fig. D.1, we have

∫ (n+1)δk

nδk

Qe,min(ε)∆Qe,dec(ε)dε = 0, for n = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1. (D.15)

Therefore,

E {Qe,min(µ, v, t)∆Qe,dec(µ, v, t)}≈0. (D.16)
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Above analysis can be easily generalized to obtain the result in (D.16) for the case

where qe,min and qe,dec are a result of any two arbitrary quantization steps δk and δl,

and δk < δl.

Combining (D.6), (D.9), (D.11), and (D.16), we have

E {qe,min∆qe,dec} ≈ 0,

i.e., {qe,min} and {∆qe,dec} are approximately uncorrelated with each other.

Moreover, we approximate the variance of {∆qe,dec} as

σ2
∆qe,dec

= E
{

(qe,dec − qe,min)
2
}

= σ2(II)
qe,dec

− σ2
qe,min

− 2E {qe,min∆qe,dec}

≈ σ2(II)
qe,dec

− σ2
qe,min

. (D.17)
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